Newsreel clips from musty vaults unearth a programming bonanza............... 27
Advertisers' make-good policies changing day-to-day.............................. 32
Commission asserts legality of ad control plan as hearing opens................ 42
Does Collins have designs on Senate seat?
He won't deny persistent rumors...... 54

TIME OUT... while Jim Taylor watches the COLUMBIA features on WBAY-TV

The COLUMBIA features can be currently seen in more than 150 markets
Turning on the creative light in programming is something that happens regularly at WPIX-11. The presentation of our unique Documentary Specials is a good example.

Since WPIX-11 started producing its own provocative specials, other producers have been attracted by this climate of imaginative programming and have brought some of their most noteworthy productions to New York's Prestige Independent.

Twelve more Documentary Specials have just been added to the current season, including six new David L. Wolper hour specials.

When you're looking for the bright light of imaginative, attention-getting programming for your product, look to WPIX-11, New York's one-station network.

WPIX TV/11
THE ONE STATION NETWORK
NEW YORK
The October, 1963, ARB Television Market Report shows that KRLD-TV’s share of audience, sign-on to sign-off, Monday through Sunday, is 50% greater than that of Station “B,” 62.5% greater than that of Station “C,” and 200% greater than that of Station “D,” continuing Channel 4’s longtime dominant position in the Dallas-Fort Worth television market.

Take advantage of this market leadership. See your ADVERTISING TIME SALES representative.

*Market Report contains statistical variation chart, measuring method, and sampling.
The volume displaced

Most authoritative estimate yet available on extent of TV station preemptions for coverage of presidential assassination events puts total at about 198,000 national spot and local TV commercials dropped by all TV stations. Estimate, described as conservative, is by Broadcast Advertisers Reports, which made special computations based on actual count of commercials carried in top 75 markets during identical period of preceding week (from Friday afternoon through Monday night). Total for these 238 stations was projected to get all-station total, with allowances made for lighter commercial traffic in smaller markets.

Estimated spot and local TV preemptions average out to about 250 per station, but it is known that actual count on some stations ran almost 100 higher than that. Current indications are that perhaps 70 to 80% of pre-empted national spot business will be retrieved through make-goods, and scattered reports from stations indicate high level of make-good authorizations by local advertisers (see page 32). Added to BAR's earlier estimate that three TV networks pre-empted almost 970 commercials, amounting to 72,600 station exposures, spot and local figure puts grand total at 270,600 for those three and a half days.

Writers cramped

FCC indicated last week it's in earnest when it urges staff to be less rigid in reviewing programming of licensees seeking renewal. Staff last week raised four renewal cases, involving programming, asked for instructions on whether to seek additional information or grant renewal. Commissioner Lee Loewinger, concerned about backlogs, urged renewal. But Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox urged letters. Commission finally voted renewal for three stations, WDFC-TV Greenville and WCSC-TV Charleston, both S. C., and WSOQ-TV Charlotte, N. C., but fourth, WUSN-TV Charleston, will get letter. Commissioner hasn't heard last from Commissioner Cox. He intends to issue dissent, which is highly unusual in matters involving renewals.

Advance men

Executives of National Association of Broadcasters were in New York last Tuesday (Dec. 3) to arrange for NAB President LeRoy Collins' project meetings on problems of television advertising. Executive Vice President Vincent Wasilewski, Code Director Howard Bell and New York Code Manager Stockton Helffrich reportedly received encouragement and pledges of support from Association of National Advertisers and American Association of Advertising Agencies. Next day, Mr. Bell made courtesy call on television network officials working with code.

First meeting is expected before Christmas under commitment made by Governor Collins to Senator John Pastore (D-R. I.) (Broadcasting, Nov. 18). Networks, which originally rejected meeting on subject with NAB President (Broadcasting, Aug. 26), again will be asked to participate with individual broadcasters.

Secret deal

Although there'll be no public confirmation from National Association of Broadcasters, television and radio network programs are being told privately not to worry about commercial limitations during Christmas season. Majority of stations face big problem in meeting time standards because of make-goods for four commercial days lost during coverage of presidential assassination. NAB is afraid of government and public reaction to any acknowledgment that standards will be ignored. Many subscribers, on other hand, feel it would not be in public interest to refuse commercials during busiest season of year for all advertising media.

LBJ wows businessmen

President Lyndon B. Johnson's first meeting with Business Advisory Council, comprising 65 of nation's leading executives, was "fabulous success." That's reaction of council members who attended Wednesday evening session at White House at which chief executive stressed need for economy and efficiency in government. With five of his cabinet members available for questioning, he described his cabinet as comprising nine salesmen and one credit manager. Present were 85 business leaders, including "graduate members"—those who previously had served on BAC. Chairman of BAC is Frederick Kappel, board chairman and chief executive officer of AT&T.

FCC Chairman E. William Henry addressed BAC at off-the-record session Thursday morning, and was critical of broadcasting practices. He described "fairness doctrine" and commercials as major problems. Some members, unacquainted with broadcast media, felt he made good impression in 20-minute talk, but others thought that despite change in administration, he had not changed his pace and intended to continue crack-down approach.

Getting ahead

Howard Bell, who took over as director of NAB code authority Dec. 2, will be paid $30,000 a year, $6,000 more than he made as NAB vice president. Robert D. Swezey, who Mr. Bell replaced, made $40,000. Mr. Bell's appointment, approved by NAB executive committee, is subject to confirmation by NAB board which meets late next month. Word is that Mr. Bell, with backing from LeRoy Collins, NAB president, will request contract. When Governor Collins sold Mr. Bell to executive committee, he said no contract would be indicated.

Doerfer joins Storer Sr.

John C. Doerfer, former FCC chairman, is leaving his Washington law practice to become executive assistant to George B. Storer Sr., on matters other than broadcasting. Mr. Storer Sr., founder-chairman of Storer Broadcasting Co., has relinquished active direction of that company to George B. Storer Jr., president, and is devoting his major attention to personal interests which include resort, golf course and land development at Saratoga, Wyo.

Mr. Doerfer, who is also certified public accountant, will join Mr. Storer Sr. in Miami where he maintains an office, and will divide his time between that city and Saratoga. Mr. Doerfer has been practicing law in Washington since his resignation from FCC nearly four years ago.

NAB changes

James Hulbert, head of broadcast management for NAB, will become top assistant to NAB President LeRoy Collins with title of assistant to president. He will assume duties formerly performed principally by Howard Bell, new code director, and Dr. Mary Ann Cusack, assistant to Governor Collins. John Perry, longtime associate of NAB president, will continue as consultant and principal speech writer. Dr. Harold Niven, assistant to vice president for planning and development (Mr. Bell's former title as well as presidential assistant), has assumed principal responsibilities of that office.
Acquisitives*... live better in Cleveland

Cleveland homes top the next highest market by $2,500 in valuation. WJW-TV is aimed at home owners—the acquisitive with money to spend.

*Ac-quis'-i-tive—given to desire, to buy and own.
New business boomlet in the making: rental of film footage for TV series and documentaries. Some, holding rights to old newsfilm, are now thinking of making their own documentaries. See ...  

**FILM CLIPS YIELD GOLD ... 27**

Situation on make-goods and credits for pre-empted commercials during Kennedy coverage still unsettled. Cash urges advertiser to permit flexibility in rescheduling announcements. See ...  

**MAKE-GOODS STILL FLUID ... 32**  
FCC readies itself for parade of 40 witnesses on commercial time limit proposal. Argument will run today and tomorrow and proceedings may even be televised—sustaining. See ...  

**SUSTAINING COMMERCIAL HEARING ... 42**  
Turnaround in agency regulation over broadcasting? Possibility seen in light of President's remarks to independent agency chiefs last week. He calls for more cooperation, not more control. See ...  

**COOPERATION VS. CONTROL ... 53**  
Rumors that Collins's hat is sailing toward political ring restart after NAB president makes two speeches, neither on broadcasting. He refuses to comment, but speculation starts in Florida. See ...  

**COLLINS AND POLITICAL ITCH ... 54**  
House committee rolls up sleeves on FCC "problems"—equal time, commercial limits, fairness policy, license fees. Subcommittee meets today, full committee tomorrow in review of controversial issues. See ...  

**HARRIS COMMITTEE'S WEEK ... 60**  
When is duopoly involved in security market? FCC opens sticky question in two transfer cases where investment organizations have several holdings in broadcast properties. See ...  

**BROADCASTERS HAVE PUZZLEMENT ... 79**  
Ford defends fairness statement of last July as merely affirmation of long-time FCC policy which changes nothing. He agrees, however, that one element should not have been included. See ...  

**POLICY UNALTERED SAYS FORD ... 70**  
Electronic boom to continue in 1964, says EIA president, but consumer rise is expected to be slowed primarily due to imports. Dollar volume will remain high because of color TV, stereo FM. See ...  

**SLOWER RISE ELECTRONICS ... 66**  
Networks and FCC are meeting next week to go over ideas for serving programs to unaffiliated small-market stations. Mainly a UHF problem, but "over-shadowed" stations also involved. See ...  

**PROGRAMS FOR HAVE-NOTS ... 72**  
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RCA closes at 97½ on 3-1 split proposal
BOARD MOVE FOLLOWS RECORD THIRD QUARTER PROFITS

RCA board proposed stock split of three-for-one Friday (Dec. 6) punctuating impressive growth period that had seen issue climb from 1963 low of 56 to 99½ at close of trading Dec. 5.

Rumor that stock would split, combined with institutional buying in issue, growing interest in color TV and word that RCA was producing color sets at full capacity, added to recent growth of stock. Price settled to 97½ at market's closing Friday.

RCA had registered record third quarter profits—up 44% over previous year—paved by TV set sales and earnings of NBC (Broadcasting, Oct. 14).

Only three weeks before, CBS announced intended two-for-one split and there was heightened speculation that RCA was considering similar move. RCA proposal will be subject to vote of stockholders of record Dec. 16 at special meeting Jan. 29.

Dividend Increase • In further action RCA board raised regular quarterly dividend on current common shares from 35 cents to 40 cents, payable Jan.

$16 million suit over 'Health Fraud' show

Eight medical doctors Friday (Dec. 6) filed $16 million damage suit against CBS, Armstrong Cork Co. and Talent Associates-Paramount Ltd. Suit, in New York State Supreme Court, charges March 27 Armstrong Circle Theater presentation over CBS-TV portrayed plaintiffs as “quacks.”

Program, “The Health Fraud,” dealt with form of blood therapy. It was sponsored by Armstrong and produced by Talent Associates-Paramount. An attorney for CBS said, “in our opinion, the suit is without merit.”

LBJ’s control transfer approved by FCC

FCC last Friday (Dec. 6) approved transfer of Mrs. Claudia T. (Lady Bird) Johnson’s 52.8% interest in LBJ Co. to Messrs. A. W. Moursand and J. W. Bullion as trustees. FCC action came exactly one week after application was filed (Broadcasting, Dec. 2).

LBJ Co. is licensee of KTRC-AM-FM-TV Austin, Tex., company also owns 29.5% of KWSTX Broadcasting Co., licensee of KWSTX-AM-TV Waco, Tex. KWSTX Broadcasting owns 50% of KBTX (TV) Bryan; 80% of KNL Victoria, both Texas, and 80% of KVIT (TV) Ardmore, Okla.

No financial consideration was involved. Messrs. Moursand and Bullion will have complete control over Mrs. Johnson’s company interest.

CELLER ON AD LIMITS
Overcommercialism must stop; FCC should try even deeper

On eve of FCC’s oral argument on its commercial regulation proposal (see page 42), Representative Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), frequent critic of broadcast, let loose with blast at over-commercialization during Congressional Conference, congressman’s own show in time given by WOR-TV New York Sunday (Dec. 8).

There is opposition to FCC’s proposed rule making, he said, but viewers “agree, I am sure, that the insistent, intrusive, incessant, inescapable cries of vendors and pitchmen over the air must, in a measure, be inhibited.”

Representative Celler commended broadcasters for presenting “shining contrast to their ordinary course of business as usual with their comprehensive noncommercial news coverage” of presidential assassination events.

Celler also noted FCC “has not sought information as to the amount of time devoted to commercials in each hour of the broadcast day.” FCC can’t get true picture without it, he said.

ABA ‘deplores’ TV trial

American Bar Association in statement prepared for release Saturday (Dec. 7) said it “deplores” proposals that Jack Ruby trial be televised. “The related events already have reflected discredit upon certain aspects of criminal justice in this country,” ABA said (story page 70).

Citing “unprecedented coverage” of President Kennedy’s assassination and its aftermath, ABA said broadcast media and press performed “worthy public service” in bringing facts promptly to public attention. “But what occurred in Dallas went far beyond the requirements of this legitimate public interest. It struck at the heart” of fundamental rule of fair trial, ABA said.

Taft will run for Senate against Young in Ohio

Representative Robert Taft Jr. (R-Ohio), former general counsel and director of Taft Stations and now serving first term in U.S. House of Representatives, announced Friday (Dec. 6) he will be candidate next year for U.S. Senate seat held by Senator Stephen M. Young (D-Ohio), who is expected to seek re-election.

Representative Taft, son of former Senator Taft and grandson of former President and U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice William Howard Taft, gave up his interests in Taft Stations upon election to House last year but remains trustee for holdings of several other members of Taft family.

Channel 10 license renewed for WTHI-TV

FCC has granted renewal of WTHI-TV license to operate on channel 10, Terre Haute, Ind. It denied competing application of Liveasay Broadcasting Co. for new station on that facility.

In separate order, commission dismissed applications by WTHI-TV and Illiana Telecasting Corp. for new stations on channel 2 in Terre Haute. This action results from court of appeals decision last summer.

Decision affirmed commission’s reallocation of channel 2 from Springfield, Ill., to Terre Haute but held that new comparative hearing for channel must be held. New application deadline is Jan. 31.
WEEK’S HEADLINERS

Peter Triolo, Jules P. Fine and Clifford A. Botway elevated from associate media directors at Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York, to VP-associated media directors. Mr. Triolo joined OBM in 1959 from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York. Mr. Botway, also from DFS, joined Ogilvy, Benson & Mather in 1957. Mr. Fine came to OBM in 1956 from former Biow Co.

Thomas S. Murphy, executive VP of Capital Cities Broadcasting, New York, elected board chairman of CBS Television Affiliate Association, replacing retiring chairman, T. S. Baker Jr., executive VP and general manager of WLAC-TV Nashville. Also elected at annual meeting of affiliate association board was new secretary, Carl E. Lee, executive VP and general manager of WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.

Jack J. Culberg, senior VP in charge of market development for Revlon Inc., New York-based cosmetic firm, elected president, chief executive officer and member of board of directors of Schick Inc. (Schick electric shaver and razor blades, hair dryers, shoe polishers), Lancaster, Pa., succeeding Robert F. Draper, who resigned. F. Raymond Johnson, member of marketing and merchandising staff of Sak’s Fifth Avenue, New York, for 23 years, joins Revlon in newly created post of executive VP. Mr. Culberg joined Revlon in early 1962 as senior VP in charge of sales. Previously, he was senior VP in charge of marketing and member of board of directors of Ekko Products Co., Chicago. Mr. Draper has not announced his future plans.

Arthur M. Swift, station manager of WTCN-TV Minneapolis - St. Paul since 1961, elected VP and general manager of WTCN-AM-TV (Time-Life Broadcast Stations). Gordon H. Ritz, station manager of WTCN, elected VP and general executive of WTCN-AM-TV. Before joining WTCN-TV, Mr. Swift served as station manager at WTCN. Mr. Ritz joined WTCN in 1961, formerly was sales executive at Time magazine.

J. Robert Carey, Joseph Lawrence, Robert P. Linderman and Hal Strauss join Maxon Inc., New York-based advertising agency, as VPs. Mr. Carey, for past six years brand manager with Procter & Gamble’s toilet goods division in Cincinnati, and Mr. Lawrence, senior executive on Mennen account at Warwick & Legler, will serve Maxon as account executives on agency’s Gillette toiletries and razor blades, respectively. Mr. Linderman, copy group head at McCann-Erickson for past 11 years, joins Maxon as creative group head. Mr. Strauss comes to Maxon as VP in charge of business administration. He was vice president in charge of finance and administration for North Adv., Chicago.

David Schoenbrun, veteran news broadcaster who resigned as CBS News’ chief European correspondent last summer (AT DEADLINE, July 1), appointed world affairs correspondent for radio division of Metromedia Inc., New York. His primary beat will be overseas, though he’ll cover such major news developments in this country as summit conferences and/or political conventions. Mr. Schoenbrun’s five-minute daily broadcasts will be on WNEW New York, KLAC Los Angeles, WIP Philadelphia, WHK Cleveland, KMBC Kansas City, and WCBM Baltimore, all Metromedia-owned and also will be syndicated to “key radio stations” in other markets.

Robert H. Forward, general manager of Metromedia’s KLAC-AM-FM Los Angeles, resigns to establish his own business investment and communications consulting firm, Robert H. Forward & Associates, with offices in new Gateway West Bldg. at Century City, Calif. Mr. Forward reportedly has signed six-year consultant agreement with Metromedia and, with Mortimer W. Hall, former owner of KLAC, has purchased considerable real estate in San Diego through subsidiary concern, The Forward-Hall Co. Alan Henry has been named to succeed him as KLAC general manager, effective Jan. 1.

Paul E. Mills named general manager of Wm. F. Rust Stations’ Pennsylvania group—WABE-AM-FM Allentown, WNOW-AM-FM York, and WRAW Reading. Roland C. Hale elected executive vice president of Wm. F. Rust Stations, which also includes WHAM and WHEP (FM) Rochester, N. Y., and WKBW-AM-FM Manchester and WTSN Dover, both New Hampshire.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
Channel 8 delivers it! Your advertising message telecast on WGAL-TV does an outstanding job at winning dealer enthusiasm for you, because of its potential capacity to stimulate consumers to buy. Whatever your product, WGAL-TV increases dealer-support, sales, and profits.
Lincoln-Land is now nation's 74th TV market!*

No matter how you slice it, there are just two big TV markets in Nebraska. One of them is Lincoln-Land.

Lincoln-Land is now the 74th largest market in the U.S., based on the average number of homes per quarter hour prime time market delivered by all stations in the market. KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV delivers more than 206,000 homes — homes that are a "must" on any top-market schedule.

Ask Avery-Knodel for complete facts on KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV — The Official Basic CBS Outlet for most of Nebraska and Northern Kansas.

*November, 1962 ARB Rankings.

DATEBOOK

A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications.

DECEMBER

Dec. 9—FCC oral argument on proposed rulemaking to adopt commercial time standards of National Association of Broadcasters as rules.

Dec. 9—NAB President LeRoy Collins will head a delegation of 11 broadcasters to meet with representatives of the National Council of Churches in New York to discuss council's controversial policy statement on TV programming.

Dec. 10—Adverting Club of Los Angeles luncheon meeting, 12 noon, Statler-Hilton. Don R. Cunningham, vice president of Foote, Cone & Belding, will discuss "Madison Strasse," a report on his four years as manager of the agency's office in Germany.


Dec. 12—Membership meeting of Hollywood chapter of National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, 5:30 p.m. Moulin Rouge.

Dec. 14—FCC Christmas dance, at Willard hotel, Washington, D. C. Commission's newest member, Lee Loevinger, will be guest of honor. Dance is open to commissioners, staff, and employees, as well as communications engineers and attorneys. Ticket information may be obtained from George Euston, at commission headquarters building.


Dec. 16—Deadline for the return of FCC questionnaires by the Pacifica Foundation attesting to the political loyalty of the foundation's directors and other officials.


JANUARY 1964

Jan. 1—New FCC engineering rules requiring that third-class radio-telephone operator be present for routine transmitter operation if first-class operator is employed parttime.

Jan. 2—Comments due on proposal to authorize on regular basis operation of Midwest Program for Airborne Television Instruction Inc. (MPATI) and to allocate six UHF channels for the purpose.

Jan. 3—Comments due on proposed expansion of UHF table of assignments.


Jan. 10—Arizona Community Television Association meeting, Ramada Inn, Scottsdale, Ariz. Anyone interested in CATV and allied fields is welcome to attend. For additional Information contact Arlo Woolery, manager of KUSN Bisbee, Ariz., ACTA president.

Jan. 14—Meeting of Hollywood chapter of National Academy of Television Arts and
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The Western New York market has over 1.3 million families who spend almost $6.5 billion dollars at the retail level.

This is worth looking into if you've got a product to sell. While you're looking, look at this new line-up of family programming on WBEN-TV. Low cost participation and spot rates make it a bargain buy.

How good? Ask Harrington, Righter and Parsons, our national reps. They'll fill you in on our "focus-on-the-family" TV fare.
PERSONALITY POWER

It packs a friendly punch. Stroll down the street with any of a dozen WSTR personalities. Watch the smiles light up people's faces; hear the known-you-all-my-life greetings from total strangers.

This friendly attitude is for you, too, when these personalities are selling for you. And that's why WSTR Radio is the greatest sales medium in Central New York.

So you see what happens:

Personality Power is Sales Power for you in the 18-county Central New York area. Instant friends for what you have to sell.

Represented Nationally by
THE HENRY I. CRISTAL CO., INC.
New York • Boston • Chicago
Detroit • San Francisco

WCR in Central New York

5 KW • SYRACUSE, N.Y. • 750 KC

SCIENCE. ART. SAFETY.

It's easy to see how personalities think. They are all thinking about the same subject. And their answers are varied. But the subject is the same . . .

Sciences to discuss subject of pay TV. Place to be announced.


Jan. 17—New York chapter of National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences honors Jackie Gleason at its annual "close-up" dinner and show, Americas hotel, New York City. Alan King is master of ceremonies.


Jan. 21-23—Nineteenth annual Georgia Radio-TV Institute, co-sponsored by the Georgia Association of Broadcasters, Henry Grady School of Journalism, University of Georgia, Athens.

Jan. 24-26—Mid-winter convention of the Advertising Federation of the West, Bakercalif.


Jan. 27-31—Annual winter meetings of National Association of Broadcasters' radio, television and combined boards, Far Horizons hotel, Sarasota, Fla.

Jan. 31-Feb. 2—Seventeenth annual convention of the South Carolina Broadcasters Association, Jack Tar Poinsett hotel, Greenville, S. C.

FEBRUARY

Feb. 3—Second annual Electronic Marketing Conference of the Electronic Sales Marketing Association (ESMA), Barbizon Plaza hotel, New York.

Feb. 4-5—Annual Advertising Federation of America government conference in Washington. Conference highlight will be break-fast session during which top industry official will present advertising's side to congressmen. U.S. Chamber of Commerce will be host at conference on public affairs Feb. 5.


Feb. 5-6—Annual legislative dinner and mid-winter convention of the Michigan Association of Broadcasters, Jack Tar hotel, Lansing.


Feb. 8—Minnesota Associated Press Broadcasters Association meeting, Minneapolis.

Feb. 8-10—International TV and Equipment Market, Lyons, France.

Feb. 14—Annual Valentine's Day Ball of Hollywood chapter of National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Place to be announced.


Feb. 25—International Broadcasting Awards banquet, 8 p.m., Hollywood Palladium. Presentation of trophies for best commercials on radio and television in any part of the world for 1963.


MARCH


March 11-12—Annual meeting of Southeast Council of American Association of Adver-tising Agencies at Riviera motel,Atlanta.


APRIL

April 1—British Broadcasting Corpora-tion's second television network, BBC 2, is scheduled to begin operating.

April 2—Twenty-fifth annual White House News Photographers Association photo contest dinner, Washington, black and white, must have been made by WHNPA members between Jan. 1, 1963 and Dec. 31, 1963. All have been made or appeared for the first time between the same dates. Each member may submit up to, and including, 15 prints for judging. The contest deadline is Friday, Jan. 31, 1964. All prints and mounted transparencies shall be delivered to the receptionist desk of the National Geographic Magazine, 1146 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, no later than 5 p.m. of the above date. Tom Shields is co-chairman of the photo committee. Telephone: 212-1124.

April 5-6—Annual convention of the Na-tional Association of Broadcasters, Conrad Hilton hotel, Chicago.

April 6-9—Thirty-first annual National Premium Buyers Exposition, under auspices of National Premium Sales Executives, the Premium Advertising Association of America and the Trading Stamp Institute of America. More than 400 manufacturers expected to participate in exhibits. McCormick Place, Chicago.

April 7—Premium Advertising Conference of the Premium Advertisers Association of America, McCormick Place, Chicago.


* Indicates first or revised listing.
FAVORITE THROUGHOUT MARYLAND PIMLICO RACE TRACK, BALTIMORE; SCENE OF THE PREAKNESS

WBAL-RADIO 1090 \& BALTIMORE MARYLAND'S ONLY 50,000 WATT STATION
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What makes a great salesman?

It is hard to realize today that the cash register met stubborn sales resistance when it was first introduced—from storekeepers who looked skeptically upon this "new-fangled machine," and from hostile clerks who were accustomed to pilfering from open cash drawers and feared the so-called "thief-catcher." In order to overcome this resistance, John H. Patterson was forced to create a demand for his National Cash Registers where no demand existed. In the process, he also created "the science of selling."

Patterson recognized that the selling organization is the most important single asset of a business, and that it must be trained. He originated many of the sales ideas used today, including the flip-chart sales presentation, the sales manual, the sales convention, and the sales training school. Above all, Patterson insisted that the NCR salesman know his prospect’s business as well as his own. He even had model stores built with dummy merchandise so his salesmen could study the techniques of retailing.

Storer, too, believes in thorough knowledge of its markets and consumers. Only in this way can Storer stations fulfill their promise to deliver programming geared to each community’s special tastes and preferences. This individualized program planning, coupled with efficient operation and management, turns more listeners and viewers into buyers. In Milwaukee, Storer’s great salesman is WITI-TV, an important station in an important market.
Comments on broadcasting's 'finest hours'

EDITOR: Everybody agrees that the TV and radio networks did a magnificent job. This exhibition of ability and reliability should be a valuable testimonial of the need of our nation for network electronics.

No small company, no matter how willing—no collection of individual competitors, no matter how loyal—could have marshaled the manpower and knowhow and done the job for the nation that the networks did.

It emphasizes the finger-touch resources available for national emergencies, which only big business can provide—Ray Weber, advertising manager, Swift & Company, Chicago.

EDITOR: I wish I could address this message to every station in the country.

The technical magnificence displayed by the broadcasting industry during the recent national tragedy was astounding. I do not speak of your generosity, or your contribution in man hours, or even of your acceptance of a great personal and public responsibility—rather, I speak of your outstanding ability.

Never before, certainly not since television's emergence as a great medium, have you shown to such an extent your inherent greatness. Not only the networks and the affiliates, but every radio and television station across this nation exploded into greatness at once. I am not a layman. My entire life has been spent in adjacency to the broadcasting industry. Still I watched and listened with a new respect and with a feeling of awe and admiration.

I wish I had the resources to personally write every station in the country. You have performed an overwhelming service to each American and at the same time a great service to yourselves.

There is no good in tragedy. No beauty. No reward. Only challenge. You, the broadcasters of America, have made me both proud of and grateful for my association with you. I thank you for allowing me this deep sense of pride.—Ernest H. Hall, assistant officer in charge, U. S. Navy Recruiting Aid's Facility, Navy Yard Annex, Washington.

EDITOR: The entire broadcasting industry is to be highly commended.

The fact that a commercial industry stopped its regular programming and all of its commercials and completely devoted its time and resources to this tragic event is something of which all in the industry can be proud. This is truly public service.—Robert E. L. Richardson, Weatherford, Okla.

EDITOR: Many of the darkest hours of our nation's history have become the brightest hours of America's broadcast industry.

The fast accurate coverage... was evidence for everyone that only broadcast media can adequately cover a story of such scope.

The unsual cancellation of all commercial programs, the scheduling of personnel and equipment at dozens of locations in key cities and the complete dignity and professional manner of the coverage has given true maturity to broadcasting as the most vital of our modern news media. Truly we were all eyewitnesses to history during these momentous days.—C. E. Feltner Jr., president, Advertisers Diversified Services of America, Kingsport, Tenn.

EDITOR: The mistakes... notwithstanding, the radio and television stations of this country have never been dedicated to a greater cause than their coverage of the events of Nov. 22.

Everyone even remotely connected with the thankless job of obtaining the facts deserves commendation of the highest order. The broadcast star has never shone brighter.—John Arthur Bloomquist, Palmdale, Calif.

EDITOR: The National Association For Better Radio And Television would like to thank broadcasters who suspended regular programming and commercials. We believe that it was right and creditable that they elected to serve the national interest in this manner. They may also be justifiably proud of a magnificent performance.

We wish also... to appeal to these same broadcasters who have demonstrated an understanding of the meaning of the public interest in the department of public events to begin to show a similar respect for the ethics, ideals and culture of the American people by a proper selection of the programs they broadcast for entertainment on the public airwaves.—Elizabeth Livingston, corresponding secretary, National Association For Better Radio And Television, Los Angeles.

EDITOR: The broadcasting industry for many years has looked for a way to improve its public image. Tragically, at the price of a beloved leader's life, an opportunity came to show our willingness to serve.

We did not do it for public relations. We did it because it was right and fitting.

But the response to our actions during those dark days has made our toughest critics our new admirers. It has made us all even prouder of our chosen profession.

And it may well be that disseminating calm reassurance of "continuity of government" saved our country from disastrous financial reaction. If this is so, we did as great a service to ourselves as to the people, for broadcasting stood to lose as much as any group, if there had been a panic affecting our economy.—David A. Course, promotion manager, WJRT(TV) Flint, Mich.

EDITOR: Would someone please inform the "10%" in the radio business that it is not the accepted thing to continue running commercials and normal format when the President of the United States is assassinated... or passes away. Do the management and program department of these select few suffer from lack or respect... or common sense... or both?—Wayne W. Whitehead, program director, KQIK Lakeview, Ore.

EDITOR: Your editorial "In days of anguish a lesson learned" (Broadcasting, Dec. 2), was one of the finest I have had the pleasure of reading—Keith E. Putbrese, Smith & Pepper, Washington.

EDITOR: It was not too surprising to note the opinions expressed by Norman Wain and Bill Stewart in their letters published in your Open Mike feature (Broadcasting, Dec. 2).

Most surprising, however, is the fact that [you] elected to publish these letters. Anyone actively engaged in the broadcasting industry fully recognizes the relationship which exists between the broadcasting and the newspaper industries. Regardless of how we feel about that relationship... I think it was in exceedingly poor taste to engage in recriminating criticism... Neither the timing was opportune, nor the occasion proper.

Unquestionably, broadcasting as a whole did a tremendous job... for which we have received sincere praise from every quarter. The manner in which we carried out our responsibilities at a time of serious crisis, and the recognition we have received for so doing, should be the sole basis for any case we might prepare on our behalf.

The day may come when the intelligent broadcaster will recognize the fact that his worst enemy is himself and his fellow broadcaster. The voicing of opinions such as those expressed by Messrs. Wain and Stewart, at such a
VOTING MACHINE

in Action in Eastern Iowa

There are three candidates in the market, all VHF's. Periodically Channel 2 is re-elected.*

In the coming election year, WMT-TV's news coverage will continue to be noteworthy. Facilities include AP, UPI, AP photofax, UPI film service, assorted portable TV news-gathering electronic hardware; a director of news services, two TV newsmen, one newsmen on special political assignments, three photographers, 65 part-time Eastern Iowa news and picture correspondents, and the nation-wide CBS TV news-gathering complex.

Eastern Iowans, about 60% of the state's population and purchasing power, keep Channel 2 in office—and home.

*Average overall audience of more than 50% of total homes, 7 a.m. to midnight, Monday thru Sunday. (ARR Market-by-Market Survey, Feb.-March, 1963.)

WMT-TV CBS Television for Eastern Iowa
Cedar Rapids—Waterloo

Represented by the Katz Agency
Affiliated with WMT-AM, WMT-FM; K-WMT, Fort Dodge; WEBC, Duluth
Who needs 200,000 miles of wire every 24 hours?

Your Bell telephone people need it for you. The tremendous quantity of wire and cable produced at Western Electric's plants, like the one shown below at Baltimore, Md., is vital to the versatile and dependable telephone services we have all come to expect.

Hundreds of other products made at the Baltimore Works and our other plants contribute, also, to the increasing value you get from the nationwide communications network operated by the local Bell telephone companies.

To do this vital work in Baltimore alone, Western Electric paid $37 million in wages and salaries during 1962 and spent $24 million with more than 1,000 Maryland suppliers, most of them small businesses.

Making communications products that help provide America with the finest telephone services is a job Western Electric is proud of. And it's also satisfying to realize that in doing this job we contribute to the economy and welfare of thousands of local American communities.

9,300 conversations can be transmitted simultaneously on a new 12-tube coaxial cable made at Western Electric's Baltimore Works. Laid underground, this cable will be an integral part of an almost indestructible communications network that is being installed across America. To make sure the cable meets the high quality standards of the Bell System, extensive quality charts like those on the cable machines above are kept for each cable production line.
Stretch test on telephone cords is performed in a Bell Telephone Laboratories branch at Western Electric's Baltimore Works. This test is one of hundreds aimed at improving Bell System equipment. Here, Chuck Frederick, a Western Electric engineer (left), examines results of a cord-flexing test with Engineer Vic Martin of Bell Laboratories.

United Appeal is one of the major charities contributed to by the men and women employed at Western Electric's Baltimore Works. In the picture above, Paul Pridgeon and Lillie Tunstall visit a young patient who is receiving therapy and rehabilitation through the United Appeal.

Deft fingers separate wires and place them in their precise positions. Gertrude Zurek prepares a plug-ended cord used to connect a push-button telephone set. During 1962 alone, more than 2,296,000 cords were assembled at the Baltimore Works.

Waterproof construction of a plastic cover used to protect telephone cable equipment is examined by Sam Davis of Maryland Plastics, left, and Western Electric Buyer Pete Walsh. This local company has had Western Electric as one of its customers for custom-molded plastic parts for the last nine years and now has 200 employees.
time and in such a manner, should very clearly illustrate the point. I'm sure there are others who prefer to reserve our competitive criticisms for more opportune moments and will present our case on more favorable battlegrounds.—R. J. Bennett, general manager, WISZ-AM-FM Baltimore.

Editor: The broadcasting industry has demonstrated once and for all, for all its unique ability to function in the public interest and necessity... Congratulations for a superb job. And hats off to the men behind and in front of the cameras—they handled themselves in good taste and made the impossible look easy.—H. W. Shepard, senior vice president, Edward H. Weiss and Company, Chicago.

Wrong CATV Company

Editor: We note an item "LBJ broadcast holdings" (Broadcasting, Nov. 25). You state that the "LBJ Company holds an option to acquire 50% of TV Cable of Austin Inc." This is definitely not the case as we have no connection whatsoever with the LBJ Company.—W. R. Lastinger, general manager, TV Cable of Austin, Austin, Tex.

The information came from a source usually reliable on CATV matters. The LBJ Co. holds an option to acquire 90% of Capitol Cable Co.

West Virginia Documentary

Editor: Dr. Elizabeth Cornetti, of Marshall University and I are preparing a West Virginia documentary history, and we wish to include with appropriate acknowledgement an excerpt from "A special report: "Ohio River links vast industrial area" Broadcasting, March 18, 1963."—F. P. Summers, professor of history, West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va. (Permission granted.)

BOOK NOTES


The first book-length biography of Brigadier General David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, it contains many previously unpublished anecdotes of the Russian immigrant who landed in the United States at the turn of the century and worked his way up to his present position.

Mr. Tebbel tells how General Sarnoff got his start with the old Marconi Co., the firm he later was to manage, and traces his career through such highlights as the start of commercial radio broadcasting, the introduction of symphonic music to radio audiences, and the part he has played in the development of television.
PERSONALITIES

Stage, screen and television personalities... important people who make important news... add glamour to WMAR-TV's regularly scheduled programs. Visits by distinguished guests give additional authoritative background to special programs in the public interest. Vital, "alive," current-interest programming is another reason why Baltimoreans — and Marylanders — look to Channel 2 as their station for sparkling entertainment and up-to-the-minute information on topics that affect their daily lives.

In Maryland Most People Watch

WMAR-TV

CHANNEL 2 SUNPAPERS TELEVISION
TELEVISION PARK, BALTIMORE, MD. 21212
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
Computers and media research: ‘sales opportunity’ ratings?

There are essentially two major sets of forces which are leading to wider use of computers by those of us working in marketing and advertising. The first of these is the pressure to sort through control of the flood of paperwork involved in ordering and paying for advertising. Despite great obstacles this is being accomplished. Burnett, for example, has largely automated its spot TV buying activities.

The second set of forces stems from the marketing revolution. The basic notion of this revolution is quite simple: some people and some places are better prospects for business for a particular client than others. Again, the computer can be helpful.

‘Sales Opportunity’ • For instance, the computer might yield real benefits in media planning were it employed to convert audience figures into what we might describe as measures of sales opportunity.

A medium’s audience is merely a market place tied together by a channel of communication. We’re interested in knowing how many and who are watching only to locate the biggest markets for our clients’ merchandise.

To us, then, the ideal rating report wouldn’t have a single rating or share figure. It wouldn’t say a thing about the total number of homes reached or the division of the audience in terms of the percent of 18 to 34-year-old men.

Instead it would read: 8:30 p.m.—Station KKKK: 35,000 gallons of gasoline, 2,500 cartons of filter cigarettes, 4,000 cases of regular ready-to-eat cereal and 2,000 cases of pre-sweets. Station WYYY: 25,000 gallons of gasoline, 4,000 cartons of cigarettes, 5,000 cases of regular ready-to-eat cereal and 1,000 cases of pre-sweets.

‘Detail Demands’ • As we work more and more with our computer we find it necessary to go into finer and finer detail on marketing strategy. We are forced to spell out precisely those areas, those households and those individuals which represent important marketing targets for us, taking into consideration the state of the total market and our brand’s own problems and opportunities.

Next, we must examine media audiences in terms of their ability to pile impressions against the prime marketing targets, the heavy users.

Time after time analyses indicate the fact that national media just don’t lay down their advertising weight in the way they should for the best match against our marketing problems and opportunities. Therefore we go to mixtures of national and local media with more and more effort being shifted from national to local media.

I’m not calling for an overnight revolution in research technology. All I am asking for is the adoption by the industry of the principle of measuring its audiences both in terms of households and individuals as well as in terms of demographic breakdowns.

The history of specifying the audiences to media in clear-cut demographic terms in the print media goes back at least 25 years, starting with a Life study in 1938. This tradition has continued in an unbroken line until the present time. There now are several syndicated services measuring magazine audiences on a wide variety of demographic details, adding to this product consumption.

TV’s Data Void • When media people ask for information like this on spot TV, however, the silence is deafening. But I am not asking stations to go bankrupt via the research route.

I’ve found myself feeling for a long time that stations have bought too many surveys rather than buying too few. What I am calling for is a shift in emphasis and of dollars rather than asking for a greatly enlarged budget.

Television ratings have three different patterns through the year. Between the middle of September and the middle of November a great deal of sampling of shows goes on with ratings fluctuating quite a bit but eventually settling down by the end of this period.

Then from the middle of November until the beginning of local daylight saving time rating patterns remain quite consistent except for situations where programs are dropped. Such occurrences are in the minority rather than setting the pattern. Finally, there is summer-time with its own pattern involving daylight saving time, reruns and sports.

Spot Check Trends • We really don’t need to spend our time and money taking frequent studies of a stable situation. Let us use our efforts to give us the kind of marketing data we want and spot check changing situations.

For example, suppose you operate in a market where a survey is taken four times a year, each survey reaching approximately 500 households per time period. These 2,000 interviews provide the basis of your rating reports. We can carve up these interviews any way we want. I suggest something like this:

In November, do a whopping big survey which might use 1,200-1,500 interviews in order to do a good job of evaluating the marketing characteristics of the homes and people reached by the programs of you and your competition.

Then do three other relatively small surveys during the balance of the year — taking 100 interviews in February, 200 in May and 300 in July.

Here the emphasis should be on trends and can be confined to the metro areas with the emphasis on speed in reporting. We could use different techniques for the different types of surveys.

I regard the current procedure of taking four equally-sized surveys as a compromise which fails to satisfy either the agencies or the stations. The samples are too small for marketing purposes and too big for trend checks.

Research Guide • For guidance in setting up these big surveys I suggest we turn to a recent report by the Media Research Committee of the American Association of Advertising Agencies which has come up with a standard list of demographic characteristics. It would make all of our jobs a lot easier if the broadcast industry utilized these classifications in developing standardized marketing data for use by advertisers and agencies.

Dr. Seymour Banks, Leo Burnett Co. vice president, wears two hats: he is manager of media planning and research, media department, and manager, creative and copy strategy, research department. He joined the agency in 1951 and before that was associate professor in marketing for five years at De Paul University. He earned his PhD in marketing in 1949 at the University of Chicago. Dr. Banks also is vice president-elect 1964, Marketing Research Division, American Marketing Association.
LOOK WHO INVaded DETROIT

Mort Crowley, that's who. And Gary Stevens and Bob Green, too. They join Robin Seymour, Jim Sanders and Bill Phillips. Now six of the country's leading air personalities are in Detroit and on WKNR. Six key reasons why WKNR is the station that knows Detroit.

P. S. When you are in Detroit, please listen to Mort Crowley, mornings 5 AM to 9 AM. He's very funny.

WKNR
THE STATION THAT KNOWS DETROIT

KNORR BROADCASTING CORPORATION

Mrs. Fred Knorr, President

Walter Patterson, Executive Vice President & General Manager

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
YOU AIN'T HEARD NOTHIN' YET, FOLKS AL JOLSON

Nobody could sell a song like Jolson. His overnight success in the first talking movie, The Jazz Singer, had a million Americans repeating that film's first spoken words: "You ain't heard nothin' yet, Folks." Here was the pet of every music publisher in the business because above all, Al Jolson was a salesman! But YOU ain't heard nothin' until you've heard your own products and services sold in St. Louis by the cash-ringing salesmanship of Radio WIL. The sure delivery of WIL's dominant personalities delivers a buying audience unmatched in the Big River City because WIL is above all a salesman.

WIL ST. LOUIS

THE BALABAN STATIONS

WIL St. Louis
KBOX Dallas

John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
Sold Nationally by Robert E. Eastman
THE NEW LIFE IN OLD FILM

- Newsreel footage gets reworked for series, documentaries
- Owners find more profit in doing shows than in renting clips
- Networks and stations eagerly accept new source of product

The film-footage rental business, its base growing with each passing year of television’s growth, has reached the point where it is creating a significant new business of its own—that of TV program production.

This trend is particularly evident among those holding rights to the vast libraries of old newsfilm footage, who are finding there’s more money to be made by assembling their own clips into special documentaries than by leasing the same clips to others for the same purpose.

Consequently the leasing or rental of footage is becoming more and more a sideline with many companies—although still an important sideline—while their new production ventures are adding more and more new programs to the syndication field and in some cases to the network schedules as well.

Conservative estimates indicate that at least seven series and more than 40 specials will be turned out by these sources within the next 12 months.

Attention was focused on the footage-leasing firms when material for special TV features came into urgent and widespread demand immediately following President Kennedy’s assassination.

Self-Production Favored - The demand came primarily from networks and a relatively few stations and most of it was met. But at least two major library owners, 20th Century-Fox and Time Inc., had long since decided to use their newsfilm resources in self-production and lease nothing to outsiders.

The thinking behind the trend was summarized in this way by an executive of a company with an extensive newsfilm library:

“We supplied about 60% of the footage for one series that grossed more than $3 million. Do you know what we were paid? About $30,000. Do you blame us for wanting to produce our own shows instead of giving them away for peanuts?”

Two approaches are emerging in the “produce-for-yourself” gambit. The 20th Century-Fox Film Corp., which owns the Fox Movietone newsreel library, has closed its footage to outside producers and is concentrating on its own TV film documentary projects. Producing organizations, such as David Wolper Productions and Sherman Grinberg Productions, are purchasing rights to newsreel libraries so that needed footage can be more readily accessible to them.

When the upsurge in documentary programs in television—on both network and syndication levels—began about three years ago, newsreel companies shared in the windfall. Their payment was restricted to fees for the amount of footage actually used by the producer (see story below).

The clients of the newsreel companies for footage are primarily the networks and independent producers who create documentaries for syndication. There is also a small market among agencies, which require modest footage from time to time for commercials, and stations which produce their own special programs.

“But except for major market stations,” one supplier commented, “the

$2.50 to $5 per-foot clips too expensive for most stations

The price for newsreel or other stock footage can be fairly expensive and is the overriding reason that most TV stations cannot afford to buy such clips. One newsreel company made its price structure available, pointing out it is a basic list and can be modified.

Based on a one-time use only, post-1931 newsreel film costs for one foot are: local TV, $2.50; network and syndication, $5.00; commercials, $8.00; educational TV, $2.50. For pre-1932 segments, prices jump to $3 for local TV, $6.50 for network and syndication, $7.50 for commercials and $3 for educational TV. The prices for production shots (non-newsreel) are 30% to 50% higher per foot.

These costs do not include the laboratory costs for films, which can run from 10 cents to 20 cents per foot. A station, for example, will pay about $225 for a 35mm minute of film (about 90 feet) and a network about $450, not counting laboratory charges. Most suppliers have a basic minimum fee of $75. If a client requires research services, the fee runs to $10 an hour.

Several suppliers stated that for long-term clients, the fee structure can be revised downward. One company, for example, said it would charge $6 per foot for unlimited use of news clips it provided. Presumably, a station that utilized the library of a single supplier to produce a half-hour documentary could obtain a substantial reduction, but stock film executives noted that this was not likely to occur, since orders are overwhelmingly for short segments.

Suppliers prefer to work with companies that can send representatives to their premises to inspect film through a view finder. Each company has hundreds of thousands of index cards to help it locate required footage. Out-of-town producers specify the type of film they need, giving as much detail as they can, and newsreel organizations attempt to locate the film through index cards. Clients are charged only for the footage used, although twice the amount required may be sent.

Government agencies in the U. S. generally charge only lab and handling costs, but pricing arrangements vary with bureaus of foreign nations.
cost is too much for most TV outlets to lease footage. We make prices as low as we can for stations, but they still can't afford it."

Though the trend is toward production by the newscast companies themselves, officials noted that most organizations still will rent footage to outside producers. Exceptions are the Fox Movietone and Time Inc.'s March of Time libraries. The attitude of other organizations was summed up by one executive this way:

"Important as stock footage may be to a producer who's looking for a particular sequence, what is more important is his skill at picking the right footage and assembling it. We don't worry about the competition; we know our job. We hope the competition knows his."

Sherman Grinberg, a former film librarian, has moved up rapidly in the factual film production field. His company has 75 million feet of film.

20th Century's Plans = The organization which is plugging most vigorously in the factual TV film field is 20th Century-Fox Television and its subsidiary company, Fox Movietone. In association with producers Malvin Wald and Jesse Sandler, Fox is preparing in Hollywood two half-hour series, Comeback, centering around well-known personalities who make comebacks, and Day to Remember, depicting famous events in history. In New York, two other series are blueprinted—one concentrating in the field of humor and the other a background-to-the-news project.

The company also plans to produce from its footage various special programs. Fox recently completed Anatomy of Crime, a one-hour show based on the revelations of convict Joe Valachi, and is in the process of producing a program on World War I.

Fox Movietone has approximately 75 million feet of footage in New York and another 21 million feet in London. It no longer provides newsreels for theaters in the U.S. It has branches in Munich, London, Sydney, Johannesburg and Paris and supplies current newsmen to theaters outside the U.S. The company still produces short subjects for U.S. theaters.

In October, Fox dropped its association with United Press International, under which Movietone produced newsfilms for TV stations for distribution by UPI. UPI has established its own newsmfilm operation which services TV stations.

Hearst's Distinction = Hearst Metrotone News has the distinction of being the only major organization in the U.S. that is still producing newsmen for theaters. It produces four newsmen each week: two for itself and two for Universal Newsreel, which handles its own distribution. Other newsmen producers have fallen by the wayside, attributable largely to the rise of newsmfilm on TV.

Hearst Metrotone has approximately 30 million feet of film dating back to 1919. It rents footage to networks, producers, stations and agencies.

Hearst Metrotone recently completed 26 hour programs from its film library, titled Perspective on Greatness, biographies on leading world figures. A spokesman last week said another project is in the bluefilm stage, but no other information could be released at this time.

The Universal Newsmen also distributes two newsmen each week to theaters from production provided by Hearst Metrotone. Universal's library runs to about 15 million feet dating from 1929. It rents footage to outside television organizations, but a spokesman reported it has no plans to engage in TV production.

Companies that control or have access to films of special interest also are flourishing in this era of the documentaries. Three such organizations are John E. Allen Inc., Filmvideo Releasing Corp. and Stratford International Films Searchers Inc.

Rare Footage = John E. Allen Inc., Park Ridge, N. J., has a library of about seven million feet, whose strong point is "obscure things," such as street scenes of a given period, automobile styles, people doing things on farms and in factories, or living conditions of a particular period. It covers the period from about 1900 to 1930.

The Allen organization is strictly a "family operation," headed by Mr. Allen, a giant-sized man of considerable energy. He is exclusively in the leasing business, and his clients are the networks, outside producers and, to a limited extent, advertising agencies ("they like some old-time slapstick or a love scene to move into a commercial," Mr. Allen commented).

Mr. Allen has been collecting film for almost 40 years and has the reputation of "buying all the junk that comes along." He intends to remain in the period in which he specializes and is constantly acquiring footage from individuals "who have it lying around."

Mr. Allen supplied footage to CBS-TV in connection with its recent coverage of the assassination of President Kennedy. The network ordered and received sequences on Presidents who had been assassinated or who had been wounded, and on President Harding's trip to Alaska.

The Filmvideo Releasing Corp., headed by Maurice Zouary, holds rights to about 12 million feet of film. Mr. Zouary reported it consists largely of early newsmfilm and early travelogues but has been supplemented with pur-
chases of three million feet of film from the NBC library in 1959 and Telenews footage between 1947-56.

His first purchase was the Miles library, with film dating back to 1898. This library included 250,000 feet on World War I, believed to be among the largest. In all, Filmvideo has about 300,000 feet of coverage on sports events.

Children's View • Filmvideo operates mainly as a supplier of footage to networks and producers but has produced a series called Kiddle Camera, a children's eye-view of the news. In the future, Mr. Zouary said, the company plans to turn out three to four programs a year, either on a series or special show basis.

Stratford International Film Researchers Inc. is operated by John Stratford, a Hungarian-born motion picture producer who has contacts with film executives throughout the world. His forte is his personal liaison with film organizations abroad, enabling him to acquire required footage from out-of-the-way places.

Mr. Stratford estimates he holds rights to more than 50 million feet of film, including short subjects, features and newsreel footage from various countries, including Iron Curtain nations. His company has been particularly helpful to network and outside producers who have sought foreign footage. He stressed that he often is engaged as a research consultant on production projects with an international flavor.

The Sherman Grinberg organization is a noteworthy example of success achieved through dealing in old film footage. In 1958, after working for 20th Century-Fox for five years as an agent for the company's stock footage film libraries, Mr. Grinberg formed Sherman Grinberg Film Libraries Inc. He bought the stock footage assets of Pathe News Inc., and in the intervening years, Mr. Grinberg took over the operation of the Columbia Pictures' film library; bought the Allied Artists' film collection and, in partnership with David L. Wolper, acquired the Paramount Newsreel footage. The Grinberg company has in excess of 75 million feet of film at its disposal.

Though Grinberg still supplies stock footage to networks, producers and agencies, the company became active in production in the actuality field in 1960, producing 260 five-minute shows, Greatest Headlines of the Century, for Official Films, and a one-hour program, titled Sportfolio, also for Official. In association with David L. Wolper, Grinberg co-produced 65 half-hours of Biography for release by Official in 1962 and 1963, and this year has produced the Battle Line series, also for Official Films distribution.

An advocate of the you-gotta-produce school of film librarians, Mr. Grinberg is blueprinting six one-hour specials for 1964. In cooperation again with Official Films, the Grinberg production arm is completing the pilot of a new half-hour series, tentatively titled Survival, a first-person account of individuals who have endured critical situations.

Wolper's Production • David L. Wolper Productions owns the Paramount Newsreel jointly with Sherman Grinberg, with the latter organization serving as custodian. The Wolper company has achieved outstanding success in the factual film field, starting with The Race For Space TV special several years ago, and is undoubtedly the leading independent producer in the field.

Wolper is mapping an ambitious schedule for 1964. For syndication by United Artists TV, the company is blueprinting six one-hour specials in the area of science. Wolper also is preparing 10 one-hour historical specials, of which tentative titles include "Trial in Nuremberg," "The Rise and Fall of the Japanese Emperor" and "Prelude

Stock footage by the million available from these firms

There are many film companies that supply stock footage to producers of TV documentary programs and the following list compiled by Broadcasting is representative of the leading suppliers. It must be pointed out that many government agencies, both here and abroad, also provide footage, obtainable either directly or through a film supplier in this country. At present, Time Inc.'s March of Time and Fox Movietone News have a policy of not leasing film footage to outside producers and are not included in the compilation.

John E. Allen Inc., 116 North Avenue, Park Ridge, N. J. Contact: John E. Allen. Description: About 7 million feet of film from 1900 to 1930; specializes in street scenes, life in the 1920's and earlier and Americana footage of various types.

Filmvideo Releasing Corp., 333 W. 52d Street, New York. Contact: Maurice Zouary. Description: Approximately 12 million feet of film from 1898 to 1956, strong on sports, World War I and travelogues.


Hearst Metrotone News, 450 W. 56th Street, New York. Contact: Caleb Stratton. Description: Approximately 50 million feet of film, dating to 1919. Company still produces weekly newsreels and significantly has footage available after 1956 by which time many other newsreel companies had ceased production operations.

Stratford International Film Researchers Inc., 230 West 57th Street, New York. Contact: John Stratford. Description: Company has access to more than 50 million feet of film from libraries throughout world. Company is said to be skilled at locating footage in out-of-the-way places and is particularly known for obtaining middle European film segments.

Universal Newsreel, 105 East 106th Street, New York. Contact: George Barrett. Description: Has approximately 15 million feet, starting in 1929. Still distributes newsreels to theaters which are produced for Universal by Hearst Metrotone and accordingly has latest footage.
to War: 1939." These programs are aimed either for network or syndication presentation. Wolper also plans production shortly of four one-hour "perennial" specials on the World Series. In the Kentucky Derby, the Indianapolis speedway and each season's professional football games.

In the area of full series, probably of a half-hour duration, Wolper is preparing Men in Crisis. It will center around the experience of two well-known men in a critical situation, such as Hitler and Chamberlain, Kefauver and Costello, Truman and Dewey, Joe Louis and Max Schmeling.

Time Inc.'s March of Time has approximately 11 million feet of film recording events between 1935 and 1952. Time Inc. does not lease footage to outside producers but has plans to utilize the library for its own productions. During this year, it has produced special half-hour shows on Berlin and Iraq, which included stock film as well as newly shot sequences.

A spokesman said the company has had several plans involving the use of the March of Time Library, but acknowledged "full use" has not been realized. He indicated that the company would be amenable to suggestions for co-production with an outside organization.

Pathé News Inc., which no longer has right to Pathé newsreel library, plans to produce a group of six one-hour documentaries in 1964 from various newsfilm sources. Called Cavalcade of Our Times, the series' programs will include: "Big Business: U.S.A.," "The Good Old Days," "In the Days of the Depression," "The Irish Rebellion," "The Rise and Fall of the Chinese Republic," and "The American Pacific." In the past, Pathé News has produced such factual series as Milestones of the Century and Men of Destiny, both five-minute programs.

**Network Policy** • To date, networks have avoided buying documentaries of a serious nature from outside producers, preferring to accept complete responsibility for them by participating in actual production. Exceptions are in the so-called "entertainment documentary" area (Wolper's Hollywood and the Stars on NBC-TV and Official's Marilyn Monroe special on ABC-TV). The route therefore for the "snip-and-glue" school of producers is syndication to stations.

The outlook is brighter for factual specials of various kinds, but producers agree that acceptable time slots on a regular season basis are "harder to come by." One syndicator summed up this situation:

"You have to come in with a fine show. And then you have to sell hard—very hard."

---

**WOLPER FINANCING**

Documentary film company to expand into dramatics

Arrangements have been completed for Westland Capital Corp. and the City National Bank of Beverly Hills, Calif., to provide long-term financing to Wolper Productions which will enable the documentary film company to expand its operations into the production of dramatic TV programs and theatrical motion pictures. In announcing the acquisition of this outside capital, David L. Wolper, president and executive producer of Wolper Productions, said a new board of directors has been elected to guide corporate policies and the expanded production program. He will serve as chairman of the board. Other members are: Mel Stuart and Jack Haley, Wolper vice presidents; Harvey Bernhard, Wolper vice president and treasurer; Sylvan Coven, secretary and general counsel of the Wolper organization; Phillip L. Williams, president of Westland Capital Corp., and William Goetz, president of William Goetz Productions.

Expansion activities are to start immediately, with New York sales office to be opened within the month and sales personnel engaged to work with the William Morris Agency in representing Wolper Productions. The development of panel and daytime TV programs is at the top of the expanded production agenda, alongside of developing properties for motion pictures. In addition, the company plans to build a staff of producers, writers and other creative talent in Hollywood to develop dramatic TV programs for the 1964-65 television season. Writers will also be signed to develop documentary films for theatrical exhibition.

**NBC turns deaf ear to Blue-Gray appeal**

NBC-TV last week announced broadcast decisions on two major Southern football games which had become centers of controversy over the eligibility of Negro players.

The network said it is standing firm on its cancellation of formerly scheduled television coverage of the annual Blue-Grey game in Montgomery, Ala., on Dec. 28 (BROADCASTING, Nov. 18, 11). Game officials, who earlier stated that Negroes would be barred from play, traveled to New York last week to ask NBC to reconsider the cancellation. William R. McAndrew, executive vice president of NBC News, following a meeting with the Montgomery officials, said there had been no change in NBC's position.

NBC-TV also announced plans to go ahead with its scheduled coverage of the annual Senior Bowl game at Mobile, Ala., on Jan. 4. Bowl officials, acting on a request for information from NBC, have apparently satisfied the network that Negro players will not be barred from the game.

**Production starts on series**

New one-hour series, Night People, dealing with the real-life stories of people who come to life after dark and start their day when most people have ended theirs, goes into production today (Dec. 9), first of several projects to be filmed by Revue in association with ABC-TV. The series will be filmed entirely on location in Los Angeles, utilizing new camera and lighting techniques to get good pictures of crowds and street scenes taken outdoors as well as inside in the after-dark hours. Jack Laird, producer of Channings, will be executive producer of the new series. Irving Lerner will direct the first segment, "The Other Man," written by Larry Cohen and Steve Carabatsos, which calls for 25 separate locations scattered throughout Los Angeles county.

---

**Film-finding specialists**

The growth of documentary programs from newsreels and other stock footage prompted the formation of an unusual company, Film Finders Inc., New York, in 1961. Film Finders does exactly what its name implies—finds film for producers, stations, agencies and other organizations that may not have trained research personnel on its staff. Its operating head is Miss Helen Kiosk.

---

**John Stratford**

Hungarian-born film executive, makes a specialty of finding film footage of scenes made outside the United States.
Within seventy miles of the intersection of Interstate routes 70 and 75 are the business centers of seven metropolitan areas... three and one-half million people... tenth largest consumer market in America!

Situated in the geographical center of Megacity 70-75 are the transmitters of WHIO-TV, AM, FM—powered to reach a huge segment of this concentrated audience with a total buying power of over seven billion.

Let George P. Hollingbery tell you how efficiently and economically you can reach it. Megacity 70-75!

BORADCASTING, December 9, 1963
Make-goods still in a fluid state

RESCHEDULING OF TV SPOTS GENERALLY LAGGING BEHIND RADIO

Stations and national representatives appeared to be generally satisfied last week with the efforts of advertisers and their agencies to accept make-goods for commercials cancelled during the four-day period following President Kennedy's assassination Nov. 22.

It was difficult to estimate the business that would fall into the make-good category, with most reps projecting a figure as high as 80% for spot TV, others figuring 65% to 70% and one disappointed official claiming that for his stations the estimate was running only 35%.

All representatives cautioned that the situation was still fluid and changes to either make-goods or credits were being made on a day-to-day basis. The consensus was that it would take about six weeks for the situation to crystallize, but the general feeling was one of optimism.

Spot radio seemed to be in a more favored position, attributable to its flexibility. Estimates were that up to 95% of the radio commercials cancelled would be rescheduled.

Cash's Wire - The changeability of conditions was highlighted by the action taken last Monday (Dec. 2) by Norman E. Cash, president of the Television Bureau of Advertising. In an unusual move, Mr. Cash addressed a telegram to 90 major advertisers, urging them to give TV stations and national reps discretion in rescheduling their commercials. It was understood that Mr. Cash undertook this step because last Monday orders for make-goods had not reached the expectations voiced several days earlier (Broadcasting Dec. 2).

But by the middle of last week, the situation apparently had brightened and Mr. Cash issued a statement commending advertisers. He noted that although he had not expected replies to his telegram, many advertisers responded. Among those who had replied and pledged make-goods were Lever Bros., Procter & Gamble, Pharmacist and Scott Paper.

Lever Bros. wrote of its "complete accord" with the suggestion made on reinvestment of funds for pre-empted TV schedules. The letter noted that the TV industry, which responded "so magnificently" in its coverage of the tragedy, should "not be made to suffer financially for the great public service it performed." Lever said it was advising its agencies to reschedule advertising pre-empted during the period.

There were various approaches to the make-good situation. Several advertisers indicated they would reslot the spots sometime next year, in addition to regular schedules. Most advertisers asked for make-goods before the end of the year, but said they wanted suitable time periods.

Pan Am Satisfied - One advertiser, Pan American Airways, reported it would not ask for credit or for delayed showing of its spot announcements. In tribute to the "terrific job" performed by stations and networks, Pan Am would consider its advertising as having run.

Many stations reported that local advertisers frequently adopted the same approach as Pan Am: They advised stations to bill them for commercials as if they had run. This was said to be especially true of institutional advertisers.

Big budget won't insure advertising success

It takes more than money to make sure that advertising will produce sales results, two officials of Coty Inc. declared last week — and cited a Coty experience with "beautiful" television commercials as their evidence.

The officials, marketing vice president Wallace T. Drew and marketing research director John E. Murphy, spoke at a closed workshop meeting held Thursday in New York by the Association of National Advertisers to consider "advertising planning and evaluation."

Schwerin System - They were two of several speakers who probed this subject, including a Schwerin Research Corp. executive who presented Schwerin's system for predicting the success or failure of a given television advertising campaign (Broadcasting, Dec. 2).

The Coty executives contended that advertising is only one of several marketing factors that contribute to increased sales. They called attention to a specific Coty campaign for its "24" lipstick.

Several "beautiful" TV commercials were prepared, they said. Each was written and produced by "experts" and stressed the campaign theme that "24" lipstick has unique lasting qualities — and yet, the official said, only one of those commercials demonstrated that it could produce retail sales increases in the market place.

"Spending money on advertising," Mr. Drew said, "will not necessarily produce sales increases and additional profit for your corporation. Planning the proper advertising strategy for a given product and executing this strategy is a complex task, a task where measurement can be helpful, a task requiring the greatest ingenuity and the soundest advertising judgment."

Effectiveness Reviewed - The Schwerin presentation, by chief statistician Malcolm Murphy, was said to have reviewed the company's findings on commercial effectiveness as a bigger sales influence than budget alone, and to have reported in considerable detail on subsequent studies, mostly concerned with other factors, that had not been officially disclosed before.

Others reporting on problems and approaches in advertising evaluation included Gail Smith of General Motors, W. M. Weibacher of C. J. LaRoche & Co., W. J. Gillian of Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, and Gilbert Miller and Malcolm McNiven of duPont.
A NATION AT WAR

'A NATION AT WAR' is the most distinguished series since 'Victory At Sea.' Never-before-seen enemy and Allied footage fill the screen with the fury and heroism of history in the making. Commandos. The European fronts. The sub-scourged Atlantic. This power-packed prestige program will add lustre to your log, points to your ratings. First run, of course, from Desilu.....

Desilu Sales Inc.
Richard Dinsmore Vice President, General Manager
4780 NORTH GOWER STREET - HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 9-5911

Produced by the National Film Board of Canada
Savings association uses saturation radio

Saturation radio is paying off for Brentwood Savings and Loan Association, according to Dick McFarland, account executive at Carson/Roberts, Los Angeles, agency for the savings and loan company with offices in two Los Angeles suburbs, Brentwood and Monrovia.

Ten-second spots, used on an average of 50 spots a week on six AM and eight FM stations in the Los Angeles area, are the heart of the campaign, accounting for $100,000 of the $175,000 budgeted for a year-long drive. The remainder of the budget is going for newspaper and outdoor advertising.

The first flight of radio spots was a six-week campaign which started early in September. Theme of the spots is the passbook, selected by C/R as a fitting symbol for this financial institution. A typical spot, read by a male announcer, went as follows: "Give your husband a good book tonight with his pipe and slippers—a Brentwood Savings passbook. He'll appreciate the interest."

"We felt the 10-second spot was perfect for our needs," Mr. McFarland said, "because it could establish the Brentwood name and passbook symbol in that time and we could get greater frequency for our budget than by use of longer time slots.

"This new three-pronged advertising program is aimed at solving a problem that confronted our client. That problem was: how, when you are one of 125 similar institutions that have virtually the same thing to sell in your immediate area, do you break through the welfer of competition and distinguish your operation so as to attract new depositors?

"We decided the most important first step to be taken was establishment of ready identification of the Brentwood name. Since recognition comes most easily through some sort of graphic element, we chose the passbook as our theme."

CIGARETTES AND HEALTH

Two medical reports claim definite connection between smoking and several fatal diseases

Smoke all you want, but don't look behind you—the Grim Reaper is gaining with every puff.

Such was the essence of two separate speeches last week, the major one being given by Dr. E. Cuyler Hammond, director of statistical research for the American Cancer Society, who presented statistics linking cigarette smoking and several diseases, including lung cancer, to a clinical meeting of the American Medical Association in Portland, Ore., last Wednesday (Dec. 4). The presentation led to the decision by the AMA's House of Delegates, the association's policy-making group, to make an all-out investigation of the subject.

The day before Dr. Hammond's speech, the Cancer Prevention Center of Chicago heard an address by Sir Robert Platt, the English physician who chairs the Royal College of Physicians' Committee on Smoking and Lung Cancer.

Numbers Game • Dr. Hammond's report presented new evidence gathered in a survey covering 422,089 men between the ages of 40 and 89 for an average period of 34.3 months. He said they not only confirmed findings of earlier studies but extended the alleged connection between cigarette smoking and increased death rates.

The new areas of study, Dr. Hammond said, included:

1) The death rate when compared to the degree of inhalation of tobacco smoke (conclusion: a higher death rate when smokers inhaled);

2) The effect of cigarette smoking on men older than 70 (conclusion: a higher death rate among those who smoked, though not as great a difference as that between younger men);

3) The death rates between men who had very similar characteristics, matching those who smoked with the nonsmokers (conclusion: of the 36,975 smokers, 1,385 died in the survey period, compared to only 662 of the same number of nonsmokers);

4) The relationship between smoking habits and hospitalization (conclusion: the percent hospitalized increased with the number of cigarettes smoked, the greater the depth of inhalation and the earlier the age at which the man began smoking.)

Dr. Hammond went on to relate statistics which he said show that lung cancer, coronary artery disease and other related diseases are more likely to occur when a person smokes cigarettes. Turning to other tobacco uses, he said that the study showed that pipe
Remember when radio did important things?

When it was the only way to keep a whole nation in touch with one solitary figure in outer space?

When Washington used it to talk to the enslaved people in Cuba?

And remember when our six stations across America pitched in and helped double the number of Peace Corps applicants in a single month?

When was it radio did things like this? In 1963.
Radio...one of the good things about America
Papaya vs. tobacco

Frito-Lay Inc., Dallas, a heavy user of both radio and television, is investigating the market potentials of a new nontobacco cigarette, it was disclosed last week by John R. McCarty, vice president in charge of advertising and merchandising. Mr. McCarty said the new cigarette uses papaya leaves instead of tobacco.

Frito-Lay plans to acquire 51% of Sutton Research Corp., Los Angeles, if the new product tests out satisfactorily. Sutton is developing the nontobacco cigarette and only laboratory work has been performed so far. Consumer sampling comes next, Mr. McCarty said, before test marketing can be considered. Frito-Lay's national agency is Post-Keyes- Gardner, Chicago.

and cigar smoking did not seem to produce as marked a degree of relationship to a higher death rate as cigarettes did.

He contended that the study refutes arguments raised by the tobacco industry and some scientists who have challenged the validity of earlier surveys.

Tobacco Trap • Sir Robert's speech in Chicago recapped the case against smoking as made by his committee. He explained the public's reluctance "to accept the facts" as being twofold. The "enormous vested interest" of the tobacco industry and its advertising drive to glamorize smoking is one important consideration, he said, but even more important is the "plain fact that smoking is an addiction and a very powerful one..." Smokers simply don't want to quit, he stated, therefore "the really important thing is to prevent, as far as possible, the next generation from developing the habit."

Reaction to the AMA's decision to research further into the relationship between smoking and diseases was swift, and the comments from Senator Maurine B. Neuberger (D-Ore.) were critical. The senator is author of Smoke Screen, a book which summarized her views on smoking and health (Broadcasting, Oct. 21). Mrs. Neuberger charged that the AMA's failure to take a stand on Dr. Hammond's report "could not have been better designed to achieve the objectives of the American tobacco industry." She implied that it is a little late to start beginning research and called for "unequivocal warning to every American that smoking, by whatever mechanism, is a serious threat to health."

George V. Allen, president of The Tobacco Institute Inc., welcomed the AMA decision to probe into "these important health fields, where so many questions remain unresolved. We are gratified that the work is to be undertaken by so widely representative a body as the AMA," the tobacco industry's spokesman added.

Last week also saw the formation of two new groups dedicated to pushing the alleged relationship between smoking and diseases into the public eye. The California Interagency Council on Cigarette Smoking and Health, a tongue-twisting organization formed in Berkeley, is comprised of the California State Department of Public Health, the State Department of Education, the California Medical Association, the California Branch of the American Cancer Society, the American Heart Association and the Tuberculosis and Health Association.

Last Thursday (Dec. 5) Leo Perlis, director of community service activities for AFL-CIO, told the American Cancer Society that the labor group will launch a program next January designed to educate smokers about cancer and smoking.

So good to lunch with... 1-1-3

Good things on the table—and good things in the air—on radio 1-1-3

Detroit's good music station...

W-CAR

50,000 watts

1130 KC

One of a series in Detroit newspapers and The Advertiser.
**TvAR comparison report shows decrease in male smokers**

The 1963 product usage and brand preference study commissioned by Television Advertising Representatives has shown again this year just what similar studies have shown in the past—that there is a wide variation in market-by-market consumption of particular products and an even more pronounced difference in brand preferences by market.

The 1963 TvAR Brand Comparison Report, researched by Pulse Inc. in the eight markets where there are TvAR represented stations, reflects divergent buying habits in 12 product categories. The study compares consumption in 1962 with 1963.

Significant among the findings was a decrease in male smokers in each of the eight markets. The average drop-off in the male smoker category was 6.15%, the sharpest decline—11.1%—evidenced in Boston, while San Francisco, down 2.1%, showed the smallest loss in this group.

The Pulse findings also indicate a drop in cold cereal consumption, a gain for instant coffee and a decline in purchases of dog food.

Pulse reached about 5,000 homes in each of two sweeps made in March and May and gathered information on 550 brands. The research technique was an in-home, personal interview with the head of household involved in the purchase of the specific products studied.

Products measured were coffee, cold cereal, cold remedies, dog food, gasoline, headache remedies, hot cereal, margarine, milk additives and tea.

Lager Likers * According to the Pulse data only 26.2% of families in Charlotte, N. C., purchased beer while in San Francisco 50.1% of families were beer purchasers. In the cold remedy category there was a 100% difference in consumption between two metropolitan areas separated by only 120 miles: 26.3% of families in Cleveland were reported to be purchasers of such remedies, but for Pittsburgh the figure is 13.9%.

Looking at the study from a brand preference aspect it is noted that only four brands enjoyed a first place position in all of the markets surveyed. These were Liptons’ Tea, Bayer Aspirin, Kellogg’s Corn Flakes and Vick cold remedies.

TvAR represented stations are KPIX(TV) San Francisco; KYW-TV Cleveland; KDKA-TV Pittsburgh; WJXT (TV) Jacksonville; WBTV(TV) Charlotte, N. C.; WTOP-TV Washington; WJZ-TV Baltimore and WBB-T TV Boston.

---

**B&B gets lion’s share of Eastern Air Lines**

**IMMEDIATE SWITCH GIVES GAYNOR & DUCAS A PORTION**

Eastern Air Lines, up in the air since late September over appointment of a new agency, landed the major portion of its $10 million account at Benton & Bowles last week.

The account, formerly at Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden had been the object of an eight-agency competition. Its assignment was delayed by recent top-level management changes at the airline (BROADCASTING, Dec. 2).

Benton & Bowles, New York, will place Eastern’s TV, radio and print advertising while direct mail, special promotions and some new projects will be handled by Gaynor & Ducas, New York. Eastern bills approximately $4 million in broadcast, about $2.2 million in TV and $1.8 million in radio. The switch to B&B was announced as effective immediately.

It’s estimated that Gaynor & Ducas will be assigned no more than 10% of Eastern’s total billings.

Original competition for the EAL plum had been among BBDO, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Lennen & Newell, Gaynor & Ducas, Benton & Bowles, Compton, McCann-Marschalk and Tucker-Wayne & Co.

New Bids * K&E and Tucker-Wayne dropped out of the competition and Compton, McCann-Marschalk and B&B were asked to resubmit their presentations for the account following the executive changes at Eastern.

K&E, it appeared, had voluntarily withdrawn itself as a candidate for the Eastern account in anticipation of picking up the billings of another airline: The estimated $4 million National Airlines account, which was announced Nov. 29. About $1 million in radio-TV will move to K&E Jan. 1 from Papert, Koenig, Lois.

Acquisition of the Eastern billings marks the second major account added by B&B during 1963. Earlier the agency had been assigned the $8 million Beech-Nut Life Savers account which moved from Young & Rubicam. Beech-Nut bills an estimated $7.2 million in radio-TV.

A statement issued by Eastern last week said its newly appointed agencies would “work in tandem . . . in a new concept of air transportation” directed toward greater recognition of the consumer.
Mitch Miller today might well be oboist with a major symphony. Or still the busiest A & R (artist and repertoire) man in recording. He's no longer either one—and that's one of television's luckiest breaks. Since Mitch turned to television, the Sing Along Gang has become the country's favorite choral group; such soloists as Leslie Uggams and Bob McGrath have attained stardom; and "Sing Along With Mitch" has become a household term. Which is why the full-hour, color show holds one of television's most devoted followings.

This season, "Sing Along" has new sights and sounds to match its new Monday night time period. For sweetness, the Sing Along Strings ensemble; for spice, a Dixieland combo. And for surprise, a fascinating guest list of stars, musical groups and (decidedly non-musical) celebrities.

In addition, Mitch the musicologist has made room for Mitch the modernist. To the good old songs, he is adding the best new ones. After a lifetime in music, he doesn't miss a trick. You can bet your beard on that.

Look to NBC for the best combination of news, information and entertainment.
Government interference lashed by Duram

AGENCY EXECUTIVE TICKS OFF FCC'S LATEST 'MISTAKES'

Vigorous criticism of FCC interference in the affairs of broadcasting was issued last week by Arthur E. Duram, senior vice president, TV and radio, at Fuller & Smith & Ross.

Mr. Duram also berated continuing adverse comment from print media on the practices of the broadcasting industry but dismissed this as far less important than "our other would-be demigod—government regulation."

In a talk delivered to the Pittsburgh Radio Television Club, Mr. Duram directed his comment at a commission which he said is "going to continue to make one mistake after another under the illusory guise of protecting the public interest."

Few Complaints — The some 2,500 complaints about radio-TV which the FCC may receive yearly he called "the merest whisper" when the total number of stations operating is considered.

The results of a government-managed broadcast industry, he said, would be at best a "clumsy crippled form of commercial TV," and at worst a disappearance of competitive broadcasting and "emergence of some form of pay television, not available to the advertiser."

Mr. Duram outlined specific government policies aimed ostensibly at the "public interest" which he said are the result of "specious reasoning":

- The decision to kill network option time, he said, rather than fostering better local programing is resulting in replacement by local stations of high quality, low-rated network shows with "the only thing available, filmed syndicated programs, mostly re-runs."

- An equal time rule "that makes any airing of political controversy an absolute practical impossibility."

- A misplaced concern about violence in programing that has driven the networks "into a feverish spill of buying that most insipid of all art forms, the TV situation comedy," without bringing about a reduction in the number of shows which deal in violence.

- The recent ratings hearing which "boomeranged" and "served to heighten outside interest in what has always been pretty much a trade matter" and which has made "ratings fair game for anyone and everyone."

Mr. Duram commended A. C. Nielsen and American Research Bureau for "exposing the terribly inept shows that somehow make their way onto the schedule each year."

He proposed that the FCC ask a group of "insiders" in the broadcasting industry to offer constructive courses of action which would benefit both "public interest" and the broadcasting industry.

He further advised a "complete reappraisal of the Communications Act of 1934," which he suggested was conceived when commercial broadcasting was only vaguely understood.

In a parting shot at tight government control he said "only an unregulated industry with strong network structures as its base can serve the public interest properly in this nation."

Cyanamid picking up full tab for 'Alumni'

In its first company-wide television sponsorship in almost two years, the American Cyanamid Co. is underwriting full costs of Alumni Fun for 13 weeks on CBS-TV (Sunday, 5-5:30 p.m.), in an $850,000 buy. The program begins on Jan. 5.

Warren Highman, director of corporate advertising for Cyanamid, said the show, in which well-known alumni of one college will compete against counterparts from another college, combines education, fun and competition and should project an aura of "public service" in which the company is "highly interested." He stressed that the commercials on the show will be of the "sell" variety and will include many of the company's divisions.

"We feel the show itself amounts to corporate advertising for Cyanamid, while our commercials should be exposed to a good-sized, responsive audi- ence," Mr. Highman added. American Cyanamid was a sponsor of CBS-TV's Eyewitness to History, which went off the air in the spring of 1962, and since that date the company itself has been absent from TV, although its Breck Division has been active in the medium. Like Eyewitness, Alumni Fun is a "merchandisable and promotable property," Mr. Highman noted, and tie-ins with universities and alumni clubs are being arranged.

Executive producer of the program is John Cleary. The producer is John A. Aaron, who was co-producer of CBS's Person to Person.

On the program the University of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif. (Janet Leigh, actress; Wayne Hardin, Navy football coach, and Richard Pederson, assistant to the Ambassador to the UN) will meet the University of Wisconsin (David Suskind, TV producer; Elroy Hirsch, Los Angeles Rams general manager, and W. Beverly Murphy, Campbell Soup president).

Print gets more Zenith cash

Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, which spends the lion's share of its multimillion dollar advertising budget in newspapers to sell radio-TV sets, announced last week an additional $1 million plum for print in a special six-week campaign to stimulate local dealer traffic.

The special six-week drive is over and above Zenith's already announced record fall print campaign, the company said, and represents the "greatest local concentration of advertising dollars ever allocated by Zenith for use in a six-week period."
TARGET: THE CORRUPTORS IS TIMELY
it mirrors today's headlines

Every episode of TARGET: THE CORRUPTORS dramatizes crime and corruption as it is happening now. It deals with fiction but tells the truth. This series also offers a great star, fine casts and flawless productions. TARGET: THE CORRUPTORS is realistic, current and explosive and most important, is superb television entertainment.

THE EPISODE: THE INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT
Lobbyists with power of political life or death force certain legislation. Result: huge profits to an organized racketeer.

THE EPISODE: THE MALIGNANT HEARTS
The wanton and brutal murder of a teenage boy by a pack of young hoodlums, triggers a trial equally as shocking.

THE EPISODE: THE MALIGNANT HEARTS
A Latin American country accepts American dollars and yet is extremely anti-American and threatens cooperation with the "other-side".

THE EPISODE: TOUCH OF EVIL
A college basketball star is forced to accept money from professional gamblers and is driven to near suicide by shame and exposure.

THE EPISODE: SEIZE 60 LBS.
More of Dope

THE EPISODE: CHASE THE DRAGON
An army hero, who was forcibly addicted to drugs by the Chinese, is involved in a dope smuggling ring.

THE EPISODE: A MAN'S CASTLE
A teen-age Puerto Rican boy is trying, single-handed, to raise his younger brother and sisters in a poor neighborhood.

THE EPISODE: PIER 60
A crooked labor racketeer on the docks costs the taxpayers untold millions in graft and kickbacks.
FCC stakes its claim to ad control

IT ASSERTS ITS LEGAL RIGHT TO IMPOSE COMMERCIAL LIMITS

If the FCC can consider the amount of commercials carried by a broadcast station in determining whether it is serving the public interest—and the commission says it can—it also can adopt a general rule setting commercial limits for all broadcasters.

This is one of the key arguments made in a memorandum prepared by the FCC general counsel's office detailing the commission's legal authority to adopt as a rule the National Association of Broadcasters' commercial standards code or a variant of it.

The memorandum was filed last week with the House Communications Subcommittee, which is considering legislation to prohibit the commission from adopting commercial-limiting rules. The subcommittee had asked the commission for the statement.

The NAB, which is leading the attack on the proposed rulemaking, expects to file an answering memorandum later this month.

The commission's statement seeks to answer many of the legal challenges to its authority over commercials that have been made by broadcasters and members of the House subcommittee. These challenges are expected to be heard again in the oral argument on the controversial proposal to be held before the commission en banc this week (see story below).

The rulemaking was issued last spring by a 4-3 vote of the commission (BROADCASTING, May 20). Since then, one or more commissioners who voted to request industry comments on the proposal have indicated they might not support a commercial-limiting rule. However, the commissioners appear unanimous in the view that the agency has the legal authority to adopt one.

Communications Act Cited • The memorandum asserts that ample authority is to be found in the Communications Act. It adds that administrative and judicial precedent, as well as the legislative history of the Communications Act, provide additional support for that authority.

The memorandum stresses the commission's authority, under the Communications Act’s "public-interest" standard, to consider the amount of time a broadcaster devotes to commercials. "If, for example, an applicant proposed to devote 90% of its broadcast time to commercials, the commission . . . would have to consider whether this proposal was in the public interest," the memorandum said.

And this authority to consider advertising practices on a case-by-case basis, the memorandum adds, "comprehends" the commission's authority to establish a general rule. It quotes the Supreme Court as holding that "there is no reason why [its policies] may not be stated in advance by the commission in interpretative regulations defining the prohibited conduct with greater clarity."

It says the Supreme Court took this position in cases involving NBC, ABC and Storer Broadcasting Co.

The memorandum adds that those who dispute the commission's position must be able to establish that the FCC "would be powerless to deny" an application as inconsistent with the public interest "even if the applicant specified over 50% of his time [would] be devoted to commercials."

Precedent And History • Besides the public interest standard, the memoran-

FCC may be on sustaining TV as commercial hearing opens

The FCC will hear the views of 42 organizations and individuals today and tomorrow (Dec. 9-10) in the oral argument on the commission's controversial proposal to adopt a rule setting limits on commercials.

With most of the participants representing various segments of broadcasting, the commission is expected to be bombarded with arguments for abandoning the proposed rulemaking, which has disturbed broadcasters as have few other agency proposals in recent years.

However, because of the large number of participants, their arguments will be brief. The 30 minutes allotted to the National Association of Broadcasters is the most time granted any of the speakers.

Besides NAB the participants include members of Congress, the four major networks, multiple owners, station officials, church groups, state broadcaster associations and communications lawyers.

The proposed rulemaking is expected to be supported by various individuals, including Mrs. Clara S. Logan, of the Association for Better Radio and TV, and Steven R. Finz, representing a group called The League Against Obnoxious TV Commercials.

The oral argument, involving a proposal that has not only stirred broadcasters but led to bills in Congress to limit the FCC's authority and to editorial comment in the press, will be heavily covered by news media.

The three television networks will cover it on film or tape, and a horde of print reporters are expected. To accommodate the television equipment and provide space for the reporters as well as the public, the commission has moved the site of the oral argument from its hearing room to a more spacious one used by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Conditions Removed • The FCC, at the request of network newsmen, also has removed some of the conditions it had originally imposed on TV coverage. With the FCC hearing room set as the site, the commission had proposed requiring pool coverage and prohibiting any additional lighting.

There were two reasons for this. One was that, initially, only CBS-TV expressed an interest in covering the event, and indicated it would do so with live cameras, which wouldn't require additional lighting. The other was that the commissioners had been annoyed by the lights during the television coverage of the network hearing in February 1962.

However, the situation changed after ABC-TV and NBC-TV indicated their interest. Their newsmen, meeting with the staff, said that pool coverage would not be satisfactory and that they wanted to cover the event on film with their own cameras.

Result: The hearing room was changed, and the commission agreed to allow the networks to boost the lighting in the ICC hearing room to the 64-foot candlepower required for film. Efforts will be made to reduce the glare, however.

The newsmen also regarded as petty a condition that agreements be signed which would protect the government from claims for personal
dum sites as a basis for the commission’s authority over commercials, Section 303(b) of the Communications Act. This empowers the FCC to “prescribe the nature of the service to be rendered by each class of licensed stations and each station within any class.”

The “plain meaning” of this language, the memorandum says, gives the commission “a broad grant of authority.” It says this section provided the authority under which the commission limited the use of noncommercial educational FM stations “to the advancement of an educational program” and prohibited sponsored or commercial programs.

“Similarly,” the memorandum adds, “we believe that the commission has the authority to prescribe the nature of the ‘commercial’ broadcast service so that such stations may not devote to commercials, for example, more than 50% of their time (to choose a very high, noncontroversial figure as an example).”

The memorandum also denies that commercial time limit rule would constitute either censorship or rate fixing, as alleged by many of the critics of the proposed rule. The document notes that the courts have held that denial of a license upon a ground “reasonably related to the public interest” is not censorship.

**Rate Making Not Involved** • As for the ratemaking charge, the memorandum says nothing in the proposal would prohibit the broadcaster from charging whatever he wishes for time. It acknowledges, however, that this ratemaking allegation is based mainly on the contention that any forced reduction in commercials would require broadcasters to boost their charges to maintain present revenue levels.

The memorandum said this means the FCC could never take an action, “however much in the public interest, which might affect revenues.”

The memorandum also cites a long line of administrative and judicial precedent as well as legislative history which, it says, further supports the commission’s position. It says the Federal Radio Commission, forerunner of the FCC, was concerned about licensee advertising practices “from the beginning.”

The memorandum concedes that a “bare majority” of the five-man Radio Commission in 1932 asserted that the agency needed more legislative authority to set limits on commercials by rule.

However, the memorandum noted that the majority, at the same time, asserted the commission had the authority to deal with overcommercialization on a case-by-case basis. And since then, it added, various court decisions have established that “authority which can be exercised on a case-by-case basis . . . can be exercised by a rule.”

**Double billings cases get FCC’s attention**

The FCC’s ambition to stamp out double billing, dormant since early last year (Closed Circuit, Nov. 4, Broadcasting, March 19 and 12, 1962), flared into the open again last week as the commission zeroed in on Wild Boston and WFHA-FM Red Bank, N. J.

If a station sends an advertising agency two bills, one for the true amount and one marked up to bilk the national cooperating advertiser on the scheme commission stated, he is double billing and a practice designed to send the FCC into a genteele frenzy.

The FCC last week set Wild’s license renewal application for hearing, and double billing led the commission’s list of issues to be resolved. Also in question: “... broadcast of lottery advertising, failure to withhold federal income taxes and social security deductions from certain employees, financial qualifications, false and misleading financial reports and misrepresentation of facts to the commission.” Wild, licensed to Noble Broadcasting Corp., is a 1 kw daytimer on 1090 kc.

The more serious of the FCC’s double billing inquiries last week involved the Red Bank FM. The commission sent a letter to Frank H. Accorsi, licensee of WFHA-FM, which said that his application for license renewal would also be held up until double billing questions were answered. The commission revealed that in March of this year it investigated the station’s billing practices and found indications that it was involved in double billing with the New York agencies of Beston Advertising and Beston’s successor, Mark Mitchell.

**Admits Discrepancy** • Mr. Accorsi, the commission noted, denied he was double billing since he issued only one bill. But, the FCC said, he “acknowledged that the bills . . . specified a rate approximately 10 times as great as the rate . . . being paid by the agent for the advertising.” The FCC then defined double billing in terms that could leave little doubt that even one bill, if inflated for purposes of deception, could constitute a double billing infraction.

“Although you stated that you considered your transactions with the Boston and Mark Mitchell agencies as merely involving a discount to the agencies,” the FCC wrote Mr. Accorsi, “you should be aware that the customary agency discount does not exceed 15%, and that supplying bills and invoices to these agencies which indicate that you are charging 10 times as much for advertising as you actually receive constitutes participation in a fraudulent scheme and raises serious questions as to your character qualifications to be a

F. W. Ziebarth, dean, College of Liberal Arts, University of Minnesota; Colorado Broadcasters Association; Georgia Association of Broadcasters; Illinois Broadcasters Association; Maryland-D. C.-Delaware Broadcasters Association; Texas Association of Broadcasters; Virginia Association of Broadcasters; Edwin T. Elliott, WWHO Norfolk, Va.; John D. Kennedy, WORK Greenville, Ohio; Gene Amole, KDEN Denver; M. H. Blum, WANN Annapolis, Md.; R. B. McAllister, KESL Lubbock, Tex.; Howard B. Hayes, WPIK Alexandria, Va.


Communications attorneys and law firms: Cohn and Marks; Dow, Lohnes and Albertson; R. Russell Eagan; Andrew G. Haley; Ernest W. Jennes; Krieger and Jorgensen; Pierison, Ball and Dowd; Keith E. Putbrese; George O. Sutton and Fisher, Wayland, Duvall and Southmayd, all Washington.

**Injury or property damage.** They said they had never been required to sign such statements in covering any event in Washington, including the White House. “It’s understood,” they said, the government would be protected from such claims.

There were indications late last week the commission would not insist on the signed agreements.

The list of participants in the two-day oral argument, as announced by the FCC:

Monday, Dec. 9

Representatives Odin Langen (R-Minn.) and Albert Watson (D-S. C.); Mrs. Clara S. Logan, Association for Better Radio and TV; Steven R. Finz, League Against Obnoxious TV Commercials; Richard Nicodemus, National Recreation Association; Reverend Everett C. Parker, The United Church of Christ; Reverend David Colwell, National Council of Churches; Peter Goelert, National Audience Board Inc.

ABC, CBS, MBS, NBC, National Association of Broadcasters, Metromedia, and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

Tuesday, Dec. 10

WILLIAM J. HAWKINS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCIAL RADIO STATIONS: An association representing the majority of the radio station owners in the United States, the AARC represents the broadcast industry on both national and international levels. The AARC's mission is to promote and protect the interests of commercial radio stations and their employees, as well as to improve the quality of radio programming and programming standards. The AARC also represents the interests of its members in relations with government agencies and other organizations. The AARC works to ensure that commercial radio stations play a positive role in the community and to promote the growth and development of the broadcast industry. The AARC's activities include lobbying, advocacy, public relations, and educational programs.

In the context of the issue discussed in the text, the AARC would likely have an interest in protecting the rights of commercial radio stations to broadcast and ensuring that such broadcasts do not violate any regulations or codes set by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The AARC might also be involved in advocating for policies that support the growth and development of the broadcast industry and ensuring that commercial radio stations have a voice in public policy decisions.
licensee of this commission."

The FCC then asked Mr. Accorsi for a sworn statement on the following, adding that his license renewal application will be deferred until they are satisfactorily answered:

- Whether the station has ever issued bills of differing amounts for the same advertising and, if so, the differences between the amounts listed on the bills and the payment actually received by WFHA-FM. He must tell whether the practices are still in use and, if not, when they were discontinued.
- What efforts he has made, if he still issues inflated bills, to determine that they are not being used "to deceive or defraud advertisers or those who contribute to the cost of advertising...."
- His "future intentions" on double billing or issuing single bills for excessive amounts.

U.S. Steel buys NBC-TV World's Fair special

United States Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, returns to network TV in 1964 but in no way comparable to its past network association.

NBC-TV said last week that U. S. Steel will sponsor, through BBDO, New York, a 90-minute special on the opening night of the New York World's Fair April 22 (Wednesday, 7:30-9 p.m. EST).

It was U. S. Steel that for years had the U. S. Steel Hour, on CBS-TV. After the steel pricing crisis in the spring of 1962, U. S. Steel's advertising strategy underwent a change. With the recommendations the advertiser decided to drop out of network TV and the Steel Hour became history.

NBC-TV will cover with color cameras, providing viewers with what the network pointed out last week will be rare, live color TV coverage of an outdoor event at night. Three mobile color units utilizing more than a dozen cameras will be spread about the 656-acre fair site to capture opening night events.

Agency appointments...

- Vacuum-Electronics Corp., Plainview, N. Y., to Dunwoodie Associates, Garden City, N. Y. Veeco manufactures high vacuum systems, evaporators, high vacuum gauges, gauge controls and related vacuum components.
- Fireside Tobacco Corp., New York, has appointed The Zakin Co., New York, as advertising agency for Fireside Pipe Tobacco, a Danish import. A campaign in the consumer and trade media is now being prepared, and consideration is being given to the use of radio and television.

AFTRA-SAG, admen agree ‘in principle’

An agreement in principle has been reached by the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists and the Screen Actors Guild with advertising agencies and advertisers on a new pact governing performers appearing in TV commercials.

Negotiations will continue with the networks covering codes involving staff announcers and newscasters.

Neither union nor management sources last week would reveal details of the proposed agreement in the TV commercial area, though reports circulated that performers have gained substantial boosts in fees. An AFTRA spokesman said that any final overall contract must await an agreement with the networks on staff codes, and said "we are still far apart in this area."

In the commercial area, considered the most critical phase of negotiations, it is known that SAG and AFTRA were able to press their point and retain the present 13-week cycle of fee payment, rather than the 8-week cycle sought by the agencies and advertisers.

The unions also managed to raise the session fee from $95 to $105, and use payment from 15% up to more than 100% in some instances. Negotiations with the networks were not held last week but will resume in New York today (Dec. 9).

Eldon using road race films in 50 market buy

Eldon Industries Inc., through Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee, will sponsor TV films of four automobile road races in more than 50 markets during 1964 to advertise its miniature road race sets.

Davis Factor Jr., Eldon vice president, said that the company has purchased the exclusive TV rights to color films to be made by the radio and television division of Triangle Publications of the 250-mile Nassau Trophy Race; Sebring, 12-hour endurance race for sports cars; a choice between the Watkins Glen and Little Indie, and a major stock car race to be made on the basis of visual quality. Each program will carry four Eldon commercials, plus opening and closing billboards.

Use of actual road races to promote the sale of its sets "is just about a perfect marriage between product and promotion," Mr. Factor said. "There is no waste, People interested in the film will be interested in the product."

This year, Eldon has sponsored two Triangle road race films—of the 1963 Sebring and Little Indie—on eight stations, "so we know how well Triangle's racing films pull and what kind of audiences we are getting," Mr. Factor said.
RCA CARTRIDGE TAPE SYSTEM

Automatically Triggers Playback Units, Tape Recorders, Turntables, and Other Devices

Here's a unique built-in feature! The Recording Amplifier of the RT-7 B Cartridge Tape System generates two kinds of cue signals. One is used to automatically cue each tape, at the beginning of a program, the same as in ordinary units. The other signal, a special Trip-Cue, can be placed anywhere on the tape. This will cause the playback unit to trip and start other station equipments.

You can preset two, or a dozen or more RCA tape units, to play sequentially. You can play back a series of spots or musical selections, activate tape recorders, turntables, or other devices capable of being remotely started. (In TV use Trip-Cue is ideal for slide commercials. Tape announcements can be cued to advance the slide projector.)

You'll like the RT-7 B's automatic, silent operation, its compactness, high styling, perfect reproduction. Cartridge is selected, placed in playback unit, forgotten until "air" time, then instantly played. Cuing and threading are eliminated. Cue fluffs are a thing of the past!

Transistor circuitry, good regulation for precise timing, low power consumption, are among other valuable features.

See your RCA Broadcast Representative for the complete story. Or write RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Dept. DB-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N.J.
Negro radio needed for top sales results

HOWARD TELLS OF $22 BILLION MARKET WITHIN MARKET

Today's national advertiser must have the support of the Negro market in major cities in order to achieve top sales results, Bernard Howard, president of the New York representative firm which bears his name, told a Baltimore audience last week.

At a luncheon given by Negro-programed Webb Baltimore, Mr. Howard told 80 guests representing national advertisers, agencies and station reps that such a format "supplies to the Negro the magic formula for reaching him—recognition, identification and invitation."

The Negro today is making more money, seeking and achieving a better education and has attained better living conditions than ever before, he said. It is an accepted fact that the Negro population of a city constitutes a separate market within a market, with the Negro looking to his own "group for communication, common interests and hopes for the future," Mr. Howard said. "The Negro is developing more pride in his color and his identity with a proud racial and cultural heritage."

To reach this vast audience (20 million Negroes in the U. S. with $22 billion in available purchasing power), the successful advertiser must use Negro radio, he said. Many "blue-chip" advertisers now use Negro radio, the best measurement of its effectiveness, Mr. Howard noted.

Howard & Co., which represents 33 Negro programed stations, commissioned a study by the Center for Research in Marketing which disclosed the Negro radio (1) is the only medium available on a day-to-day basis which specifically attempts to place an advertiser's message before the Negro; (2) 60-80% of the available Negro audience listen to stations directed toward them; (3) Negros are so strongly concerned with their identity that they feel obliged to listen to such a station, and (4) Negros recall more commercials heard on Negro radio than stations directed toward the general public.

Alan Cowley, advertising director of Pharmaco, Kenilworth, N. J., told the Webb luncheon how his company has successfully used Negro radio with products designed for Negro consumers. If used and promoted properly, the Negro market "will deliver a rewarding experience never experienced in any other medium," he said.

Negro publisher D. Parke Gibson, president of the New York public relations firm of the same name, told the advertisers in the audience that "the Negro dollar is no different from any other dollar but you have to get off your seat and go after it." He concentrated on the Baltimore area, seventh largest Negro market (360,000) in the country, and the successful sales promotions on behalf of clients by Webb.

NBC-TV gets $8 million 20-advertiser order

NBC-TV last week announced that record first quarter sales for 1964 were assured with orders from 20 advertisers representing more than $8 million in business for eight daytime programs.

Like the network's new game show, Let's Make a Deal, which premieres Monday, Dec. 30 (2:25 p.m. EST), most of the programs will kick off new sponsor campaigns around the first of the year.

The other daytime programs to receive new or renewed sponsorship are Loretta Young Theater, Missing Links, Merv Griffin's Word for Word, Say When, Your First Impression, Make Room for Daddy and The Match Game.


Harper to be chairman for AFA's D.C. meeting

Marion Harper Jr., chairman of the board and president of Interpublic Inc., New York, will be chairman of the Advertising Federation of America's Midwinter Legislative Conference, Feb. 4-5 in Washington.

In a new format, the 1964 conference will have two first-day afternoon panels of government leaders speaking to the advertising delegates. The first session will feature regulatory agency members and the second will have representatives of key congressional committees.

Commercially helped by some spoken words

The Schwerin Research Corp. reported last week that a study of commercials using fewer or no spoken words indicates that odds are against success for the completely speechless sales message. The study suggested that it is apparently desirable to use enough spoken words to convey an adequate thought about the product.

Schwerin studied 14 commercials relying on music and action to carry their message. Four of the commercials were completely soundless except for a musical background. The study indicated that viewers liked the quiet commercials better than the regular kind, but there was a drawback, in that those viewers not paying close attention to their sets would not get even a radiotype message. The study also indicated that further experimentation along this line might be profitable.

FTC dulls knife spot

The Federal Trade Commission last week ordered Winston Sales Inc., Chicago, to discontinue "misleading product demonstrations" on TV commercials for a kitchen knife.

The commission said the commercials, purportedly showing a kitchen knife cutting through a 2-inch box nail, misrepresented the knife as never getting dull. Hearing Examiner Walter K. Bennett in his initial decision filed April 2, also had found that the purported regular retail price quoted for the knife was excessive.
Top 10 Texas Market Rankings
*Average 1/4-hour Audience (total)
1. Dallas-Fort Worth
2. Houston
3. San Antonio
4. WICHITA FALLS
5. Beaumont
6. Amarillo
7. El Paso
8. Lubbock
9. Corpus Christi
10. Austin
*ARB TV Market Digest 1963

FOURMOST in TEXAS*
WICHITA FALLS

According to the 1963 ARB TV Market Digest, Wichita Falls, Texas, came in a resounding FOURTH in the state, in quality TV homes delivered with 89,400!

What does this mean to you? It means that right now Wichita Falls, in addition to delivering the FOURTH MOST viewers in Texas, is the 93rd market in the nation.

Whether it's a test market you need or just an all-around good viewer-delivering buy, Wichita Falls, Texas, is the FOURmost buy in the book.

KAUZ-TV
Represented Nationally by ADVERTISING TIME SALES, INC.

BROADCASTING, December 9, 1963

KFDX-TV
Represented Nationally, Jan. 1, 1964, by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Was there any doubt?

ABC Radio account executive Robert Fountain, who put his money where his faith is—in radio, has sold his house after having more than doubled the 'traffic' of would-be purchasers. Mr. Fountain reported he had consummated a sale on Dec. 4.

Mr. Fountain in an effort to sell a house in New York's Westchester county, had purchased time in a broadcast of the Nov. 2 Dartmouth-Yale football game on WICC Bridgeport, Conn. (Broadcasting, Nov. 4).

PORTABLE RECORDERS GIVE HOT ITEMS A BOOST

A portable TV tape recorder is the easiest, surest way for an advertiser, agency or local TV station to provide instant commercials which have to get on the air while the item is still available (such as a particular car in a used car lot), George B. Storer Jr., president of the Storer Broadcasting Co., told the Hollywood Advertising Club on Monday (Dec. 2).

Mr. Storer illustrated his informal talk with a recording taped by personnel of WINS Miami for the Jordan Marsh department store ("We used one recorder, one station wagon, two people and got 15 commercials for five departments in two hours, all done with the existing light in the store"), at a used car lot and on a golf course ("We had the golf pro tape us on the practice tee, then look at the tape with us and tell us what we'd done wrong"). The portable is valuable for programming as well as for commercials, Mr. Storer noted, as it affords a chance to try out new ideas or to see what other stations are doing at low cost ("The tape costs $70 for an hour's programming and can be used up to 300 times") and yet with quality so good that "no viewers and only a few engineers can tell the difference from a tape made by a big studio-type."

Storer Programs Inc. is sales representative for Machtronic portable TV tape recorders.

Want to order a copy of this newsletter? Call 1-888-786-2543.
Continental’s 50 kw AM Transmitter uses “Weldon Grounded Grid*” high efficiency power amplifier.

It is an efficient, reliable, stable system for high power broadcasting that is free from surge conditions and does not require protection against excessive modulation peaks or transients. Ease and permanency of circuit adjustments assures minimum maintenance time. High-power modulation transformers are not required. Grid-swamping resistors are eliminated, allowing most of the driver power to be delivered to the antenna, thereby improving over-all efficiency. Negligible carrier shift assures full utilization of assigned carrier power of the station. Use of over-all feedback from transmitter output to audio input results in very low noise and harmonic distortion. End result? The sound of quality. *

*U.S. Pat. No. 2,836,665
Ranges alone do not a rating make

ARF COMMITTEE URGES REPORTING OF 'BEST ESTIMATE'

The Advertising Research Foundation appeared last week to prefer to avoid the reporting of broadcast (or print) ratings in ranges in preference over precise figures.

ARF's technical committee reported it has had near unanimity of its members recommending that in the reporting of research data the "best estimate" should always be published and ranges—or "confidence limits"—of estimates should not be reported alone.

The ARF committee position was announced by William M. Weibacher, chairman of the technical committee.

Earlier this year, Charles P. Howze Jr., chief counsel of the House Subcommittee on Investigations, and the Television Bureau of Advertising, had joined those who have urged the reporting of broadcast ratings in ranges rather than in precise figures. Mr. Howze revealed his position in a speech before the ARF in New York (Broadcasting, Oct. 7).

It had been indicated earlier that ARF would appear to be acceptable to the reporting of ratings in ranges. ARF's statement last week, while not placing the foundation in outright opposition to such reporting, was explicit in recommending however, that figures not be expressed in ranges alone.

Other research authorities—James Seiler of the American Research Bureau among them—took a position against the concepts of reporting the range of a broadcast rating figure.

Complex Topic * The subject of ranges and "best estimates" has had its complexities even as to the strength of support. Only recently, it was reported that Mr. Howze had suddenly wavered and was giving more weight to arguments of some leading researchers against ranges (Closed Circuit, Oct. 27).

The ARF committee also voted in favor of including a full description of both sampling and nonsampling errors in "published advertising research reports and on any presentation format which would call attention to those errors."

The committee said it had agreed that "standard errors should be computed in accordance with a precisely applicable formula or a reasonable approximation thereof."

The ARF group said it had endorsed the section of the Madow report to the Harris committee on advertising broadcast research that had stipulated that pocket-piece reports and other such ratings reports should discuss—in addition to summarizing the survey design—the sizes and probabilities of possible differences between estimates and "quantities estimated." The Madow report said this should be done for the individual rating and sampling errors, and also for other specific data.

Faberge using net, spot for preholiday TV push

Faberge Inc., New York cosmetic firm, announced last week that it plans a three-week, pre-Christmas campaign that will feature heavy use of network and spot television. The firm's men's and women's lines will be advertised on 20-second spots in 13 major U. S. markets, and the women's line will add Buffalo to this schedule.

Both the men's and women's lines were scheduled for participations on ABC-TV's Jerry Lewis Show Dec. 7 and Dec. 14. The men's line was also scheduled for mention on ABC-TV's daytime programs, The Price Is Right and Trailmaster.

Agency for the men's line is Pritchard, Wood, New York, while agency for the women's line is Taplinger-Millstein, New York.

Business briefly...

G. Schmidt & Sons Inc., Philadelphia, will sponsor regionally the Mummers Parade of Philadelphia on Jan. 1 (noon-1:30 p.m.) on ABC-TV. Agency is Ted Bates & Co.

The Highland Church of Christ in Abilene, Tex., through Fidelity Advertising in that city, has renewed for another 52-weeks the program Herald of Truth. Renewal of the Sunday evening discussion show will become effective Jan. 5, 1964.

The Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, through Gardner Advertising Co., that city, plans to launch a midwinter promotion campaign that will feature participations in CBS-TV's Jackie Gleason Show and Donny & Marie Show, starting...
You can't appreciate the new WABC if you don't dig the new American...

FAMILY

They're as different from anybody who lived before them as Telestar is from tom-toms. They golf, skin dive, twist, dig aerodynamics. Unusual? Not a bit. We know this, and because we know it, we can program for them and hit the target every time.

We give them the upbeat sound they want in the bright easy style that reflects the way these new Americans live. We know too that they are concerned with their community and their world. So we give them news every half-hour, Broadway reviews, news from Wall Street, and sports. We editorialize on their city and its problems. We give the new Americans a radio sound that is in tempo with their lives. And they listen.

One more thing about them: their standard of living is the highest this planet's ever seen. They buy things every day, from tooth brushes to golf clubs to new cars.

Got the picture? Give them the word on...

WABC/NEW YORK

AN ABC OWNED RADIO STATION

Represented by Blair Radio
ADULT ACTION — ACROSS TODAY’S WIDE COUNTRY!

28 FULL HOURS Available Immediately for Local Programming

starring

Earl Holliman / Andrew Prine

With special Guest Stars in every hour!

PROVEN ADULT APPEAL NETWORK TOP 100 MARKET-BY-MARKET ANALYSIS (ARB)

IN 4-CHANNEL MARKETS — 36% of ALL WOMEN 36% of ALL MEN viewers in the time period

IN 3-CHANNEL MARKETS — 36% of ALL WOMEN 36% of ALL MEN viewers in the time period

IN 2-CHANNEL MARKETS — 57% of ALL WOMEN 47% of ALL MEN viewers in the time period

FIRST SALES: WNEW-TV, New York / KTTV, Los Angeles / WTTG, Washington, D.C. / KGNC-TV, Amarillo / WSJV-TV, South Bend
in January. The drive, aimed at Purina Dog Chow and Purina Cat Chow, will be tied in with a premium offer of inflatable toy cats and dogs.

Texaco Inc., began sponsorship of Metropolitan Opera broadcasts last Saturday (Dec. 7, 2 p.m.-conclusion) on 116 radio stations in U. S., Puerto Rico and Canada. This is the 32d year Texaco has sponsored the opera broadcasts. Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.

General Electric, through Maxon Inc., will sponsor "Return to Oz," an hour-long animated musical fantasy in color on NBC-TV Sunday, Feb. 9 (5-6 p.m.). Original script, lyrics and songs are based on L. Frank Baum's classic, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.

Block Drug Co., Jersey City, N. J., through Grey Advertising, New York, has placed a majority of its 1964 nighttime television advertising on NBC-TV's Saturday Night at the Movies, International Showtime, The Jack Paar Show and Sing Along with Mitch. The new Block promotion campaign will run through mid-September.

Rep appointments...

- KNOX-TV Grand Forks and KEND-TV Fargo, both North Dakota: Blair Television, BTA Division, New York, as national sales representative, effective immediately.
- WAVZ New Haven, Conn.: McGavren-Guild Co., New York, as national representative.
- KEZI-TV Eugene, Ore.: Venard, Torbet & McConnell named exclusive national sales representative.
- KAT Phoenix, Ariz.: Roger O'Connor Inc., New York, as national sales representative, effective immediately.
- KTRG-TV Honolulu: Weed Television Corp. appointed national sales representative.

CHIP CHOMPING WINS

L.A. Art Directors Club medal goes to noisy spot

The Laura Scudder "noisiest potato chip in the world" TV commercial won Art Directors Club of Los Angeles medal awards for art director Jack Sheridan and producer Dave Nagata of Doyle Dane Bernbach, Los Angeles. Maryellen Flynn, copywriter, and N. Lee Lacey & Associates, photographers, also shared in the credits. These and six other medals were presented Wednesday (Dec. 4) at the ADCLA annual awards luncheon at the Statler Hilton, Los Angeles, at which the best complete unit design, photograph, motion picture film, painting, poster and campaign in Media Agencies Clients were also honored. Merit awards were also presented in various categories of advertising and editorial art created in the West. From more than 5,000 entries, 600 pieces have been chosen for exhibit at the California Museum of Science and Industry in Exposition Park, Los Angeles, where they will be on display to the public for five weeks, starting Jan. 28, 1964.

DISTINCTIVE MERIT AWARDS

Art director, Saul Bass; producers, Saul Bass & Associates/WCD Productions; agency, Grey Advertising, Los Angeles; client, Mennen baby products.

Art director, Jim Morrison; producers, Jim Morrison/Gerald Schnitzer Productions; photographer, J. Peverell Marley; copywriter, Peverell Calhoun; agency, Campbell Ewald, Detroit; client, General Motors—Chevrolet Division.

Art director, Marvin Warnik; producer, Bud Davis; artist/photographer, PM Productions; copywriter, Jon Calnain; agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles; client, US Army.

Art director, Gerry Sieverson; producer, Norman Toback; copywriter, Ed Retel; director, WCD/Rocket Carlyle; agency, Young & Rubicam.

Art director, Gordon Bellamy; producer, John Oliff; artist/photographer, Ed Morgan; copywriter, Maxwell Arnold, Jr.; agency, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco; client, Foremost Dairies.

Art director, Vance Jonson; producer, Richard Perkins; artist/photographer, Hal Adamson; Wakeford/Ryn Wings Productions; copywriter, Cynthia Lawrence; agency, Carson/Roberts, Los Angeles; client, Max Factor.

---

Cooperation is urged over control

President tells agencies to re-evaluate regulatory roles

Has President Johnson pulled the reins on the FCC and other regulatory agencies which seemingly have been bent on more regulation and more control over the industries they regulate?

Some observers believe he has. They read this into the President's remarks to the chiefs of the regulatory agencies whom he called to the White House last week.

In one paragraph President Johnson set what some believe is the tone of his administration in the regulatory field; he called for more cooperation rather than more controls. This is what he said:

"... You and I and the Congress and the people and all of the special constituencies of your agencies are challenged today to re-examine and to reassess and to re-evaluate the regulatory role. We are challenged to elevate our sights, to measure our performance by quality rather than quantity; to concern ourselves with new areas of cooperation before we concern ourselves with new areas of control; to take pride in how much we do rather than how much there is to do."

Kennedy's Wish

In another paragraph, the President continued this apparent line:

"... He [the late President Kennedy] wanted the people to have, from the government which serves them, a standard of excellence which would inspire their confidence instead of provoking their carping, which would justify their faith instead of evoking their fear."

The President met with the chiefs of the regulatory agencies in the Cabinet Room of the White House late in the afternoon of Dec. 3. He spent about 20 minutes with them, conveying to them his "deep sense of reliance upon you and your agencies in discharging the responsibilities which have been thrust upon me."

He also stated that in the regulatory field "the work John F. Kennedy had begun is work that I intend to continue."

The late President Kennedy, President Johnson said, felt that "one of the most important areas of unfinished business on the agenda of American government lies in the concept and the conduct and the conscience of the regulatory function."

President Johnson quoted from one of Mr. Kennedy's messages to Congress:

"The preservation of a balanced, competitive economy is never an easy task, but it should not be made more difficult by administrative delays which place unnecessary obstacles in the path of natural growth or by administrative incompetence that has a like effect."

The Kennedy words come from the late President's message in April 1961 to Congress on regulatory agencies.

The President, it is reported, told the assembled regulatory chairman and directors that he was refusing all offers of resignation.

Among those attending were FCC Chairman E. William Henry and Federal Trade Commission Chairman Paul Rand Dixon.
HAS COLLINS GOT POLITICAL ITCH?

He won't deny report he's thinking of running for Senate and he takes strong stand on key issues of 1964 campaign

LeRoy Collins, president of the National Association of Broadcasters, refused to comment last week on a published report—written by a trusted friend who is a prominent Florida newspaper editor—that he is considering running for the United States Senate in 1964.

The former governor of Florida stood on the same no-comment position when asked directly if he was thinking of entering any political race in 1964. Whatever his thoughts about his own future, Governor Collins concentrated on political issues in two major speeches last week. In Columbia, S.C., last Tuesday (Dec. 3) he vigorously championed civil rights, and in Los Angeles Sunday (Dec. 8) he was prepared to deplore the invocation of states' rights as a means of delaying racial integration. In both speeches he aligned himself squarely with the Kennedy civil rights program that President Johnson has vowed to pursue.

In neither prepared text did the president of the broadcasters' national association talk about broadcasting.

The newspaper report that Governor Collins was considering a Senate race was published Nov. 30 in the Miami News. It was written by Bill Baggs, editor of the paper, after Mr. Baggs had paid what he told Broadcasting was a "courtesy call" on the NAB president during a trip to Washington to attend President Kennedy's funeral.

Revival Of Thoughts • In his report, Mr. Baggs wrote that the assassination of President Kennedy had caused Governor Collins to reconsider an earlier decision not to enter the Democratic primary against 71-year-old Senator Spessard Holland who reportedly intends to run for re-election.

"I just don't know how to comment," Governor Collins said of the Baggs column last week. He declined to go beyond that statement when asked whether he was considering running for any office in Florida next year.

Both the U.S. Senate seat and the Florida governorship will be featured in the 1964 elections. Candidates for the Democratic primary election, which will be held in Florida in May, must file between Feb. 18 and March 3.

The NAB board of directors will hold of the (incumbent) senator.

"The murder of the President . . . has stoked new thoughts by LeRoy Collins," Mr. Baggs said. "The former governor sits in his house in Washington and considers these thoughts, measures them, and it would seem that he might become the candidate. Surely it is more likely now, since the death of the President."

Mr. Baggs pointed out that Governor Collins enjoys a personal relationship with the late President and had been invited to become ambassador to Canada. He also said the NAB president was one of three men considered for appointment as secretary of health, education and welfare last year.

A Draft • Questioned by telephone last week, Mr. Baggs said the reaction in Florida to his column had been "very good. . . . If there is such a thing as a people's draft, it is building for Governor Collins," he said.

Mr. Baggs said that during his "courtesy call" on Governor Collins two weeks ago in Washington politics was not discussed. Neither did he tell the NAB president about the Nov. 30 column in advance.

In addition to the possible Senate race, Mr. Baggs pointed out that considerable pressure is being put on the former governor to seek a return to that office. "I don't believe he knows in his own mind," Mr. Baggs said. "I believe that he is seriously considering the Senate race . . . but that he has been unable to get away from the labors of the NAB long enough to seriously meditate. . . ."

A Florida Democrat who is in the Holland camp said last week that the Baggs column "is a trial balloon if I ever saw one. They put it up there to see who would try to shoot it down." Senator Holland, a member of the Senate since September 1946, has not officially announced that he will stand for re-election but has told close associates that he intends to do so (CLOSED CIRCUIT, Dec. 2).

The senator also is a former governor of Florida and was the state's chief executive when Governor Collins served in the state senate.

Governor Collins has said publicly in the past that he would not be a candidate against Senator Holland.

Not Forgotten • Ever since he came to Washington in January 1961 as president of the NAB, immediately after he completed six years as Florida's
Chief executive, Governor Collins has received a steady stream of letters urging him to run again. The volume of mail always picks up noticeably after he has made a major speech or returned to Florida. “I beseech you” to return to Florida and run for governor again, one woman wrote from Tallahassee last week. Governor Collins has maintained his legal address in Florida since joining the NAB.

A Floridian who has urged NAB president Collins to run for governor said last week that the NAB president was put under heavy pressure toward that end following the NAB fall conference in Miami six weeks ago (Broadcasting, Oct. 28). It is known that privately the NAB president is displeased with the administration of his successor in the Florida executive mansion, Farris Bryant.

Columbia Reaction • In his talk Tuesday before the Greater Columbia Chamber of Commerce, Governor Collins urged the South to tell the “bloody-shirt waver to climb down off the backboards of bigotry” and accept equal rights for all. “We have allowed the extremists to speak for the South—the very ones against whom we in the South have had to struggle in our towns and in our state capitals for much of the progress we have made,” he said.

“They have done it in speeches on the floor of Congress which have sounded like anti-American diatribes from some hostile foreign country. . . . And all the while, too many of the rest of us have remained cravenly silent or lamely defensive while Dixie battle cries have been employed to incite sick souls to violence.” The South, he said, must become a full partner in a nation in which racial justice is recognized as a national commitment.

Reaction to the governor’s speech was immediate and mixed. Dozens of letters from all parts of the nation had poured into the governor’s Washington office by late Thursday praising his stand. A majority of the letters were from the South, many from Columbia and Florida. But the South Carolina broadcasters accused the governor of backing out of a commitment to “deal with the government threat to the broadcasting industry” and newspapers of the area claimed that Governor Collins’s speech had blamed President Kennedy’s murder on “Dixie battle cries.” The Greenville (S. C.) News headlined its news coverage of the NAB president’s speech: “Collins Says Dixie Helped Kill JFK.”

Speech Broadcast • A statewide network of 26 radio stations carried the speech live and the South Carolina Broadcasters Association, in urging stations to join the special hook-up, said the address would deal with the government threat. “Every station is urged to carry this important feature,” the SCBA said in a bulletin to members.

Governor Collins said upon his return to Washington, however, that there had been “no prearrangement whatever as to what I was to speak about.” The actual subject of his address had been known in Washington for several weeks.

Walter J. Brown, president of WSPA-AM-TV Spartanburg, S. C., and former president of the SCBA, said: “Governor Collins broke faith with those of us who broadcast his speech when without warning he chose the occasion to impugn the motives of most Southern leaders over a statewide broadcast which had been set up with the written commitment that ‘Governor Collins would deal with the government threat to the broadcasting industry.’”

Mr. Brown, former assistant to the secretary of state during the Truman administration, said he resented most the NAB president’s attempt to “link opposition to the so-called civil rights program to the tragic assassination of President Kennedy. Everyone knows he was killed by a known Communist and Castro sympathizer.”

High Praise • Senator Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) took the Senate floor Wednesday to praise Governor Collins for his South Carolina remarks. “What a great Southerner,” he said of the NAB president. “What a great American. What a refreshing new voice to be heard in the South. I congratulate Governor Collins.” He told the Senate he had asked the NAB for the full text of the speech and planned to comment further.

The NAB also received many requests for the speech in letters praising the governor. A southern Virginia broadcaster, in asking for 10 copies, told President Collins his speech is one that “Southerners should read again and again, and we in broadcasting should take stock of many of your positions.”

“Please let me thank you, deeply and sincerely,” wrote a Columbia minister. A Florida preacher said the speech was “highly significant and will have great impact.” From a Midwest broadcaster: “As a citizen, I thank you and as a broadcaster I’m proud that you head our association.”

“That was a magnificent speech,” wrote a Tallahassee couple.

“You had the raw courage to say what must be said and resaid,” a Texan told the NAB president.

But the South Carolina newspapers were highly incensed. Several, in both news accounts and editorials, accused Governor Collins of impropriety and insult in linking the Southern attitude with the President’s death.

“I didn’t say that at all,” Governor Collins said later in the week. “What I said was that these acts of violence [Sunday school bombings; shootings, and assassinations] are products of environment where people had been encouraged to hate.”

A Collins Regret • In a speech prepared for delivery Sunday (Dec. 8) before the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions in California, the NAB president said he regretted that, as governor of Florida, he first opposed the Supreme Court’s 1954 decision on school desegregation. He noted that the Florida legislature adopted the “Southern Manifesto” which declared the Supreme Court decision void under the doctrine of interposition. He said he opposed the resolution because it declared a court decision null and void but at the same time he accused the court of usurping the powers of the states.

“I do not feel that way now,” he said in Los Angeles. “But since I did, and feel differently now, I think I should say so.”

In the Los Angeles talk, a discussion of states’ rights versus federal rights, Governor Collins also reversed an earlier position on federal reapportionment of state legislatures. In this area, he said, the Supreme Court may “well have saved the state governments from being wrecked by those who profess to be their strongest defenders.”

He recommended the development of an annual national federal-state conference, called by the President, with representatives from the executive branch, Congress and the 50 states to help generate a better understanding of the state-federal relationship.
The NAB code authority changes hands

The old and new in code authority for the National Association of Broadcasters discuss the changing of the guard in Washington last week as Howard Bell (r) succeeded Robert D. Swezey as director of the NAB Code Authority. Mr. Bell officially moved up from NAB vice president for planning and development Monday (Dec. 2), and Thursday President LeRoy Collins and NAB staff executives held a goodbye luncheon for Mr. Swezey. The veteran broadcaster plans to retire, but only temporarily, to his farm which is near Leesburg, Va.

TV’S N.Y. STRIKE GAINS

Columbia University study shows mixed media diet is still the choice of most people

Television and radio emerged from last winter’s 3½-month newspaper shutdown in New York entrenched as the average New Yorker’s “primary” communications media, with newspapers accorded “a secondary yet highly valued” role.

Television appeared to be “the chief gainer,” but the shutdown also demonstrated that people would prefer “their normal diet” of TV, radio and newspapers in combination.

Both radio and television already had such high audience levels before the strike started, that there was no room for them to score more than “limited” gains during the newspaperless period.

These were among the key findings of a study reported last week in the fall issue of the Columbia Journalism Review. The study was directed by Professor Penn T. Kimball of the Columbia Graduate School of Journalism in New York, which publishes the Review.

Simple Math • Professor Kimball’s report acknowledged at the outset that the broadcast media could not—as a matter of simple arithmetic—have made major numerical gains:

“During the initial interviews, a month before the newspaper stoppage began, we found that 75% of the sample were already habitual television viewers and 68% regularly listened to radio. These broadcast consumers, in point of fact, were so numerous before the shutdown began that there could be only a limited increase in the proportion using each broadcast medium after the major newspapers disappeared.

“Since nearly half the television viewers conceded that they watched their sets three hours or more a day and a comparable number listened to radio two hours or more, there was limited room for expansion in listening and viewing time, too.”

One of the principal effects of the shutdown, according to the report, was to reduce the number of people who felt they could give up newspapers more easily than radio or TV. Nevertheless, the report continued:

“By the time the papers were ready to publish again the prototype New Yorker was one who had settled firmly on television or radio (more often the former) as his primary communication medium—but supplemented by one or more newspapers as a secondary yet highly valued part of his daily experience.”

The study was based on three waves of interviewing: one a month before the strike started, one in the first week of the blackout in December and one as the shutdown went into its third month.

Which Means Most? • One question asked panelists in each wave to name the order in which, if they had to, they would give up the three principal media: radio, television, newspapers.

Before and during the first week of the strike, newspapers were named somewhat more often than TV as the medium to be given up “last.” But after two months without newspapers, TV emerged clearly as the one the panelists would hold onto longest.

“A full 60%,” Professor Kimball’s report said, “never budged from their original attitudes. Among those who did alter their order of priority, those who felt they could more easily do without papers than they had expected (23%) slightly out-weighted those who valued papers more (17%). Television, on the other hand, became more valued by panel members by the end of the survey than at the beginning.”

Here is the breakdown:

Would give: month first third up last (percent): before week month Newspapers .......... 40.9 42.8 36.6 Television ............... 36.7 37.8 45.1 Radio .................. 22.4 19.4 18.3

The report found television’s showing surprisingly strong as compared to radio’s, because in the prestrike interviewing radio outdistanced TV by a wide margin as the source from which panelists expected to get their news in a newspaperless city.

Repetition No Solution • One explanation, the report suggested, might be that TV stations expanded their news coverage substantially, while “many” radio stations “were inclined to simply repeat their usual coverage more often.”

But New Yorkers showed themselves “highly aware of those stations that did make special efforts to expand their news,” and “many . . . spoke approvingly of the extra service.”

Yet many of the panelists developed dissatisfaction with radio and particularly with TV coverage, as well as with
Your listening audience is the most valuable asset you have. Keeping them happy and loyal is a combination of many things, nor the least of which is the equipment you have in your station. Happy listeners mean happy advertisers. With Collins equipment, you broadcast the cleanest signal on the air. We've added two new pieces of equipment to our line... the 900C-1 FM Stereo Modulation Monitor and the 26U-2 Stereo Limiting Amplifier. When quality sound is what you're after, go Collins. Let us tell you what Collins transmitters, stereo generators, broadband exciters, the new monitor and limiter can do for your station. Call or write today.

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids • Dallas • Los Angeles • New York • International, Dallas
all other sources of information during the blackout.

"By far the most common reasons for being dissatisfied with information supplied by the broadcast media, volunteered without prompting, were (1) lack of detail (32%), and (2) dislike of being tied down to broadcast time schedules (19%)," the report said.

"Other criticisms included: lack of follow-up; insufficiently varied points of view; absence of columnists and lack of specialized coverage such as sports, financial and theater news. . . .

"That television could be the subject of such laments while being rated the most indispensable of the three media further illustrates the diversity of the audience. The paradox is further illuminated when one brushes aside the assumption that the news function dominates the relationship between the broadcast media and their audiences. Nearly 20% of those who had watched television the day before they were interviewed said they had seen no news program."

Radio Holds Its Own ≠ People with the strongest ties to radio, the study indicated, were least likely to shift their loyalty to newspapers. Those who originally had "very weak ties to radio and relied especially heavily on television" were found to dominate the group who came to prefer newspapers more and more as the strike progressed.

During the second wave, at the height of the Christmas shopping season, ads were mentioned twice as often as any other item that the newspaper element that was "missed most." But "this unusual predominance" did not persist in the third wave, although ads continued to be "among the most frequently mentioned parts of the paper specifically missed."

The study also developed profiles of audiences oriented toward radio-TV and of those oriented primarily toward newspapers:

"Those most loyal to newspapers included a preponderance of men (59%), although men generally exhibited more tendency than women to change their minds about newspapers—pro or con—during their absence. Three times as many hard-core newspaper readers had been to college as those who remained primarily loyal to the broadcast media. . . .

"Those most loyal to the broadcast media included a high proportion of young married women, busy with the children and complaining that they had 'no time' for the papers. Papers were usually brought into such households by the husband. Those broadcast-loyal women who said they missed the papers during the shutdown most often mentioned the ads.

Access Plays Part ≠ "Among men, the hard-core broadcast types were frequently those whose job gave them access to the radio during the day—postal worker, pharmacist or shopkeeper."

"To them daytime radio was companion, entertainer and news source wrapped up in one. Their loyalty to single stations was extraordinary. At night they turned on television. Their interest in newspapers focused heavily on sports."

"Radio for music, television for free entertainment—these were the dominant themes expressed by the broadcast loyal."

The interviews totaled 295 in the first wave, 311 in the second and 212 in the third. But Professor Kimball noted that 99 of these were interviewed in all three waves, and that 113 others were included in two of the three waves. Thus, he said, "the analyst had the advantage of being able to study the behavior of the same panelists at different points in time, rather than being forced to rely only on purely statistical comparisons."

Texas broadcasters form JFK memorial committee

Three Texas broadcasters have formed the Texas Kennedy Memorial Organizing Committee and suggested that their fellow Texas broadcasters should lead the way in such a project.

The three—John J. Coyle, KVIL Highland Park-Dallas; W. D. (Dub) Rogers, Lubbock; and Vann M. Kennedy, KZTV (TV) and KSIX, Corpus Christi—said the memorial should perform a continuing useful service and be located in Dallas near the site of the assassination of President Kennedy.

The organizing committee has headquarters in the Fidelity Union Life Building, Dallas.

MBS adds 2 affiliates

Mutual has added two new affiliates to its radio network: KAMY Mccamey, Tex., and KRFM Salina, Kan.

KAMY, formerly unaffiliated, operates fulltime with 250 w on 1450 kc.

KRFM, a daytimer, operates with 5 kw on 550 kc. The station switched to MBS from ABC, which last month picked up the former MBS affiliate, KSAL Salina, a fulltime station (Broadcasting, Nov. 18).

Meeting rescheduled

Initial meeting of steering committee to oversee joint industry study of radio research methodology, originally scheduled for last Friday (Dec. 6) in New York (Broadcasting, Dec. 2), has been postponed until Thursday (Dec. 12). The committee is composed of representatives of the National Association of Broadcasters and the Radio Advertising Bureau.
CAN YOU PASS THIS AIR TRAVEL QUIZ?
(ANSWERS AT LOWER RIGHT)

1. Which airline has the world's largest jet fleet?  
   1. United 
   2. TWA 
   3. American

2. Which airline serves the most U.S. cities by jet?  
   1. United 
   2. TWA 
   3. American

3. Which airline operates the only commercial jet ever to fly faster than the speed of sound...the DC-8?  
   1. United 
   2. TWA 
   3. American

4. Which airline offers flights with a single class of service that combines a first class feeling with a close-to-coach price?  
   1. United 
   2. TWA 
   3. American

5. Which airline flies the quietest jet in the world, the Caravelle?  
   1. United 
   2. TWA 
   3. American

6. Which airline was the first to take delivery of the tri-jet Boeing 727, the newest airliner in the world?  
   1. United 
   2. TWA 
   3. American

7. Which airline operates the most complete variety of jets?  
   1. United 
   2. TWA 
   3. American

8. Which airline flies the jet that holds the long-distance record for nonstop flight, the DC-8?  
   1. United 
   2. TWA 
   3. American

9. Which airline offers the most jet service throughout the nation?  
   1. United 
   2. TWA 
   3. American

10. Which airline serves the most U.S. vacation areas, including Hawaii?  
    1. United 
    2. TWA 
    3. American

11. Which airline is chosen by more people than any other airline in the world?  
    1. United 
    2. TWA 
    3. American

{Answer to questions 1 through 11: United Air Lines.}
HARRIS COMMITTEE’S WEEK

Fairness, equal time suspension, license fees and commercial time limits are on agenda

The House Commerce Committee, which has grappled intermittently with the major regulatory issues faced by broadcasters this year, is scheduled to review at least four in meetings this week.

On the agenda are legislative measures for dealing with FCC proposals on commercials and license fees, a resolution to suspend equal-time requirements for the presidential and vice presidential races next year plus the whole question of fairness as interpreted by the FCC.

All have been controversial, and even the equal-time resolution, HJ Res 247, passed overwhelmingly but in slightly different versions by the House and Senate, may now be complicated by the assassination of President Kennedy, a key advocate.

The Communications Subcommittee is to meet in executive session today (Dec. 9) to consider fairness and license fees. The parent Commerce Committee is scheduled to hold a closed-door session of its own Tuesday (Dec. 10) on commercial limits and equal time.

Representative Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), subcommittee chairman, said last week that although the panel has considered the FCC’s fairness doctrine as it relates to broadcast editorials (BROADCASTING, July 29, et seq.), it has not had an opportunity to review the commission’s July 26 public notice, a statement intended to clarify the FCC’s position but which set off a new controversy on free versus paid time.

Street Search • Broadcasters have opposed the statement, saying that a literal interpretation urging licensees to go out into their communities to seek opposing views on controversial issues would tend to discourage such broadcasts. Further, they have said, it would require them to provide free time for views opposing those expressed on paid broadcasts of a controversial nature.

Representative Rogers said the subcommittee will review all ramifications of the fairness problem and may issue a report. A bill to protect broadcasters from giving free time to answer paid programs, introduced by Representative J. Arthur Younger (R-Calif.), ranking subcommittee Republican, had not been referred to the panel as of last week.

The subcommittee also will examine the status of the FCC’s license fee schedule, which is to become effective Jan. 1. The commission has turned down Representative Rogers’s request that the fees be suspended until he can conduct a hearing on whether the agency has authority to set them (BROADCASTING, Dec. 2). Such a hearing is in the offing for early next year, he said.

(Representatives A. S. [Mike] Monroney [D-Okla.] and Peter H. Dominick [R-Colo.] co-sponsored a bill last Tuesday (Dec. 3) that would prevent the FCC from charging fees against licensees who are required by law or regulation to have radios in the interests of safety. This bill would not exempt broadcasters, however. The Rogers bill would prohibit all license fees.)

Commercial And Equal Time • The full committee now faces the whole question of whether Section 315 should be suspended for 1964’s presidential and vice presidential races all over again. The Senate passed the House’s own version of a suspension resolution in October (BROADCASTING, Oct. 7) but made two amendments which are subject to House approval.

In the interim, a new President has taken office. CBS also has offered unlimited free prime time to the Democratic and Republican candidates.

The suspension had the full support of President Kennedy, who had publicly committed himself to participate in joint television appearances with his Republican opponent were he a candidate next year. Whether the succession of President Johnson, not similarly committed, will affect the House committee’s action was the subject of speculation last week. It was thought by some that President Johnson would not want to debate his opponent on television if he runs next year.

The White House had not clarified the question as of last Thursday (Dec. 5).

Representative Oren Harris (D-Ark.), committee chairman, said he could not speak for the White House. But when asked whether he might check with the President before bringing the matter before his committee, Representative Harris said “that would be a reasonable assumption.”

Representative John Bell Williams (D-Miss.), second ranking committee Democrat, who opposes the resolution, said he would vote against it again, but would not try to obstruct its passage in view of the large support it already had received from the House and Senate. The House approved it 263-126 and it passed the Senate without objection.

Representative John E. Moss (D-Calif.), who has proposed legislation that would amend Section 315 to permit candidates to personally answer editorial attacks, said he would seek a separate hearing on that matter early next year and would not want to relate it to the suspension resolution.

Official Praise • Two resolutions

Commission gives Cox a farewell fete

Robert W. Cox, who left his position as deputy executive director of the FCC last week, was feted by members of the commission and its staff at a luncheon Thursday (Dec. 5). (L-r): Commissioners Frederick W. Ford and Robert E. Lee, Mr. Cox, Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde and former Commissioner E. M. Webster. Mr. Cox, who served on the commission staff for 15 years, is now chief of the operations analysis staff in the office of the secretary of Health, Education & Welfare.
With this Gaelic greeting by President Eamon De Valera of Ireland to the citizens of Boston, WHDH-TV begins its seventh year of "Dateline Boston", a unique series of daily television programs in the public interest.

"Dateline Boston" is seen each night of the week, Monday through Friday, from 6:05 to 6:30 PM on Channel 5. Produced in association with the Massachusetts Department of Education, "Dateline Boston" has presented more than fifteen hundred different programs in its long and illustrious career. The result has been an outstanding contribution to the New England community in the fields of art, science, music, medicine, theater, and education.

"The Green Roots", a new "Dateline Boston" series from which President De Valera's greeting is taken, will become part of the heritage of WHDH-TV programming. Filmed in color on location in Ireland by a WHDH-TV production unit, the five programs will be seen on successive weeks including a special program on Christmas Day. The series will explore Ireland today — its people — its customs — its hopes for the future — and the warm personal ties that exist between Ireland and countless New England families.

"The Green Roots" has been produced in the same tradition that resulted in the WHDH-TV UNICEF series of ten programs filmed by a Channel 5 production unit in Asia and the internationally successful series of program exchanges with Brazil. The Brazilian series, a number of locally produced programs by WHDH-TV, has met with unusual response from the United States Government and is now being adapted by WHDH-TV for use in Japan.

"The Green Roots" joins a distinguished number of programs that have dramatically used the power of television to further international understanding among peoples of many lands.

WHDH-TV is proud of its ability to produce programs of this magnitude and to offer to New England viewers unusual television programs of lasting value.

*"A special word, then, for you, speakers of Irish: — May God grant you happiness and prosperity; and may you esteem the traits of the language of your forebears."

WHDH-TV CHANNEL 5
which would give official congressional commendation to broadcasting for its coverage of the events surrounding the assassination of President Kennedy were referred to the Commerce Committee (Broadcasting, Dec. 2).

The committee’s agenda includes a bill that would prohibit the FCC from regulating the length and frequency of commercials. The subcommittee approved it last month after conducting a three-day hearing in which the FCC’s proposal was attacked by more than 30 broadcasters and congressmen (Broadcasting, Nov. 18, 11). The FCC is scheduled to hold an oral argument on its proposal today (see page 42).

Representative Durwood Hall (R-Mo.) asked FCC Chairman E. William Henry last Thursday (Dec. 5) to withdraw the commercial proposal before the oral argument. Representative Hall noted that “no government compulsion was required to free the airwaves of all commercials in order that radio and TV might keep the public informed” during the four days following the assassination on Nov. 22. “It is quite possible,” he continued, “that if the FCC proposals had been in effect it would not have been possible for the broadcasting industry to furnish the type of coverage it did. There would have been no opportunity for flexibility.”

Words from the chief

The heads of the three TV networks received warm thanks and praise from President Johnson on their coverage and handling of the Kennedy assassination and funeral, it was learned last week.

The President on Nov. 29 personally called and spoke to Leonard H. Goldenson, ABC; Frank Stanton, CBS, and Robert E. Kintner, NBC.

Congress continues praise for industry

Praise for broadcasting’s coverage of the events surrounding the assassination of President Kennedy continued in the House and Senate last week.

Some of broadcasting’s congressional friends and most outspoken critics offered similar tribute two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Dec. 2).

Last week’s roll included:

- Representative William H. Ayres (R-Ohio): Broadcasting “well earned the title of a great American institution—one to be saluted by all of us.” The coverage helped avert a serious crisis in demonstrating the orderly transition of government.
- Senator J. Glenn Beall (R-Md.): “This was surely the broadcast industry’s finest hour. . . . It is laudable that the industry has pledged itself anew to ever greater efforts to preserve that stability in the free enterprise system and to protect it against bureaucrats who continually harass the industry and often seek to burden and hinder it with the crippling hand of unwarranted and unnecessary control.”
- Senator Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.): “A supreme tragedy was covered with supreme distinction by all forms of journalism.” Television particularly, “because of its scope and immediacy,” involved “every adult American and every American child old enough to understand . . . those almost unbelievable events.” The media showed us tragedy, but they have helped us triumph over it.” That Was the Week That Was, a BBC tribute re-broadcast here by NBC, was “remarkable,” a show “of reverence and respect.”
- Senator Claiborne Pell (D-R.I.): “Economic sacrifices of broadcasters were indeed considerable, yet what they [broadcasters] did was done without question and without complaint in fulfilling their responsibility to the public and to our society. . . . In all fairness, they deserve the public respect and commendation due them at this time.”
- Representative George M. Rhodes (D-Pa.): “We all owe to the broadcasting industry our deep thanks for the preservation and protection of free speech and the people’s right to know. It is an example which the publishing industry would do well to follow.”
- Representative James Roosevelt (D-Calif.): “The radio and television industries as well as all who devoted themselves so completely to providing these services to the American people deserve the highest praise.”

Changing hands

APPROVED - The following transfers of station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week (for other commission activities see For The Record, page 88).

- KTVE(TV) El Dorado, Ark.-Monroe, La.: Sold by Veterans Broadcasting Co. and William H. Simons to J. B. Fuqua for $1.5 million and agreement not to compete. Mr. Fuqua, in the insurance business, Democratic state chairman and a state senator, owns a string of bakeries and WJBF-TV Augusta, Ga. Price included obligations of $850,000. Veterans owns WROC-AM-FM-TV Rochester, N. Y. KTVE, founded in 1955, operates on channel 10 and is
KNOX affiliated with new affiliates, CBS WDOK, WFBM order.

Although the hearing examiner recommended that reconsideration of the commission's decision be dismissed, a warrant was filed by the FCC. The commission has been informed of the station's appeal for reconsideration of the station's decision in effect between August 1929, and June 1955.

KWK goes to court protesting FCC order

KWK St. Louis has asked a federal court to reverse the FCC's decision revoking its license.

In a notice of appeal filed with the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington, KWK claimed the commission's decision is erroneous and contrary to law because the FCC failed to issue a warning permitting the station to correct the alleged misconduct; it failed and refused to give KWK an “adequate” statement of charges and a bill of particulars, and it denied the station's request for a list of witnesses to be called by the FCC. KWK also said that FCC erred when it refused to consider a fine rather than the revocation penalty.

Last month the FCC by a 3 to 2 vote turned down the station's petition for reconsideration of its revocation order issued May 29 (Broadcasting, Nov. 4, June 3).

The FCC charged KWK with “willful misconduct” in connection with the broadcast of two “fraudulent” treasure hunt promotion campaigns in 1960. A hearing examiner recommended that the revocation charges be dismissed as not warranted by the evidence. The commission overruled the examiner on a 3-2 vote in adopting a revocation order.

Although the commission's latest action gave the station 30 days to wind up its affairs, the appeal automatically stays this deadline until after the court procedure is completed.

WDOK, WFBM to join CBS Radio in January

CBS Radio last week announced two new affiliates, WDOK-AM-FM Cleveland and WFBM Indianapolis.

WDOK, slated to start its CBS affiliation Jan. 12, is currently an MBS affiliate with a contract running until July 15, 1964. Mutual last week said it was expected that, until that time, the station would be operating under a “dual affiliation,” whereby both networks would supply some programs. A CBS spokesman indicated that an arrangement has been made to allow WDOK to honor its commitments to both networks. An MBS replacement in Cleveland has not been named. WDOK on 1260 kc, is a 5-wk fulltimer, owned by Transcontinent Television Corp. WDOK-FM is on 102.1 mc with 31 kw.

WFBM is scheduled to start its CBS affiliation Jan. 5. WFBM, owned by Time-Life Broadcasting Inc., operates fulltime on 1260 kc with 5 kw. The station is resuming a CBS affiliation which was in effect between August 1929, and June 1955.

CBS had been affiliated with WISH (now WIPR) until that station's sale by Corinthian Stations to Star Stations last month.

ABC-TV to switch Portland, Ore., outlets

ABC-TV last week announced a switch in its affiliation in the four-station Portland, Ore., market.

The network said it would discontinue its association with KPTV (TV) in that market and pick up KATU (TV) effective March 1. KATU, operating on channel 2, was previously unaffiliated. It is 60% owned by Fisher's Blend Station Inc. which also owns KOMO-TV Seattle, a primary ABC-TV affiliate.

KPTV (TV) which broadcasts on channel 12 is owned by Chris Craft Industries. Other stations in Portland are KGW-TV (NBC-TV) and KOIN-TV (CBS-TV).

Chicago, Ft. Worth U's sought by Warner Bros.

Warner Bros. Pictures Inc., after a 13-year absence from broadcasting, moved last week to re-enter the field, filing for UHF channels in Chicago and Fort Worth. The combined cost of building the two stations, the company estimated, will exceed $3 million.

Warner Bros., which asked for channel 38 in Chicago and channel 20 in Fort Worth, had owned KFWR Los Angeles until the station was sold in 1950. The motion picture firm applied for television outlets in Los Angeles and Chicago when it owned KFWR, but in 1946 it asked that the applications be dismissed.

Jack L. Warner, president of Warner Bros., is also the largest single stockholder of the firm with 23.6%.

The Chicago application filed last week asks for 451 kw visual and 226
Cash and carry

The FCC changed its procedure for the filing of hand-carried applications last week, and implicit in the new ruling is the commission's intention to enact its proposed filing fee schedule.

Personally-delivered applications, the FCC said, "that are accompanied by fee payments for filing with the commission will be delivered to its Mail and Files Division, office of executive director, room 7226 in the New Post Office Building, Washington . . . ." The new procedures will take effect Jan. 1, 1964.

Other hand-carried filings, the commission noted, should continue to be delivered to the office of the secretary, and filings sent by mail still are to be addressed simply to the FCC.

Applications for amateur, intercity ship stations and Alaskan public fixed and coastal stations are excepted from the procedural rules, as they come under the authority of field offices.

versely affect its own operation.

WSAU-TV was a party in the Wausau proceeding in which the commercial permittee for WCTV wishes to receive an extension of its construction deadline and sell the channel 9 station to another commercial party. But the University of Wisconsin is also interested in the channel and filed a proposal that it must be reserved for noncommercial educational use.

WSAU-TV appears that the commission should award settlement of the channel 9 case—in which an initial decision favoring the sale to the commercial party was issued (BROADCASTING, Oct. 28)—because of the proximity of Merrill (16 miles) to Wausau. If WCTV remains commercial and Representative O'Konski brings in his WAUD-TV on channel 12 there would be too many stations for the area to support, and a VHF ETV station would be shut out.

WSAU-TV also questioned the public interest criteria of reallocating a third VHF to Merrill at the expense of the Hurley area.

WLUK-TV suggested that the commission consider using channel 4 in Merrill rather than channel 12 which could interfere with WLUK-TV's channel 11 coverage of the area. Representative O'Konski originally asked for channel 4 but later altered his proposal in favor of channel 12 (BROADCASTING, Nov. 4).

WLUK-TV also said this would allow the congressman to use a VHF satellite station at Hurley in place of a channel 31 operation as proposed by Representative O'Konski.

Capitol willing to take channel 46 instead of 40

Capitol Television Co., licensee of KWUE-TV (Sacramento, Calif.), and hopeful applicant for an authorization of a pay TV test, last week told the FCC that it doesn't wish to contend for the channel 40 facility it has been licensed on but would just as soon accept a permit for channel 46 in that city.

KWUE originally filed a request for a subscription TV authority for a three-year period on channel 40, but had this application refused by the commission for failure to provide the required information. Camellia City Telecasters then filed an application for a new station on channel 40 to compete with KWUE's pending renewal application.

KWUE now contends that all concerned would be best served by avoiding a "costly hearing" over channel 40 and allowing Camellia City to get the channel on the air as soon as possible. KWUE has been dark since March 19, 1960. KWUE said it would dismiss its channel 40 renewal application after receiving a permit for channel 46.

The prospective pay TV operator said the channel 46 proposal offers better engineering conditions and a greater coverage of the Sacramento area.

KWUE asked the commission to reconsider denial of the pay TV trial. As an indication of the feasibility of pay TV KWUE referred to $15 million sale of stock in Subscription Television Inc., which plans to operate a wired system in Los Angeles and San Francisco. KWUE feels the same enthusiasm will be shown for its proposed system.

Another extension

KCTO-TV Denver has been granted its fourth request for more time to begin its pay TV test. The station will use the time to file an application with the FCC for modification of its permit to authorize scrambling of its video transmission (BROADCASTING, Dec. 2).

The extension was granted for 60 days, but KCTO said it would need possibly as much as six months more before the subscription TV tests begin. The lack of video security KCTO is seeking was described by the station as one of the reasons it has had difficulty obtaining program material.

AFTRA, WJW-AM-TV agree

A new contract calling for a salary increase and a new system for payment of commercial and talent fees, has been signed by the Cleveland local of the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists and WJW-AM-TV Cleveland. The new contract ended a 12-day strike against the Storer stations on Friday, Nov. 27.
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kw aural, with an estimated construction cost of $1,486,397. Estimated first year operating cost and revenue are balanced at $800,000 each.

Warner Bros. figures it will cost $1,530,096 to build the Fort Worth station, with operating cost and revenue each $850,000. The application asks for 463.9 kw visual and 232 kw aural.

Congress moving forward appropriations bills

Fiscal 1964 appropriations for the FCC, Federal Trade Commission and the U.S. Information Agency were in the works last week as Congress put on a last-minute drive to complete its work before Christmas on money bills that were set for disposition before July 1.

Funds for the regulatory agencies have been approved by the House and the Senate, but their appropriation bill was sent to conference between the Senate and the House last Thursday because the two bodies differed on individual budget items.

Conferences of the respective appropriations committees agreed on a $15.6 million budget for the FCC, comprising between the House's $15.8 million and the Senate's $15.4 million.

A compromise also was reached on the FTC's budget: $12,214,750.

The Senate Appropriations Committee recommended $138,500,000 for the USA, representing $7.5 million more than the House approved and $15,355,000 more than the agency's current budget. The bill was referred to the Senate Thursday.

Meanwhile Senator Clifford P. Case (R-N.J.) joined a Senate fight about modification of that body's rules and charged chairman of committees and subcommittees handling some key legislation including eight huge money bills, with a "deliberate slowdown." Senator Case noted that these appropriation measures should have been passed six months ago.

WSAU-TV, WLUK-TV object to channel plan

A proposal by Representative Alvin E. O'Konski (R-Wis.) that channel 12 be reallocated from Hurley to Merrill, Wis., and that he be granted a construction permit for the channel has come under close questioning by two area television stations. Representative O'Konski holds a CP for channel 12 in Hurley.

In comments filed with the FCC last week, Wisconsin Valley Television Corp., licensee of WSAU-TV Wausau, urged that proposal be held in abeyance until the commission resolves the presently pending channel 9 Wausau case. And M&M Broadcasting Co., licensee of WLUK-TV Green Bay, warned that channel 12 in Hurley would adversely affect its own operation.

WSAU-TV was a party in the Wausau proceeding in which the commercial permittee for WCTV wishes to receive an extension of its construction deadline and sell the channel 9 station to another commercial party. But the University of Wisconsin is also interested in the channel and filed a proposal that it must be reserved for noncommercial educational use.

WSAU-TV appears that the commission should award settlement of the channel 9 case—in which an initial decision favoring the sale to the commercial party was issued (BROADCASTING, Oct. 28)—because of the proximity of Merrill (16 miles) to Wausau. If WCTV remains commercial and Representative O'Konski brings in his WAUD-TV on channel 12 there would be too many stations for the area to support, and a VHF ETV station would be shut out.

WSAU-TV also questioned the public interest criteria of reallocating a third VHF to Merrill at the expense of the Hurley area.

WLUK-TV suggested that the commission consider using channel 4 in Merrill rather than channel 12 which could interfere with WLUK-TV's channel 11 coverage of the area. Representative O'Konski originally asked for channel 4 but later altered his proposal in favor of channel 12 (BROADCASTING, Nov. 4).

WLUK-TV also said this would allow the congressman to use a VHF satellite station at Hurley in place of a channel 31 operation as proposed by Representative O'Konski.
Competition is good for everybody

In 1939, before BMI, the rates paid by broadcasters to a single monopoly for the use of its music were far higher than the rates paid since to all music licensing organizations combined.

Despite lower rates, in the years since BMI came into existence, more performance rights money has been received by more writers and more publishers for more music than ever before.

Competition by BMI not only broke the music licensing monopoly, but proved again that competition is good for everybody.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

**Slower rise seen for electronic sales**

$16.3 BILLION TOTAL PREDICTED FOR 1964 BY EIA PRESIDENT

Consumer products in the electronics field have increased their dollar volume by virtue of higher ticket merchandise in the face of declining unit sales due to imports, Charles F. Horne, president of the Electronic Industries Association, said last week.

But, he warned, 1964 may see a decline not only in monochrome TV dollars but also in units as imports increasingly penetrate the domestic market. This is true also of radio, he added.

Total electronic sales at the factory level will top $15.3 billion this year, up about 11% from the 1962 record of $13.8 billion, the EIA president predicted at the winter EIA conference in Los Angeles.

**Further Advance** • The climb, he predicted, will continue next year, but at a slower pace. He estimated the 1964 total level at $16.3 billion.

On the consumer products front, Mr. Horne said, 1963 sales are expected to pass $2.5 billion, the highest level to date, and $1 million above 1962's total.

Color TV sets and smaller screen receivers enabled U. S. manufacturers to meet foreign competition in the year just ending, but he noted that "the dollar value of domestically produced monochrome TV sets has declined as imports have risen sharply."

Domestic radio production will drop 1 million units this year "in the face of heavy imports" but the average dollar value per unit was raised with FM stereo and more AM-FM auto radios, Mr. Horne reported. "The public will have bought more than 30 million radios of all types if the 18 million produced in this country and the 14 million imported are indicative of the market."

**Market Intrusion** • But imports are beginning to cut into the domestic market, the EIA president said. Imported TV sets, totaling 128,000 in 1962 and mostly small receivers, more than doubled in the first nine months of this year to 273,000, with a total that may reach 450,000 by the end of the year. Furthermore, 16% of the domestic market for TV set components went to foreign producers in the first half of 1963 and 50 million receiving tubes had been imported by the end of September, versus 52 million for all of 1962. The possibility of a further reduction in tariffs, which EIA will oppose, could increase foreign competition even more in the year ahead, he noted.

The requirement that only all-channel TV sets be produced after April 30, 1964, will push the cost up and "the net result could be a decline in TV receiver sales once the inventory of VHF sets made before the deadline is exhausted," Mr. Horne said. However, EIA looks for the total consumer products dollar volume to rise from 1963's $2.55 billion to $2.65 for 1964.

The federal government has been the biggest buyer of electronic wares in 1963, accounting for $9.4 billion, or about 60% of the industry's sales. Electronic industrial products reached a new high of $2.7 billion and electronic components, also affected by foreign competition, rose to $3.8 billion.

The executive committee of the EIA consumer products division is recommending a visual-audio ratio of five to one for VHF broadcast signals and is opposed to the FCC proposal for a ratio of 10 to one, chairman Morris Sobin reported Wednesday, following a three-hour committee session.

The committee also:

- Agreed with a recommendation of the EIA engineering committee to petition the FCC to extend the temporary permission for radiation limitations on TV receivers of 1,000 microvolts per meter at 1,000 feet for an additional year, or until April 1965, to allow time for manufacturers to test the reduction in radiation achieved by the use of transistors in the TV set tuners.
- Re-endorsed the EIA definition of high fidelity filed with the FCC and went on record as opposing coding system.
- Decided to ask manufacturers of FM stereo receivers to monitor broadcasts in their communities to make sure the stereo stations are meeting EIA performance requirements (which are now being updated by the engineering committee of the EIA engineering department).
- Authorized funds to underwrite publication of a booklet explaining all-channel sets in non-technical language for dealers, distributors and prospective purchasers of all-channel sets which TV manufacturers will be required to produce starting in May. (Like previous EIA educational publications, the all-channel booklet will be sold to manufacturers and others for their own distribution and is expected to be self-liquidating.)
- Authorized breakdown of statistical information about production and sales of TV receivers by such categories as color sets, small-screen sets, etc., starting Jan. 1, with provision that if a single manufacturer produces half or more of the sets in any category he shall have the right to decide whether to allow the publication of data for that category or have it lumped into the overall figures.

A look at the future taken by Sarnoff

What is the ultimate in the field of communications?

According to Brigadier General David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, it will "probably arrive when an individual carrying a vest-pocket transmitter-receiver will connect by radio with a nearby switchboard and be able to see and speak via satellite with any similarly equipped individual anywhere on this or other planets." In a speech Dec. 1 at New York at the American Friends of Hebrew University-Scopus Award dinner honoring Columbia University law professor Milton Handler, General Sarnoff spoke of the promise of fantastic material and technological development in the future and the necessity of educating humanitity to be ready for it.

Among the technological developments, he said, was the probability that
Laconic

Temple Houston is the least talkative lawyer in television. Though he can deliver a fine oration, NBC's young saddle-and-spurs solicitor is generally short on words, long on action. This is natural enough. Temple is a true son of his fighting father, history's General Sam Houston. Young Temple is a defender of people and principles. The fact that his real-life story beats most frontier fiction hollow is a measure of how rugged the West of his era really was.

The Western has been with us a long time, and sophistication has crept into the picture. The hero must still ride tall and shoot straight, but nowadays he must also come across as a full-fledged, flesh-and-blood man. Which describes young Hollywood star Jeffrey Hunter, who plays Temple Houston, and his co-star, Jack Elam. They play for keeps. Every Thursday night.

Look to NBC for the best combination of news, information and entertainment.
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FCC Christmas Dance

honoring
Commissioner Lee Loevinger
Saturday, Dec. 14, 1963
9 p.m. till 1 a.m., Willard Hotel
Washington, D. C.

FCC employees, friends, attorneys and consultants having business with the FCC are invited. Tickets $3.50. Sponsors FCC Communicators Club.

(Advertisement)
Now...a new EASTMAN Sound Recording Tape!

Look! No stretch...when it breaks—it breaks clean!

NEW! Support material for EASTMAN Sound Recording Tapes is DUROL Base. A specially prepared form of cellulose triacetate—smooth, tough, durable, highly flexible—provides high strength with low elongation. When equipment accidents happen, it breaks clean. Splices are made easily, quickly—with minimum program loss.

Another important feature: “Lifetime Coding,” your assurance of highest quality. Printed on the back of all EASTMAN Sound Recording Tapes is a continuously repeated, permanent legend. This identifies Eastman Kodak Company as the manufacturer and provides a convenient means of indexing these tapes.

New “R-type” binder. This gives a smoother, tougher surface, thereby reducing tape noise and distortion. In addition, it provides extreme abrasion resistance, preventing oxide build-up at the head. Even more important, however, are the amazing magnetic properties of coatings of “R-type” binder which make possible two superlative tapes—both available now...

At leading electronic supply houses: Type A303, a vastly superior low-print tape with output comparable to a fine general-purpose tape... also Type A304, a high-output tape with remarkably low print-through.

For information, see your electronic supplier or write Magnetic Products Sales

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
Fairness Doctrine no cause for alarm

FCC's Ford says 1949 policy unaltered by July clarification

FCC Commissioner Frederick W. Ford said last week that broadcasters who are alarmed about the commission's fairness doctrine, as a result of the July 26 notice clarifying it, should relax. The notice affirms—it doesn't modify—the doctrine under which broadcasters have lived for 14 years, he said.

But at the same time, he expressed criticism of portions of the July 26 notice, which, he indicated, are not the most reliable guide to the commission's views on fairness.

Commissioner Ford, speaking before the Arizona Broadcasters Association in Phoenix on Friday (Dec. 6), said the commission does not regard the July 26 statement as a "regulation" or as a change in the basic fairness doctrine contained in the FCC's 1949 report on editorializing.

"The greatest significance this notice has," he said, is its statement that "the commission adheres to the views expressed" in 1949 report—"namely, that the licensee has an affirmative obligation to afford a reasonable opportunity for the presentation of contrasting viewpoints on any controversial issue he chooses to cover."

Fairness History • The commissioner, who reviewed the history of the fairness doctrine and discussed the changes in its implementation over the years, defended the document as "sound in concept and thus fair in development and execution."

He said no license has been revoked or denied renewal because of questions under the fairness doctrine. He added that the predictions that "national tragedies" would occur unless the doctrine were abrogated "stem from a furious chain of reasoning based on a series of false premises drawn from a misunderstanding of the meaning of our advisory notice."

But he also indicated the notice could have been drafted with greater care. The notice sought to express the commission's view of how the fairness doctrine should be applied to three situations. Two dealt with specific cases on which the commission had ruled. One involved personal attacks on persons or groups; the other, partisan stands on political issues or candidates by someone other than a candidate.

The commissioner found no fault with these. But the third related to the presentation of views on issues of "current importance, such as racial segregation," which was not based on an actual case. The notice said Negro leaders must be given an opportunity to express their views if a station carries programs on the segregation issue.

Media raked over the coals for Oswald play

Lee Harvey Oswald, accused assassin of President John F. Kennedy, could not have received a fair trial anywhere in the U. S. and a conviction likely would have been overturned because of prejudicial publicity, the American Civil Liberties Union charged last week.

Oswald "was tried and convicted many times over in the newspapers, on the radio and over television by the public statements of the Dallas law enforcement officials," ACLU said in a 3,500 word statement.

And, because of the Oswald publicity and his murder before a live, nationwide TV audience by Jack Ruby, the San Francisco Bar Association has called for a police-news media-legal committee to establish guidelines to cover a similar emergency in San Francisco.

Despite an "exemplary performance" by news media in covering the two assassinations in Dallas, "we are nevertheless deeply concerned about what we saw and heard in Dallas," the SFBA said in an open letter to news media and law enforcement agencies of the city.

An official of the American Bar Association also expressed "great concern" over the Oswald-Ruby publicity but said he did not know if the ABA would take any action.

The ACLU applauded the appointment of a federal commission to investigate the assassination of President Kennedy and the events that followed it. But the ACLU asserted there seemed to be "gross departures from constitutional standards" in the handling of Oswald.

ACLU added, "Lee Harvey Oswald, had he lived, would have been deprived of all opportunity to receive a fair trial by the conduct of the police and prosecuting officials in Dallas, under pressure from the public and the news media."

Thorough Investigation • Referring to the commission named by President Johnson to investigate the assassination, ACLU pointed out the "public interest would be served" if the commission were to make "a thorough examination of the treatment accorded Oswald, including his right to counsel, the nature of the interrogation, his physical security while under arrest and the effect of pretrial publicity on Oswald's right to a fair trial. . . ."

"Under the best of circumstances, the enormity of the crime, which so enflamed the community, would have made it very difficult to find an unbiased jury. But the vast publicity in which the law enforcement officers participated made it simply impossible for Oswald to have received a fair trial on any of the charges against him."

Media's Cross • TV, radio and the press must bear a portion of the responsibility for the Oswald treatment "which falls primarily on the Dallas law enforcement officials," the San
Error of Commission • “Regardless of the appropriateness or inappropriateness of the example, Commissioner Ford, said, it should not have been included in the notice. He said that although the example was adapted from the 1949 report, “it was not based on a factual situation and therefore represents a departure from the case-by-case approach.” He said this approach is “essential to the proper development of the doctrine.”

He expressed the same criticism of a passage in the notice expressing the commission’s view that it is concerned with substance not form—that regardless of the label attached to a program, dealing with a controversial subject, a licensee is obligated to present all sides of the issue.

The commissioner said “certain issues” are now before the commission in which this question is involved. He said it would have been more appropriate “to await their resolution before generalizing in this way.”

“The industry,” he said, “could then have been more fully informed on a set of specific facts in order to judge the adequacy of this concept.” He expressed the hope that broadcasters would read the entire 1949 report setting forth the policy and the specific facts on which the rulings are based “rather than rely on the notice for a statement of any part of the fairness doctrine.”

Commissioner Ford said that all members of the commission have sought to encourage broadcasters to editorialize and that in recent years there has been an increase in the number of broadcast and its aftermath. He described and present controversial issues.

“It would indeed be ironic,” he added, “if it [the July 26 notice] were to cause broadcasters to retrench in this very important element of their public service.”

Congressional Approval • The commissioner took note of the recent congressional criticism of the commission’s interpretation of the fairness doctrine. But, he said, Congress “has approved the basic principles of the fairness doctrine. This is evidenced, he said, by the language of a 1959 amendment to the political-broadcasting section of the Communications Act which embodies the principle of the doctrine.”

He said “any important differences” between Congress and the commission will be composed either by the agency in the exercise of its interpretation of the doctrine or by legislation. He referred specifically to bills introduced by Representatives John E. Moss (D-Calif.) and J. Arthur Younger (R-Calif.)

The Moss bill (HR 7072) would require broadcasters who permit an attack on a political candidate or an endorsement of one to give time for reply to the candidate opposed or to the opponent of the one endorsed. The Younger bill (HR 9158) would prohibit the commission from requiring broadcasters who carry sponsored programs dealing with controversial issues to carry, at no charge, a statement of contrasting views.

In a panel discussion on Friday, Representative George F. Senner Jr. (D-Ariz.) praised broadcasting’s coverage of the assassination of President Kennedy as well. He said the coverage might have represented the industry’s “coming of age.”

Support From Senner • The congressman also said that he supported broadcasting’s efforts to police itself and that he opposed the extension of federal regulation.

He appeared on a panel with Commissioner Ford and Hollis M. Seavey, member of the government affairs staff of the National Association of Broadcasters.

Harry Bannister, NBC vice president for station relations, addressed the association Friday night.

The association’s 1963 officers are C. Van Haafken, KTUC Tucson, president; Homer Lane, KCOI Phoenix, vice president; Ray Smucker, KTBV Phoenix, secretary-treasurer. Board of directors members are Sheldon Engel, KALF Mesa: Edwin Richter Jr., KGUN-TV Tucson; Wallace Stone, KAAA Kingman, and William Sheeckert, KIKO Globe, KATO Safford; and KING Winslow.
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Networks praised by a grateful public

The unprecedented network coverage of the events concerning President John F. Kennedy’s assassination has resulted in a spontaneous influx of public praise.

Network officials had to go back to the death of President Franklin D. Roosevelt for any comparison to the size of public response. ABC, CBS and NBC each reported receipt of as many as 5,000 letters, telegrams and phone calls, with the mail last week still pouring in. A few people even sent token amounts of money to defray broadcasters’ expenses—money that was promptly returned.

Ranging in length from several pages to one line (ABC reported the shortest note, which read: “Thank you for your fine coverage of our tragedy.”), the letters probably represented the public’s most expressive appreciation for the networks’ efforts. A CBS official said that the “people really sat down and thought about how they wanted to say this,” and that the letters were “much deeper” than the ordinary letters of praise that the network might receive for a program.

Along with the superlatives like “magnificent service to the public” and “inspired coverage,” came the observation that television’s “tact and consideration was of inestimable value in reassuring us and comforting us in our hour of need.” Another man wrote that he and his family had a “sense of sharing” the events as Americans, and that television’s immediacy “drew us all closer together.” Perhaps it was best expressed by one Californian, who wrote, “thanks are in order at a time like this ... the most soul searching and soul searing time of our lives.”

NBC reported that it had received nearly 3,000 requests for excerpts from the coverage, such as the rebroadcast of the British That Was the Week that Was tribute to President Kennedy.

Some money for the families of the accused assassin, Lee Oswald, and slain Dallas policeman J. D. Tippett was received, as well as a few nominal checks from people who said they wanted to contribute to the cost of TV coverage.

The networks also reported that occasional protests were received but they were buried in the avalanche of favorable mail that has come in. Most of the complaints were directed to specific things and written during the weekend of the tragedy. For example, NBC reported receiving one complaint from a viewer who wanted to see France’s President Charles de Gaulle, who probably was shown arriving in Washington only hours after the letter was written. Such protests were duly noted by the networks.
Better programs for have-not stations?

NETWORKS CALLED TO DISCUSS HELP FOR UHF AND OVERSHADOWED AREAS

Top network officials and members of the FCC and its staff will meet next week in a commission-sponsored effort to find means of providing television network programing to stations that do not ordinarily get it.

The commission has been concerned for some time about the availability of such programing for the UHF stations that the all-channel law is expected to help bring into existence. And the meeting with the network officials was originally proposed by the commission to discuss this problem (Broadcasting, June 3).

This remains the commission's major concern. However, the lengthy meeting agenda submitted to the networks indicates the commission is also interested in the programming problems of VHF stations in "overshadowed" markets, that is, those in areas adjoining markets with network-affiliated outlets.

The network officials expected to attend the meeting, scheduled for Dec. 16, include Thomas W. Moore, ABC-TV president; and David C. Adams, NBC senior executive vice president. CBS is to be represented by Frank Shafir, program vice president and assistant to the president of the television network; William B. Lodge, vice president in charge of TV affiliate relations and engineering; Carl Ward, vice president and director of TV affiliate relations; and attorneys Richard Forsling and Leon Brooks.

Commissioners Attending • The commissioners scheduled to attend are Kenneth A. Cox and Robert E. Lee. They will be joined by James Sheridan, Broadcast Bureau chief; Hyman H. Goldin, assistant bureau chief; Henry Geller, deputy general counsel; and Arthur Schatzow, chief of the research and education division.

A commission official said that quality programming is of critical importance to stations and that the purpose of the meeting is to find ways of making network programs available to stations that do not normally get it—"primarily UHF stations."

He did not rule out the possibility that the commission might consider action to require networks to make programming available if it considers that necessary.

He described the meeting as "a vehicle for expressing the commission's concern and for learning the facts about the network policies." Then, he added, "there is a question of whether the networks could or would do anything, or whether the commission should deter-

mine whether it might do anything, by rule or whatever."

One problem that has particularly troubled commissioners is that of sustaining network public affairs programs that are rejected by affiliates. Some commissioners would like to see machinery developed for assigning independent stations in the affected markets of an opportunity to carry those programs. They feel this would be in the public interest, as well as the interest of the non-affiliated stations.

The agenda for the meeting contains three main topics—the network's affiliations policies, network program opportunities for UHF stations and the opportunities for placing additional network programs on stations in overshadowed markets.

Other Items • Agenda items also include special plans devised by CBS and NBC in the late 1950s to make their programming available to affiliates that were not usually purchased by an advertiser and a question as to whether such plans might be adopted for UHF stations.

Other topics include:

• Actions taken by networks to offer programs not cleared by affiliates to other stations in the same or nearby communities.

• Conditions under which a network will permit per-program arrangements.

• Opportunities for UHF stations competing with VHF outlets to carry network programing.

• Opportunities for UHF stations to carry programs not cleared by regular affiliates.

• Possibilities of second-run UHF presentations.

• Network sharing of time in two-VHF-station markets to offset current shortages of outlets in such markets and to create additional opportunities for UHF stations.

Broadcasters seek exemption from bill

A former FCC chairman and an NBC lawyer urged a Senate committee last week to exempt broadcasting from an antiobscenity provision of an omnibus crime bill because licensees already are adequately covered by the Communications Act.

John C. Doerfer, general counsel of the Maryland-D. C.-Delaware Broadcasters Association and former head of the FCC, and Howard Monderer, Washington attorney for NBC, also urged that the bill's provision on obscenity raised a spectre of censorship.

They testified Wednesday (Dec. 4) before the Senate District of Columbia Committee, which is considering new curbs on crime in Washington. The bill (HR 7555), passed by the House this summer, includes references to broadcasting as well as print media and motion pictures, and is opposed by the National Association of Broadcasters and five Washington stations (Broadcasting, Dec. 2, Aug. 19).

Mr. Doerfer said the bill "would give a judge the power to censor" by giving him authority to issue temporary restraining orders "upon the petition of the U. S. attorney and the corporation counsel for the D. C., of any tape, film or recording which to him may appear, at first blush, to be obscene, indecent or lewd.

The D. C. commissioners urged the committee to adopt amendments to the section, which would place sole responsibility for petitioning on the U. S. attorney and would restrict forfeitures of property only to "the obscene and indecent material itself."

Mr. Doerfer also stressed the importance of a jury, not a judge alone, determining whether matter is obscene.

Mr. Monderer pointed out that House supporters of the bill fail to mention "any need for such a law insofar as broadcasting is concerned."

Broadcasters "make special efforts"
An Appreciation

We have never been more proud of our association with the television medium. Nor, thinking back upon the tragic days of late November, have we ever been more aware of the technical perfection of the electronic equipment, or the professional ability of all the men who plan and participate in the coverage of important events.

Faced with responsibility to report on one of the least expected, most important stories of our time, television newsmen responded by achieving new journalistic heights of visual reporting, simple, unpretentious coverage that was thorough, meaningful and almost invariably in impeccable taste.

Eventually some will be singled out for specific feats of reporting. That time has not yet come, for the shock of losing our young President is still too much with us for anyone to be congratulated for telling how he was murdered and was buried.

Television is an industry, a profit-making enterprise devoted chiefly to entertainment and advertising. For three-and-one-half days, and at a cost no one apparently bothered to count up until those days were over, television became a pure information medium.

Cooperation between competitors was the unquestioned order of the day. Pool arrangements were made quickly and smoothly. Networks fed programming to educational and independent stations in cities where there were competing network-owned or network-affiliated stations.

Station and network heads made their decisions unhesitatingly. The medium did much more than it was obliged to do—by any standards except those of unselfish public service, of dedicated citizenship.

This is one time when we will presume to speak for our readers and for all viewers. On their behalf, as well as our own, we express sincere appreciation to television for a task well done.

The Editors
to avoid use of obscene materials, he said, and noted that “NBC, along with many other broadcasters, subscribes to the radio and TV codes of the NAB.” The network alone spends “about a half-million dollars a year in establishing and enforcing its broadcast standards,” Mr. Monderer said.

If local communities were to make their own laws regulating broadcasting, and thereby upset the intent of Congress in the Communications Act, diverse applicable laws would have to be applied to programs, “making unworkable any national system of broadcasting,” he said.

Mrs. Evelyn Freyman, executive secretary for the Washington-Baltimore area of the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists, said “fear of the police censor would completely inhibit the artist and our culture and artistic achievements would suffer accordingly.”

Senator Thomas J. McIntyre (D-N. H.), a committee member, said he favored the broadcasters’ position “as long as there are adequate safeguards, and the record of the industry being what it is.”

The committee plans another session with other broadcasting witnesses, possibly this week.

New ratings system to debut in fall

A new TV ratings system said to be able to cover viewing in 50,000 homes across the country in each half hour has been developed by Electro-Communications, Los Angeles, according to Jeff M. Schottenstein, president. Called Electro-Rate, the new system will be operational to report on viewing for the 1964-65 season. The service will be available to advertisers, agencies, network and individual stations.

Heart of the Electro-Rate system is an electronic device that dials a telephone number, asks a prerecorded question, records the answer, then disconnects itself and repeats the cycle. The phone numbers are programmed on punched tape. If a number is busy or does not answer after a prescribed number of rings, the unit automatically goes on to the next number, returning later to the call not completed the first time.

“We will have over half a million telephone numbers on tape by the time we are ready to roll,” Joe G. Fischer, director of research and production, said.

“We have recently completed an extensive market research program to make certain that our final tabulations are accurate cross-sections of the country with regard to age groups, income brackets, etc.” Mr. Fischer added that families not wishing to be called would be removed from the list immediately.

ABC-TV LOOKS TO 1964-65

Affiliates get review of strengths this year, run-down on future programs at regional meets

ABC-TV last week underscored its program strengths of the current season and talked a little ahead about its programming possibilities for the next (1964-65) season to primary affiliates.

The network held a meeting in New York on Dec. 2, the first in a series of regional and individual stations attended by executives of ABC-TV and its affiliated stations.

Most of the plans discussed for the next season have been revealed over the past several months (BROADCASTING, Aug. 26 et seq.) among the shows discussed:

Alexander the Great, one-hour series with pilot in color—though not necessarily for telecast in color—to be produced by Selm Productions, an ABC production subsidiary.

Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea, of which the pilot would be filmed in color, would be produced by 20th Century-Fox and star Richard Basehart.

Another Maverick. * Destroy is an hour western that is said to have Maverick ingredients. Re-vee Productions, the TV film producer making the series, reportedly has filmed a number of episodes. At least in its titling, the series is based on the "Destroy Rides Again" motion picture and stars John Gavin and is directed by Howard Browne.

Great Bible Adventures is an MGM-TV production for ABC-TV and which also may be in color. This one-hour series will have four initial episodes telling the story of Joseph (probably played by Hugh O'Brian, at least in the pilot) and his brothers.

Peyton Place is a half-hour series being prepared by 20th Century-Fox and initially was to be filmed as a twice-weekly prime-time vehicle. Dorothy Malone, it was revealed, is expected to be in a starring role.

Mickey is a new series being projected by Selm. In its comedy-type half-hour format, Mickey Rooney would have the featured role and current plans are to have his son, Timmy, also appear in the film.

A newly offered program series, Tycoon, of one-hour duration, is being produced by Sheldon Leonard for Danny Thomas Enterprises. Walter Brennan would star in this series as the chairman of the board of a huge corporation.

Crosby MC. It also was revealed after the New York regional session that on Jan. 4, the date on which the new program, Saturday Night at the Hollywood Palace, replaces Jerry Lewis (BROADCASTING, Nov. 25), Bing Crosby will act as the first master of ceremonies on the variety show that will start at 9:30 p.m. It is expected ABC-TV will rotate a group of name performers from week to week as hosts of the program.

Other regional affiliate meetings were held on Dec. 4 in San Francisco and Dec. 6 in Chicago. In New York, ABC executives reported in the discussions included Thomas W. Moore, president, Julius Barnathan, vice president-general manager, and Edgar J. Sherlock, vice president in charge of programming, all ABC-TVs; Elmer Lower, president, ABC News, special events and public affairs; Chester R. Simmons, vice president-general manager, ABC's Sports Programs Inc.; Armand Grant, vice president, TV daytime programming, and Robert Coe, vice president, TV station relations, both ABC-TV.

The day before the meeting, affiliate executives were guests of ABC-TV for breakfast and the American Football League game between the New York Jets and the Kansas City Chiefs at the New York Polo Grounds. Plaques went to Bernard Berk, WAKR-TV Akron; Don Perris, WEWS-TV Cleveland; Howard Maschmeier, WHN-TV New Haven, Conn., and Sam Elman, WATV-Waterbury, Conn., to mark the stations' primary affiliation with ABC for 10 years.

Mr. Coe said the meeting was one of the most productive regional sessions ever held and that affiliates indicated enthusiasm over this season's strengthened schedule.

Big Ten wants to pick best games for TV

Prospects of TV exposure for the hottest "Big Ten" college football games during the season rather than the present rigid preselected schedule—a possibility that would delight sponsors as well as network and viewers—were discussed in Chicago Thursday during the Big Ten’s annual winter meeting.

Big Ten Commissioner Bill Reed announced that he plans to contact the Television Committee of the National Collegiate Athletic Association to urge "that it permit our conference to determine which of our games be televised."

If this flexibility were already a fact, he said, it would have allowed telecasting this year of the Michigan State-Illinois game and last year’s Wisconsin-Minnesota title match. Because of fixed schedules, the viewers saw contests between lower ranking teams instead. CBS-TV’s two-year $10.2 million con-
Dear Uncle Sam:

May we ask about an item on page 167?

Under “Rural Electrification Administration” an item calls for $425,000,000 in loans to rural electric cooperatives.

And by referring to previous editions of your budget book, we note that this amount has been steadily and sharply increasing over the past several years. As an example, in 1952 the appropriation amounted to $175,000,000.

Yet electricity now flows in plentiful supply throughout rural America. To accomplish this, investor-owned power companies worked together with co-ops financed by the Rural Electrification Administration (REA), a lending bureau of the Federal Government.

Except for the necessary maintenance and “heavying up” of existing REA-financed systems to provide for increasing use of electricity, the mission of getting electricity to rural America is accomplished.

What then explains this massive and continually increasing expenditure for the REA?

We realize this is not a simple, black-and-white matter. But we do believe this item ought to be carefully evaluated.

REA loan money is put out at 2% interest, and electric co-ops pay no Federal income tax. Are loans being offered under these conditions to encourage the building of power plants and transmission lines where they are not needed?

Are REA appropriations being used, contrary to the intent of Congress, to help develop a Federal power system?

Are REA-financed co-ops being urged to expand into urban and industrial service not contemplated by their original authorization?

Is REA money being passed on unnecessarily to industrial plants to finance power-using equipment?

We have two reasons for urging a close examination of these matters. First, we have worked with the co-ops harmoniously and in the public interest for many years. And in the interests of continuing that excellent relationship, we believe a clear understanding of what the REA in Washington is trying to do will help both the co-ops and ourselves.

Second, Uncle Sam, you’re asking us citizens for more than a hundred billion dollars this year, and even that won’t pay the bills. So shouldn’t every nonessential expense be eliminated? To paraphrase a saying, if we look after the millions, the billions will take care of themselves.

Investor-Owned Electric Light and Power Companies... more than 300 companies across the nation Sponsors' names on request through this magazine
JURY FINDS CHARLIE WALKER GUILTY

Former WDKD DJ will appeal conviction on obscenity charge

A jury in Florence, S. C., last week found one-time radio jockey Charlie Walker guilty of using obscene and indecent language on the air.

He was found guilty of one of the five counts on which he was indicted. This referred to a broadcast he made over WFOX Kingstree, S. C., on April 25, 1960. He was found not guilty of the other four counts. The FCC in 1962 refused to renew the license of WFOX because of Walker’s broadcasts. The WFOX-FCC case is now in the courts.

Walker said he would appeal the obscenity conviction.

The trial, which ran Dec. 4 and 5, took place before U. S. District Judge J. Robert Martin. The all-male jury was out for 2 hours and 40 minutes.

The chief witness against Walker was James O. Roper, now general manager of WYMB Manning, S. C., but previously employed by WJOT Lake City, S. C. It was while Mr. Roper was at WJOT that he taped some of Walker’s broadcasts. The jury heard four hours of tape recordings during the trial. Walker did not take the stand.

U. S. Attorney Terrell Glenn in his final argument for the prosecution charged that the jury must find Walker guilty of obscenity because of “that sort of stuff” going over the air.

George Keels, defending attorney, told the jury in his summation that one “must put his mind in the gutter to get an obscene meaning from this jabbering.” He also said that anyone would have to go to a “sour swill barrel” to construe the Walker chatter to mean sex.

Judge Martin warned in his charge to the jury that it had to consider the broadcasts as a whole as an appeal to the prurient interests of the average person in the community to find them obscene. “Obscenity,” he emphasized, “is not a matter of individual taste,” but of the contemporary standards of the community.

The penalty for uttering obscene, indecent or profane language over the air from a broadcast station is punishable by a fine of not more than $10,000 or two years in jail, or both, according to Section 1464 of the U. S. Criminal Code.

Court Ruling Awaited - The Walker broadcasts were the basis for the FCC’s decision in 1962 to not renew the license of WFOX. It also ruled that E. L. Robinson Jr., owner of the station, had made misrepresentations to the commission when queried on the matter.

Mr. Robinson appealed the commission decision to the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington, charging that the failure to renew his license was in conflict with the First Amendment. The commission had found that Walker broadcast programs that were “coarse, vulgar and suggestive of indecent double meanings.” Argument on the appeal took place Nov. 19 (BROADCASTING, Nov. 25).

Film sales...

The Truth About Communism (Documentary Films Inc.): Ronald Reagan as host, sold to Public Service Co. of Arizona and Valley National Bank of Arizona for two statewide runs in prime time, Nov. 10, 17; Life and Casualty Insurance Co. for use on WLAC-TV Nashville Nov. 28; WRLB-TV Columbus, Ga., Nov. 30; Minneapolis Federal Savings and Loan, for two broadcasts on WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, the first on Dec. 8. Now in 25 markets.


Films of the 50’s, Volume 1 (Seven Arts Associated): Sold to CFCN-TV Calgary, Alberta and CHSA-TV Pembroke and CHOV-TV Pembroke, Ont.

Films of the 50’s, Volume 2 (Seven Arts Associated): Sold to CFCN-TV Calgary, Alberta; CHSA-TV Lloydminster and CHOV-TV Pembroke, Ont., and CFPL-TV London, Ont.

Films of the 50’s, Volume 3 (Seven Arts Associated): Sold to CFCN-TV Calgary, Alberta; CHSA-TV Lloydminster and CHOV-TV Pembroke, Ont., and CFPL-London, Ont., and CFFC-TV Montreal.

Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter? Volume 7 (Seven Arts Associated): Sold to KGMB-TV Honolulu.

Rifleman (Four Star Distribution Corp.): Purchased by Kroger Co. for presentation on WDRJ-TV Roanoke, Va., and The Detectives, purchased by Monarch Wines for broadcast over WATV Atlanta.

Paar peed again; threatens to quit

NBC-TV last week said it will schedule the satirical news revue program That Was the Week That Was starting Jan. 10, an announcement that apparently prompted comedian Jack Paar to say that he does not plan to appear on NBC-TV during the 1964-65 season.

That Was the Week That Was, which originated in England and received great approval during a recent NBC preview, is being fitted into the Friday, 9:30-10 p.m. EST time period held by Harry’s Girls, which the Colgate-Palmolive Co. will discontinue after Jan. 3. Published reports had indicated that the time period might be added onto an extended Jack Paar show which now runs 10-11 p.m., especially since Colgate declined to sponsor the new show.

The network’s decision to program a new show ending any further speculation of expanding Mr. Paar’s program apparently was a major reason for his telegram to NBC, which said in part: “On two different occasions, I had been promised a realignment to a favorable time period. The network has chosen otherwise on both occasions.” He also said: “If a full release cannot be obtained, then I will not appear on any television until my contract ends with NBC in 1965.”

Mort Werner, NBC-TV vice president in charge of programming, was to discuss the situation with Mr. Paar. Mr. Werner said he was confident that “we can straighten things out to both his and the network’s satisfaction.”
Here are the answers to the "Target Marketing" Sweepstakes Entry Blank:

1. How many million homes does Parade Jumbo Network reach? □ 2 □ 6 □ 12
2. What percentage of Big-Top Network lies in Nielsen "A" areas? □ 20% □ 40% □ 55% □ 80%
3. How many million homes does Bandwagon Network cover? □ 2.2 □ 3.6 □ 5.4 □ 8.0
5. The only readers who pay off are those who reach your ad. How many millions reach your ad in Parade Jumbo Network? □ 8 □ 12 □ 18
6. How many different ways can you now buy Parade? □ 3 □ 5 □ 7
7. What is Parade's great exclusive difference from other media? □ regional breakdowns □ city-zone only □ choice of Nielsen "A" or "B" concentration

Each entry will be judged on its own merits by an independent agency of the "Target Marketing" Sweepstakes. The winners will be notified by mail within 30 days of the close of the contest.

All entries become the property of Parade Publications, Inc. and will not be returned. This offer is subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.
ASCAP radio negotiations move forward

BUT SUPREME COURT ASKS FOR BRIEFS ON TV CASE

Efforts to reach new contracts for broadcast use of ASCAP music moved a step ahead last week in the case of radio stations but encountered a temporary delay in the case of television stations.

In the radio negotiations, for agreements to succeed those that expire Dec. 31, there was a meeting, an exchange of views and an agreement to hold another meeting on a date to be determined.

The meeting was—and the further meeting will be—between the negotiating committees of the All-Industry Radio Music License Committee, headed by Robert T. Mason of WMRN Marion, Ohio, and of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP), headed by President Stanley Adams.

Although no details of last week's discussions were given out, it was reported that they definitely had not reached an impasse that could, as in the TV case, turn the negotiations into a ratemaking proceeding in court.

The ASCAP TV case has been in the courts for two years—since December 1961. In last week's development the U.S. Supreme Court asked for briefs on a procedural question raised by ASCAP.

On Time • The question was described as whether the All-Industry Television Stations Music License Negotiating Committee had acted within prescribed time limits in filing an earlier notice of appeal to the U.S. Second Circuit Court of Appeals and, if not, whether this would bar the court from passing on the merits of that appeal now— as the Supreme Court has ruled that it should?

The notice in question was filed at a time when the committee was also appealing to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court ultimately ruled that it lacked jurisdiction at that time and the committee went back to the circuit court, which ruled that it, too, lacked jurisdiction.

The committee then appealed this ruling back to the Supreme Court, which held that the circuit court should have passed upon the case and that, subject to the usual provisions for motions for reconsideration, it would remand the case to the circuit court for consideration on the merits.

At this point ASCAP asked the Supreme Court to modify its demand to permit the circuit court to consider, first, whether the committee had filed its notice of appeal on time. It was on questions surrounding this point that the Supreme Court asked the committee to file briefs.

The Initial Decision • The decision that was the subject of all these appeals was a ruling by the U.S. Southern District Court in New York that ASCAP could not be required to grant the limited form of license sought by the TV stations committee.

What the committee is seeking is a license that would not require stations to pay ASCAP directly for the use of ASCAP music played in future syndicated programs and feature films. ASCAP's alternative, under this form of contract, would be to license music for these films "at the source," via contracts with the program producers at the time of production.

The all-industry committee representing TV stations is headed by Charles Tower of Corinthian Broadcasting, who succeeded Hamilton Shea of W5VA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., in the chairmanship a few weeks ago. The New York law firm of Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Irvine is counsel to the TV group.

The radio committee is counseled by Emanuel Dannett, William W. Golub and Bernard Bucholz of the New York law firm of McGoldrick, Dannett, Horowitz & Golub.

Gleason sued

Jackie Gleason, star of the Jackie Gleason Show on CBS-TV, Saturday 7:30-8:30 p.m., has been sued for $500,000 by George (Bullets) Durgom, his former manager. The complaint, filed Tuesday (Dec. 3) in Los Angeles Superior Court, alleges that Mr. Durgom was seriously injured last June 25 when he was riding in a golf cart operated by Mr. Gleason "in a reckless and erratic manner." Mr. Gleason is also charged with being intoxicated at the time. Paramount Pictures and Allied Artists were named as co-defendants, charged with negligence because the cart's steering mechanism malfunctioned and the cart overturned.

Program notes...

Directors move • Directors Guild of America may soon be moving from its present building at the corner of Sunset Boulevard and Hayworth Street to a new $12 million, 18-story building across the street. Arthur Froelich, architect of the present nine-year-old DGA building, is working on preliminary plans for the new structure, which is to house a theater, restaurant and cutting and screening rooms in addition to office space for guild executives.

Great paintings • NBC-TV will show several great American art collections in color in a special telecast, "The Art of Collecting," Sunday, Jan. 19 (10-11 p.m.). The NBC news program will be narrated by art critic Aline Saarinen and written and produced by Robert Northshield.

Broadway musical • "Foxy," a new David Merrick musical production scheduled to open on Broadway Feb. 13, will be recorded later in February by RCA Victor Records for release as an original cast album. The new show has lyrics by Johnny Mercer, music by Robert E. Dolan and will star Bert Lahr.

KEX, KVI buy mysteries

Charles Michelson Inc. reported last week it has completed a sale on its "Mystery Package" of five half-hour radio series to the Golden West Broadcasters for use on KEX Portland, Ore., and KVI Seattle.

Charles Michelson, president, said The Shadow is now in more than 30 markets, while the remaining series have been sold in from 20 to 25 markets. Others include The Green Hornet, Sherlock Holmes, Famous Jury Trials, and Dangerous Assignment. Sales are on a 52 week basis and have been made in 20 of the top 25 markets, according to Mr. Michelson.

Now in new offices and studios...

SWEDISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Sveriges Radio
1290 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
New York 19, N. Y.
CI 7-6565
CLAES DAHLGREN
Administrative Director

ARNE THOREN
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BROADCASTERS HAVE A PUZZLEMENT
FCC applying pressure on cross-ownership of properties

A financial donnybrook between the investing public and the FCC may be in the making in the light of the commission's actions in the last two weeks involving cross-ownership by investment firms and mutual funds in broadcasting properties.

For the second time in as many weeks the commission has brought up the question of investment money in broadcast groups and conflict with its multiple ownership rules.

The first was last month when the commission, in approving the purchase of WCBM-AM-FM Baltimore by Metromedia Inc., conditioned the acquisition on the clearing up of interests held by two investment funds in Metromedia and in other broadcast entities (Broadcasting, Dec. 2).

The second, announced last Thursday (Dec. 5), came when the FCC approved the sale of KOME Tulsa to Producers Inc., a subsidiary of Polaris Corp. (see Changing Hands, page 62). An investment firm having stock ownership in Polaris also has holdings in another broadcast property, it is understood.

The question of the interownerships of investment firms and mutual funds in broadcast groups, under study by the FCC staff for the last six months (Closed Circuit, Oct. 14, July 15), has raised hackles among broadcasters who sell their securities on the open market.

Among those considered affected by what seems to be a more rigid policy by the FCC, are blue-ribbon broadcasters:

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, CBS, NBC (part of RCA), Westinghouse, General Electric, Avco (Crosley Broadcasting), Storer, Taft, Capital Cities, Transcontinent, Wometco, Rollins, Reeves, Goodwill Stations, Gross Telecasting and others.

The Problem: All issue is the policing stations would have to undertake to ensure that their stockholders do not have interests in other broadcast properties which would conflict with the FCC's multiple ownership rules.

"What makes this even more serious," said one broadcaster who is frankly alarmed at the implications of the FCC's actions in the last two weeks, "is that we cannot tell investors what to do. We have no control over individual investments."

Another aspect of the commission's action in the last two weeks, a communications lawyer observed, is the legality of the FCC's action which, in essence, is an attempt to force an investor to dispose of his holdings in a broadcast group or station to meet commission regulations on dual ownership.

"This could be considered confiscation," he said.

TV brightens MGM's $17.5 million loss
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer issued an annual financial statement last week showing a loss of nearly $17.5 million, brightened only by the company's vision and music operations and an attitude of "better things to come" in the area of future film production.

In spite of the large net operating loss, the MGM board continued its quarterly dividend policy, voting a dividend of 371/2 cents per share, payable to stockholders of record Dec. 20 on Jan. 15.

In its report to stockholders for the fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 1963, MGM said its licensing of features to TV continued as a major source of revenue last year although there had been a decline from the previous year, "because some of the original license deals for the pre-'49 films were approaching expiration."

MGM President Robert H. O'Brien cited the company's six series currently on TV networks (five on NBC-TV, one on ABC-TV) and licensing of post-'48 features to NBC-TV as causes for an anticipated MGM-TV best-year-to-date.

MGM has commitments with networks and advertisers for production of seven pilots planned for the 1964-65 season.

The heavy overall losses through the fiscal year just ended were blamed on the company's feature film enterprises which encountered some losses in medium-budget pictures and "severe losses in a few, high budget productions."

Year ended Aug. 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1963</th>
<th>1962</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned (loss) per share*</td>
<td>$(6.79)</td>
<td>$(10.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income**</td>
<td>136,219,450</td>
<td>136,999,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses***</td>
<td>147,988,420</td>
<td>151,709,733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income (loss) before U.S. and foreign income taxes</td>
<td>(31,778,965)</td>
<td>5,289,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision (credit) for U.S. and foreign income taxes</td>
<td>(14,300,000)</td>
<td>2,700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income (loss)</td>
<td>(17,478,965)</td>
<td>2,589,269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on 2,066,388 shares outstanding.
**Gross television income includes $6,361,706 in 1963 compared to $6,777,252 in 1962 for the licensing of feature films and shorts to TV stations, and $14,641,000 and $12,977,245 respectively for series and commercials produced for television.
***Costs of production, distribution, and administration for all TV operations aggregated $15,663,501 in 1963 and $13,818,608 in 1962.

First dividend declared
MacFadden-Bartell Corp., last week announced the first dividend in the company's history since the merger of Bartell Broadcasting with MacFadden Publications in February last year.


Gerald A. Bartell, board chairman, said the dividend decision had been based on a "sharp rise in sales and earnings thus far in 1963" (Broadcasting, Nov. 11).

Rollins 6-month report shows earnings increase
Rollins Broadcasting Inc. reported a 50% increase in net earnings on an increase of 8% in revenues for six months ended Oct. 31. The board also declared a regular quarterly dividend of 10 cents a common share, payable Jan. 24 to stockholders of record Dec. 26.

Six months ended Oct. 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1963</th>
<th>1962</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share*</td>
<td>$0.51</td>
<td>$0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td>4,232,720</td>
<td>3,946,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating expenses</td>
<td>2,648,327</td>
<td>2,584,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating profit before depreciation and amortization</td>
<td>1,604,293</td>
<td>1,361,945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating profit after depreciation and amortization</td>
<td>1,023,650</td>
<td>753,461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other deductions</td>
<td>63,107</td>
<td>69,619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings before federal income taxes</td>
<td>960,143</td>
<td>683,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings</td>
<td>486,385</td>
<td>323,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on 958,838 shares outstanding as of Oct. 31, compared to 566,763 outstanding for same period last year.

Screen Gems reports record first quarter
Screen Gems reported last week that its 20 cents per share earnings for the first three months of fiscal 1964, ending last September 28, represented the highest first quarter earnings in SG's 15-year history. All directors were re-elected at the annual stockholders meeting in New York Nov. 26.

Annual stockholders meeting of Columbia Pictures Corp., which owns 89% of Screen Gems Inc., will be held in New York on Dec. 18.

Three months ended Sept. 28:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1963</th>
<th>1962</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share*</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit before taxes</td>
<td>1,009,000</td>
<td>586,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated federal, state and foreign income taxes</td>
<td>494,800</td>
<td>446,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net profit</td>
<td>515,000</td>
<td>484,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on 2,338,400 shares outstanding.
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Rome Adopts Paper on Media Morals

Bitterly contested decree passed by Ecumenical Council

Final approval of a document establishing the moral use of the communications media (radio, TV, press, movies) was reached last Wednesday (Dec. 4) in Rome on the closing day of the Ecumenical Council Vatican II.

The communications decree adopted last week, or as more formerly titled by the council, "Decree on the Media of Social Communications," has been bitterly criticized by conservative elements of the council as "unbefitting" such an important gathering and barely received the needed two-thirds vote (1,598 to 503) required for its enactment into the laws of the Roman Catholic Church.

Calling for freedom of information throughout the world and the highest standards of morality and truth to be observed by all forms of communications media, the decree repeatedly stressed the urgency of the news and entertainment media to produce and present material with "special care...to safeguard young people from printed matter and performances which may be harmful at their age." Also contained in the decree was the desire for increased number of schools and institutes "where newsmen, writers for screen, radio and television...can obtain a sound training that is imbued with the Christian spirit..." and for the establishment of Roman Catholic radio and television stations and information offices throughout the world.

Canadian measurement reports to be doubled

The cooperative Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, has announced that it will have four reports annually for over 30 markets, comprising nearly 100 radio stations and 50 television stations, instead of the previous two reports annually.

In addition to these reports based on diary surveys, there will be telephone coincidental surveys in 15 major markets, varying from three a year to six a year, depending on the size of the market.

For these extra services the industry-owned BBM will not charge additional fees to members.

The four annual diary-supplied reports will have audience composition figures showing tuning by men, women, teen-agers and children. They will be based on a four-week tabulation instead of one week as heretofore, to reduce the effects of possible distortions created by promotional programs during the survey week. The markets, outside the 30 selected for the four reports annually, will receive two reports, and will be in the smaller and rural market areas.

The four reports based on the diary survey will be tabulated by computers of International Business Machines. The telephone coincidental survey will be done for BBM by Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto, which has done such surveys since 1940. The firm will discontinue doing independent coincidental telephone survey reports.

CBC-TV signs two-year pacts with affiliates

Two-year affiliation agreements have been signed between the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and independent English and French television stations to run to Sept. 30, 1965. The CBC announced that there were no major differences in the negotiations and any problems which did come forward were solved on a mutually agreeable basis.

The agreements provide for a minimum of 36 1/2 hours a week of reserved time and over 50 hours of network programs weekly are available to affiliated stations. The CBC English TV network comprises 123 stations and rebroadcasting stations, including 37 privately owned affiliates and their satellites. The French TV network has 31 stations and rebroadcasting stations, including nine independent stations and their satellites.

The agreements have been filed with the Board of Broadcast Governors, the Canadian regulatory body.

New VOA transmitters in Britain

The Voice of America, which has been leasing BBC facilities since 1942, announced last week that it had begun operation from the first of six new 250 kw transmitters it is installing at Wooferton, Shropshire, England.

VOA, radio arm of the U.S. Information Agency, said when all six transmitters are in operation at the end of 1964, they will operate with five times the power of the present BBC facilities. The stronger signal is beamed to Europe and behind the Iron Curtain. Its increased power is expected to help overcome anticipated solar activity next year, a spokesman said.

The new VOA installation will, as the BBC operation does now, relay Voice transmissions from the U.S. for seven to eight hours daily.

At the Wooferton site (l-r): John Sidebotham, manager, Marconi Co. sales division (supplier of the new transmitters); William A. Brady, Voice project engineer; George Turner (hand on switch), BBC engineer in charge at Wooferton, and Arthur Lord, BBC project engineer.

Abroad in brief.

Sweden in New York - The Swedish Broadcasting Corporation last week opened its new offices at 1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York. Telephone Circle 7-6365. Administrative director Claes Dahlgren and chief correspondent Arne Thoren will direct coverage of U.S. developments for the company.

Canadian contest - Canadian Radio Sales Bureau, Toronto, has organized a sales contest among member stations...
for January and February, with an all-expense trip for two at $1,500 for the station executive whose local and retail sales show largest percent of increase in those two months. As an added incentive all sales during those months will have a 25% premium on local dollar volume. The “Sell ‘em More in ’64” contest has been organized by Charles C. Hoffman, Canadian RSB general manager.

Road report • CHIC Cobourg, Ont., has sold a road construction company a five-minute report on road conditions.


Celanese subsidiary to Y&R
Young & Rubicam, New York, has been named to handle fibers trade and consumer advertising in Europe for Anicel Europe, S. A., a subsidiary of Celanese Corporation of America. Anicel’s upcoming push is expected to be placed on its Arnel tri-acetate yarn. The Y&R appointment takes place Jan. 1, and plans for broadcast billing are not complete.

Three continents hooked together by satellite
Watching the first TV linkage of three continents by Relay satellite are (l-r) N. Takagi, Tokyo University professor; J. B. Harris, English conversation instructor and J. Matsuda, Japanese broadcaster, in National Educational Television studios in Tokyo. The scene is of a hockey game played in Toronto’s Mapleleaf Gardens.

On Thanksgiving Day, ABC-TV used Relay to transmit a live signal of a sports event in France across the Atlantic Ocean to the U. S. where it was meshed with U. S., Canadian and Mexican sports events and sent by Relay to Japan (BROADCASTING, Dec. 2).

The live and filmed sports program ran 13-minutes, 40-seconds.

Australian stations face short film supply
According to the annual report of the Australian Broadcasting Control Board for the year ended June 30, 1963, 7,409 films, about 9 million feet, passed through the Commonwealth Film Censorship Board for classification. Eighty-three percent were imported from the U. S. and 17% from Britain. Cuts were made in 745 films and five were rejected. The Broadcasting Control Board says
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that available stock of films for TV use in Australia is dwindling. Australian stations have apparently gradually reduced the backlog of American films and filmed programs which accumulated before TV began in Australia.

In fact the stage has now been reached where some Australian stations are relying on a week-to-week supply of series episodes currently being televised in the U.S.

Supply difficulties of imported programs are likely to increase in 1964 when new commercial TV stations start operations in each major city.

The report points out that several methods are open to Australian stations to meet the expected shortage of American material: more productions by the stations themselves, encouragement of

the Australian film industry, reduction in transmission hours, more frequent repetition of programs and increased purchases from Britain and other Commonwealth countries.

Computers to Canada

The Station Representatives Association of Canada and the Canadian Association of Broadcasters are setting up a new mechanized central mailing system using an IBM process control. The present systems used by the two organizations are proving ineffective and inefficient due to the large number of changes among agency personnel and among advertisers.

The Canadian rep organization is also studying the possibility of using a central computer agency to process all national broadcasting sales, both radio and television. Systems in use in the United States are being studied to adapt in Canada for one complete billing to agencies and advertisers for all stations in a campaign.

BBC's education budget

BBC will spend $5.6 million on TV and radio educational programs for school children and adults in 1964, according to John Scuplan, BBC controller of educational programs.

Radio programs now reach more than 30,000 city and TV programs are used in 6,000. Mr. Scuplan said that two TV networks will enable BBC to expand and improve educational TV programs.

FATES & FORTUNES

H. Needham Smith, local sales manager, promoted to general sales manager of WRCN-TV Cincinnati.

Carl Fickinger, WRCN-TV account executive, named local sales manager, replacing Mr. Smith. George H. Rogers Jr., national sales service manager, assumes added duties as Midwest regional sales manager.

Lehman F. Beardsley, VP for organization and management relations of Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind., elected to board of directors. Mr. Beardsley joined Miles in February 1948.

Cecil E. Bundren and Thomas J. Farrah elected VP's of Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh. Mr. Bundren, marketing director, joined agency in 1953 from BBDO. Mr. Farrah, group manager, joined KM&G in 1961 from Westinghouse Electric where he was assistant to advertising director.

John E. Davis and William H. Wubbenhorst elected VP's of McCann-Erickson, New York. Mr. Davis joined M-E in 1962 from Tatham-Laird where he was account executive. Mr. Wubbenhorst has been with M-E since 1955.


James D. Parker, advertising manager for confection division of Beech-Nut Life Savers, and B. Michael Paschkes, previously account executive at Richard K. Manoff advertising agency, join Best Foods division of Corn Products Co., New York, as product managers. Mr. Parker will manage NuSoft fabric softener rinse; Mr. Paschkes will handle H-O cereals and Presto cake flour.


Richard Norsworthy, formerly with promotion, advertising and publicity staffs of WBAL-TV Baltimore, joins Metromedia's WTTG-TV Washington as director of promotion and advertising. Mr. Norsworthy replaces Harry Moses, who has been named promotion manager for Metro TV Sales, New York.

Summer Pearl, general manager of WYFL Mineola, N. Y., joins WLSM Huntington, N. Y., as sales manager.

Ronald S. Friedwald, media director at Mogul, Williams & Saylor, appointed ratings manager for NBC, New York.

Peter M. Thornton, public relations director of Westinghouse-owned KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, named advertising and sales promotion director, succeeding David N. Lewis, recently appointed advertising and sales promotion manager for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. (Broadcasting, Dec. 2). Mr. Thornton joined KDKA-TV in 1955 as public relations director. He formerly was publicity and promotion manager for new defunct WENS Pittsburgh.

Six VP's have been elected at Gardner Adv., St. Louis. They are: Alexander M. Burrell, account executive, formerly on news staff of Akron (Ohio) Beacon Journal; Noel Digby, TV writer-producer and creative supervisor, formerly with J. Walter Thompson and WSM-AM-TV Nashville, Tenn.; Jack L. Helm Jr., assigned to Jack Daniel's Distilled Whiskey.
tillery and W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co. accounts; Ernest A. Heyler, also promoted to account supervisor on Sunray DX Oil Co., formerly with Cunningham & Walsh; J. Sartorius, creative merchandising director; and Philip R. Smith, personnel director.

Norm Hankoff, disc jockey at KCRA-AM-FM Sacramento, Calif., appointed to station's sales staff.

LeRoy V. Bertin, VP of Bernard B. Schnitzer Inc., San Francisco, advertising agency, appointed sales manager of WNDY Five Binghamton, N. Y., replacing Keith Dare, who has moved to similar post at KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif. Both stations are owned by Triangle Publications.

Frances Iger, assistant fashion publicity coordinator for J. P. Stevens & Co., joins Chirurg & Cairns, New York, as account executive.

Kurt B. Edelhofer appointed advertising manager of West Chemical Products Inc., Long Island City, N. Y.

Robert A. Martin, director of marketing administration for Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, promoted to director of marketing, succeeding Fred R. Haviland Jr., who earlier was elevated to vice president in charge of marketing and corporate planning. Mr. Martin has been with Schlitz for 11 years, chiefly in research, advertising and marketing.


Thomas J. Brown, formerly with WICC Bridgeport, Conn., joins New York office of National Time Sales as radio sales executive.

Roger W. Kiley, sales manager since 1961 for WHUT Anderson, Ind., joins WNDY Indianapolis in same capacity. Licensed to Radio One Five Hundred Inc., WNDY is scheduled to begin operations Jan. 1, 1964, on 1500 kc with 5 kw power. Douglas D. Kahle is president and Tom Howard, general manager.

Rollin P. Collins Jr. transfers to New York office of Peters, Griffin, Woodward from his TV account executive position in Chicago. James D. Devlin,
account executive with WJZ-TV Baltimore, succeeds Mr. Collins in Chicago.

John L. Southard Jr., VP and senior management officer at McCann-Erickson, New York, elected senior VP and member of management board.

Ronald K. Chute, previously product manager for marketing of pediatric diet supplements at Mead Johnson Laboratories, joins grocery products division of Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, as advertising manager. He will handle advertising plans for Purina Cat Chow, Purina Cat Litter, and instant and regular hot Ralston.

Louis A. Tripodi, director of corporate public relations program at Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, assumes added duties as manager of merchandising information and chairman of agency’s merchandising policy committee. Walter Thune, formerly of Advertising Distributors of America, joins K&E as merchandising executive.

Elizabeth Wardell joins Reach, McClintock & Co., New York, as copy supervisor. She previously was copy supervisor at Doherty, Clifford, Steers and Shenfield, New York.

Thomas S. Buchanan appointed assistant eastern sales manager at H-R Television, New York, succeeding J. Donald Howe, who moves up to assistant sales manager in charge of special projects. Messrs. Howe and Buchanan joined H-R last year will continue their regular sales responsibilities.

James M. Gilmore and Loretta Osiecki join copy staff of Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago. Mr. Gilmore formerly was with Campbell-Mithun and Miss Osiecki was with Leo Burnett Co.


Francis J. Litz, formerly production manager of Civic Education Service Inc., joins Guy L. Yolton, Washington advertising agency, as art and production manager.

Andrew Lucich, member of operations department of KNBC-TV Los Angeles, named coordinator of merchandising and special promotion.

Joseph H. Therrien named senior media director on Ralston Purina Co., Foremost Dairies and Mother’s Cakes & Cookies accounts at Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco. Diane Robinson, senior buyer, promoted to media supervisor on Ralston Purina account. Ann Rule, formerly buyer in San Francisco office of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, replaces Miss Robinson as senior buyer. William R. Wilson, buyer on GBB’s Foremost Dairies account, promoted to media supervisor on same account. Kathie De Haven, senior media buyer, assumes buying responsibilities on Foremost account.

Ray Cormier joins KHFM (FM) Los Angeles as director of station’s new marketing and merchandising effort.

Arthur A. Dailey, general advertising manager for Santa Fe Railroad, retired Nov. 30 after 25 years service with company. Santa Fe has been pioneer railway television sponsor.

Al Mackay, manager of San Francisco office of McGraw-Guild Co., radio-TV representatives, joins KFRC San Francisco as account executive.

THE MEDIA

Otis Lofthus, general manager of KJJO Stockton, Calif., elected president of Joseph Gamble Stations (KJJO, KJAY Sacramento and KLAN Lemoore, all California), succeeding Joseph E. Gamble, who died Nov. 29 of heart attack (see story page 86). Mr. Lofthus, 38, joined Gamble organization in 1951 as manager of sales department of KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif. (KCMJ was at that time a Gamble property, but was sold in 1954). He was appointed general manager of KJJO in 1953.

Fred L. Vance, formerly general manager of KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz., and KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M., assumes active management of KHOS Tucson, in which he holds majority interest.

William S. Cook, formerly VP and general manager of WDOV-AM-FM Dover, Del., elected vice president and general manager of WNRK Newark, Del.

Wayne Phelps, manager of KALG Alamogordo, N. M., named member of District 10 (Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming) of Mutual Affiliates Advisory Group, replacing Don Thomas, who resigned.

Norman Roslin named executive assistant to Lazar Emanuel, president of WJAZ-AM-FM Newark, N. J.

Bertram L. Weiland, account executive at WQXI Atlanta, appointed general manager of WAKE, that city.

Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcast Co. (Group W), named chairman of 1964 broadcasting drive for Radio Free Europe. Mr. McGannon held position for two previous years.

award. He will receive citation at Frank
lin Day banquet Jan. 17 at Bellevue
Stratford hotel in Philadelphia.

John D. Scheuer Jr., administrative
executive of broadcast division of Tri-
angle Publications Inc., named radio-
TV chairman of 1964 March of Dimes
for Greater Philadelphia area.

PROGRAMING

Joseph W. Durand, formerly produc-
tion manager of wndtv(tv) (educa-
tional ch. 13) Newark-New York and
executive producer at Teleprompter,
appointed director of programs and pro-
duction for Logos Ltd., Washington,
D. C., television production company.

Jane Friedmann, since 1958 respon-
sible for Epic classical artists and rep-
eroire for Columbia Records Interna-
tional, New York, promoted to man-
ger of classical artists and repertoire.
Miss Friedmann joined Columbia in
1954 in sales department.

Paul Kane, producer-director at
wnbc-tv New York, resigns to free-
lance in production and packaging of
variety, sports, documentary programs.

Bernard Wiesen, who recently re-
turned from Europe where he produced
and directed Fear No More, named as
associate producer on two 20th Century-
Fox TV series, Three in Manhattan and
Valentine's Day, to be made in associa-
tion with ABC-TV. Hal Kanter is ex-
ecutive producer.

John Green named music director for
36th annual Oscar show of Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Awards presentations will be carried
over combined radio and TV facilities
of American Broadcasting Company
April 13 from Santa Monica ( Calif.)
Civic Auditorium.

Harold A. Lipton, general counsel of
National General Corp., elected sec-
tary. NGC operates chain of theaters
and has plans in work for closed circ-
uit pay TV theater network to begin
operations next year.

Don Medford named director of first
episode of Solo, new series of hour-long
TV dramas starring Robert Vaughn as
undercover agent for international
crime-fighting organization that MGM-
TV will produce for use on NBC-TV in
1964-65. Norman Felton is executive
producer. Joyce Taylor is guest star in
initial episode, "The Vulcan Affair."

Ed Hider, formerly with wmes Bos-
ton, joins wns New York to host
Here's Hider (Monday-Saturday, 6-10
a.m.) beginning today (Dec. 9). Here's
Hider replaces The Dick Clayton Show
currently heard in same time slot.

Redd Hall, announcer with wemp
Milwaukee for past nine years, named
host of Monday-Saturday 6-9 a.m. Cof-
fee Club program. He replaces Bob
Larsen, who moves to WIND Chicago.

Hal Browne, engineer since 1944
with wmcn New York, appointed pro-
duction assistant.

Frank Smith, assistant music director
of wbbm Chicago, promoted to music
director, succeeding Caesar J.
Petrillo, who died Nov. 22 (Broad-
casting, Dec. 2).

Dick Hamlin, formerly of xtra Ti-
juana-San Diego, joins krod El Paso,
Tex., as air personality.

Tom Gries and Joel Freeman join
Richardieu Productions, New York, as
director and associate producer, respec-
tively, on company's new TV series,
The Reporter, which is being planned
for 1963-64 season on CBS-TV.

Bert I. Gordon is producing Take Me
to Your Leader, new half-hour visual
effects comedy series at MGM-TV for
broadcast next season on ABC-TV. Will
Hutches will be starred in series with
Dee J. Thompson portraying continuing
character of Miss Masterson.

NEWS

Newman P. Wells, assistant news di-
rector at wccc Fairfield, Conn., Re-
ginaud Wyche, news editor at wns New
York, and Robin Turkel, of New York
World Telegram and Sun, join news de-
partment of wcbs New York.

James Roberts, newsmen at kmtv
(tv) Omaha, named administrative as-
sistant to Representative Glenn Cun-
ningham (R-Nebo.), replacing Wayne
Bradley, who is leaving to become as-
sistant director of Republican Conser-
vational Committee.

Jerry Laird, Neal Chastain and Bill
Crago join staff of Clete Roberts News
show on khj-tv Los Angeles as assign-
ment editor, film editor and special re-
porter, respectively. Cameramen, who
are also reporters, are Joe Longe, Bill
Southworth, Chuck Stokes and Gordon
Fauman. Writer for news program is
John Randau, with Joe Saitta as pro-
duction assistant. Larry Hays, veteran
of special events and production at
khj-tv, is program's director.

Marvin Beier named director of
news-public affairs at krod El Paso, Tex.

Al Koski, formerly with Detroit
Times, joins wxyv Detroit news staff as
city-county editor.

Ben Chandler, newscaster at klgc-
fm Los Angeles, promoted to morn-
ing news editor. John Babcock, klgc
political editor, resigns to enter political
public relations field.

INTERNATIONAL

S. B. (Bud) Hayward appointed man-
ger of Canadian Marconi Co.'s broad-
cast division (fcpf-am-fm-tv Mon-
treal and fcfx short wave). Mr. Hay-
ward was formerly manager of fcpf-
am-fm and assistant manager of broad-
cast division. He joined company in
1960 as fcpf-tv's program manager.

Monica Mary Brennan, formerly
with Foster Adv. and MacLaren Adv.,
both Toronto, joins London office of

Christmas Seals
mean happier homes
& healthier people

Christmas Seals
Fight Tuberculosis
and other
Respiratory Diseases
Grant Adv., as personal assistant to Geoffrey S. Goodyear, chairman and managing director of Grant Advertising Ltd. Barbara J. Ogden, formerly with Bozell & Jacobs, Kansas City, joins Grant's London public relations staff.

**FANFARE**

Gerald M. Goldberg appointed to new post of director of public relations and special projects at wins New York. Mr. Goldberg formerly operated his own firm, Publicity Organization, and joined wins in September 1962 as public relations director.

Dan Sochko joins WLOL Minneapolis as sales promotion and public relations director.

**EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING**


Clarence B. Finn, general sales manager of Admiral Sales Corp., Chicago, elected VP-independent distributors.


Charles E. Kuivinen appointed microwave tube produce manager of Electra Megadyne Inc., Los Angeles.

Thomas W. Hinson, former plans and programs manager of aircraft and missile field operations division of Lear Siegler Service Inc., appointed general manager of company's new STV Service division, to provide installations and maintenance for Subscription Television, pay-TV service scheduled to commence in Los Angeles and San Francisco in summer of 1964. New STV Service division of Lear Siegler has its home office at 2526 Broadway, Santa Monica, Calif., building which also is headquar- ters for group of people from Reuben H. Donnelley Inc., assigned to handle marketing and billing for STV Service.

John B. Ledbetter, engineer with Saturn S-II space program, resigns to devote full time to Broadcast Engineer- ing Services, Buena Park, Calif. Company, formed in 1960 as spare-time venture, deals primarily with sales of used equipment and includes consulting activities.

Bruce Bradway, former assistant director of creative department of E. F. MacDonald Co., joins consumer products division of Philco Corp., Philadelphia, as merchandising specialist.

Edward C. Bertolet, VP of Behman-Invar Electronics Corp., and S. H. (Penny) Bellue, director of corporate procurement for Packard Bell Electronics Corp., elected board chairman and executive committee chairman, respectively, of Western Electronic Show and Convention (WESCON).

Dr. Lloyd P. Smith, research director of Philco Corp.'s aeronautics division in Philadelphia and Newport Beach, Calif., elected vice president. He succeeds David B. Smith, vice president-research director, who becomes advisor on scientific and research matters to Philco President C. E. Beck.

John A. Johnson, general counsel of National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- tration since its inception in 1958, appointed director of international arrangements for Communications Satellite Corp., Washington.

**ALLIED FIELDS**

Robert Lewis Shayon, TV editor of The Saturday Review, will serve on faculty of Stanford University's Department of Communications for winter quarter (January-March). Mr. Shayon will conduct seminar in broadcasting and film from 7:30-9:30 p.m. Wednesday evenings and confer with students and faculty on problems in the field.

**DEATHS**

Samuel Earl Moreland, 49, station manager of WMCT(TV) Memphis, Tenn., died Nov. 30 there after illness of several weeks. Mr. Moreland joined WMCT Memphis, AM affiliate of WMCT in 1936 as announcer. Following service with Armed Forces Radio during World War II, Mr. Moreland returned to WMCT as production manager in 1946, became commercial manager of WMCT in 1950 and station manager in 1954.

Joseph E. Gamble, 46, president and owner of KJOY Stockton, KJAY Sacramento and KLAN Lemoore, all Califor- nia, died Nov. 29 of heart attack at El Dorado Street office of KJOY. Mr. Gamble entered broadcast field in 1950 with purchase of KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif. He has since owned and operated KJAX Santa Rosa and KWIP Merced, both California (see Week's Headliners, page 10).

Charles Bailey Axton, 53, board chairman of KTOP Broadcasting Inc. (KTOP-AM-FM Topeka, Kan.), died Dec. 5 in a Topeka hospital. Mr. Axton was operated on Nov. 14 for brain tumor and had never regained consciousness.

Adolph J. Schneider, 51, formerly news and special events director for NBC, died Dec. 3 in Boston. Mr.
Schneider was motion picture production supervisor at Magna Film Productions, that city. At NBC he produced such shows as The Camel News Caravan, American Forum of the Air, March of Medicine and The Bob Considine Show. He left NBC in 1958.

Antemas F. Berner, 59, president and owner of Antigo Broadcasting Co., licensee of WATK Antigo, Wis., died Nov. 27 in San Francisco after illness of several months. Mr. Berner also was owner and publisher of Antigo Journal.

Timothy Ian Parker, 46, Associated Press chief of bureau for North and South Carolina, died Nov. 27 at Memorial Hospital in Charlotte after undergoing heart surgery. Mr. Parker joined AP at Lincoln, Neb., in 1939.

Dr. Vilem Zwillinger, 66, financial executive who formerly served as president of Motion Picture Management Inc. and Film Ventures Inc., both New York, died Nov. 24 in that city.

Abe Liss, 47, partner in Elektra Film Productions, New York, died Dec. 1 at Madison Avenue Hospital, that city.

Roland John Kemp, 62, deputy director of engineering and research for Marconi Co. Ltd., Chelmsford, Essex, England, died Nov. 22 there. Mr. Kemp joined Marconi in 1917 and served as engineer-in-charge of TV research from 1930 to 1939. He became deputy engineering-in-chief of firm in 1954 and was appointed deputy director of engineering and research last January.

Robert Watson, assistant engineering supervisor of WJZ-AM-FM Newark, N. J., died Nov. 23 there.

John E. Hill, program development manager and public service director of KTRK-TV Houston, died Nov. 29 in that city after short illness. Mr. Hill had been member of KTRK-TV staff since station went on air November 20, 1954.

Karyn Kupcinet, 23, TV actress and daughter of Irv Kupcinet, Chicago columnist, was found murdered Nov. 30 in her Hollywood, Calif., apartment. Miss Kupcinet, who recently appeared on Jerry Lewis TV show, had also appeared in segments of The Red Skelton Show, U. S. Steel Hour, Gertrude Berg and Donna Reed shows, Hawaiian Eye and Surfside Six. Los Angeles police indicated that she had died Nov. 28, two days before her body was found, of strangulation by unknown person.

Don Hudson, 45, senior TV producer, and John Langdon, 34, assistant director of TV operations for Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, were killed Nov. 29 in Trans-Canada Air Lines DC-8 jet crash near Montreal. They had been working on special bilingual programs in Montreal. Mr. Hudson joined Canadian Broadcasting Corp. in 1952 and was named supervising producer of light entertainment that year. He had produced Wayne and Shuster comedy show, but left it this season to work on bilingual specials.

Belle Forbes-Gutter, 85, opera star who was once known as "first lady of radio" in Chicago, died Nov. 26 at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital in Hollywood.

Fred Utal, 55, veteran radio announcer and TV performer, died Nov. 28 at Lenox Hill Hospital in New York. Mr. Utal's radio career began in 1920's as staff announcer with CBS. He appeared on such early radio programs as Mr. District Attorney, March of Time, Cavalcade of America, We Love and Learn and Consumer Quiz, and Martin Kane, The Fight of the Week, The Edge of Night and Q.E.D. quiz program on television.

Dorothy Donnell Calhoun, 74, who in 1935 wrote and produced radio programs in Washington as assistant to Labor Secretary Frances Perkins, died Dec. 3 at Memorial Hospital in Bath, Me. She retired in 1940 to live in New Canaan, Conn., and in 1960 moved to Maine, her birthplace.

Phil Baker, 67, comedian, accordionist and one-time radio quizmaster, died Nov. 30 after long illness at his home in Copenhagen, Denmark. Mr. Baker began his career as vaudeville entertainer in 1920's and made his first radio appearance in 1933 with his own Sunday evening program. Six years later he left radio, to return in 1942 as master of ceremonies of Take It or Leave It, quiz show broadcast over CBS Radio network. In 1948 Mr. Baker was master of ceremonies of short-lived giveaway radio show, Everybody Wins. He retired from show business in 1955 and he and his Danish-born wife, Irmgard, moved to Copenhagen.

Memorial service for Mack

Memorial service for Richard A. Mack, 53, former FCC commissioner who died in Miami Nov. 26 (Broadcasting, Dec. 2), was conducted Dec. 3 by The Reverend Albert E. Taylor, pastor of St. David's Episcopal Church in Arlington, Va., at Arlington Chapel. Mr. Mack, a retired Lt. Colonel in U. S. Army, was buried immediately following the services at Arlington National Cemetery. Among those attending the memorial service were his former wife, Susan Stovall Mack Pittman, and their daughter, Susan, and FCC Commissioners Rosel Hyde, Robert E. Lee and Robert T. Bartley.

**AMCI antennas for TV and FM**

- Omnidirectional TV and FM Transmitting Antennas
- Directional TV and FM Transmitting Antennas
- Tower-mounted TV and FM Transmitting Antennas
- Standby TV and FM Transmitting Antennas
- Diplexers
- Vestigial Sideband Filters
- Coaxial Switches and Transfer Panels
- Power Dividers and other Fittings

Write for information and catalog.

**ALFORD Manufacturing Company**

299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
FOR THE RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting Nov. 27 through Dec. 4 and based on filings, authorizations and other actions of the FCC during that period.

This department includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules and standards changes, routine roundup of other commission activity.

Abbreviations: DA—directional antenna. CP—construction permit. ERP—effective radiated power. VHF—very high frequency. UHF—ultra high frequency. -ant., -ara., -ural—visual, kW, kilowatts. -verts, -cycles, -day, -night. LS—local station. mod.—modification. trans.—transmitter. uni.—unlimited hours. kilo—kilocycles. SCA—subdivision communications authorization. STA—special service authorization. SSA—specified hours. education—Announced.

New AM stations

New FM stations

APPLICATIONS

Pompano Beach, Fla.—WLOD Inc. 102.7 mc, channel 274, 31.84 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 126 feet. F. O. address Box 920, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Estimated construction cost $25,000; first year operating cost $24,000; revenue $36,000. Applicant is licensee of WJPO Pompano Beach. Action Dec. 4.

Savannah, Ga.—WEAS Inc. 93.1 mc, channel 228, 100 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 159 feet. F. O. address 126 West Taylor St., Savannah, Ga. Estimated construction cost $27,044; first year operating cost $15,102; revenue $23,420. Each principal is 50% owner; also own communications equipment firm.

APPLICANTS


Terre Haute, Ind.—Radio WHOB Inc. 107.5 mc, channel 198, 46.3 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 183.5 feet. F. O. address & view, 111. Estimated construction cost $15,684; first year operating cost $1,300; no estimated revenue. Applicant is licensee of WHOB Terre Haute. Action Ann. Dec. 4.

Frankfort, Ind.—WBFM Inc. 104.9 mc, channel 228, 295 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 210 feet. F. O. address 106 East Main Street, Frankfort. Estimated construction cost $27,068; first year operating cost $25,870; revenue $39,090. Applicants: Edgar E. Hume Jr., Alice S. Hume, Edward C. O'Rear II and Eleanor O'Rear (each 25%). All are connected with Frankfort businesses. Action Ann. Dec.

Rolla, Mo.—Des Moines broadcasters. 94.3 mc, channel 223, 2.82 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 250 feet. F. O. address & view. Estimated construction cost $12,313; first year operating cost $3,000; revenue $8,500. Applicant is licensee of KCLD Rolla. Ann. Dec. 4.


Toms River, N. J.—Liebemeyer Family Broadcasters. 92.7 mc, channel 224, 3 kw, Ant. height above average terrain 300 feet. F. O. address & Melvyn Liebemeyer, 814 Main Street, Point Pleasant, N. J. Estimated construction cost $21,600; first year operating cost $9,889; revenue $30,000.

Max Liebemeyer owns hotel and his son, Melvyn, is electronics salesman. Ann. Dec. 4.

Existing FM stations

APPLICATION

WPGC-FM Oakland, Md.—Granted mod. of license to change designation of station to WSKJ (93.3). Action Nov. 27.

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED

WIFE-FM Indianapolis-Star Stations of Indiana Inc. Changed from WISH-FM.

APPLICATION

KSHS (FM) Crestwood, Mo.—To change frequency from 154.7 mc, channel 399, change station location from Callaway-145 St. Louis and change studio location. Ann. Nov. 29.

Ownership changes


KVOE-TF O'Farrill, Ariz.—Granted transfer of control of licensee corporation, Pan American Radio Corp., to Ralph Exmonds, Pomona, Calif., and James P. Colby of WAOK Atlanta. Action Nov. 27.

Great Valley Broadcasting Co., to parent corporation, Hereues Broadcasting Co. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 27.

Kengo FUQ Inc., of California, assignment of license from Myren J. Kammerer, Edward J. Fertial and Melvyn B. Gazarian (each 15%). d/b/a as Aspen Broadcasting Co. to, Mr. Gazarian (50%) and William R. Van Deen (50%), transactions, Dunaway, Calif. Action Nov. 27.

WMSW-WBRA Montgomery, Ala.—Granted assignment of license from Myren J. Kammerer, Edward J. Fertial and Melvyn B. Gazarian (each 15%), d/b/a as Aspen Broadcasting Co. to, Mr. Gazarian (50%) and William R. Van Deen (50%), transactions, Dunaway, Calif. Action Nov. 27.

WOC Evansville, Ind. —Granted assignment of license from Myren J. Kammerer, Edward J. Fertial and Melvyn B. Gazarian (each 15%), d/b/a as Aspen Broadcasting Co. to, Mr. Gazarian (50%) and William R. Van Deen (50%), transactions, Dunaway, Calif. Action Nov. 27.

Call Lettersassigned

WIFE Indianapolis-Star Stations of Indiana Inc. Changed from WISH.

WVCP Apopka, Fla.—Granted assignment of license from Robert C. Richardson, Cristina B., Eleanor K. and Fred L. Adair, and Agnes Kuhn (each 18 1/3%), d/b/a Adair Charities Inc., to Tom H. Moffit (100%). Consideration $2,500. Moffit owns advertising agency. Action Nov. 27.

WXIV-Windermere, Fla.—Granted assignment of license from Latham Broadcasting Inc., d/b/a Orange County Broadcasting Co., to Theodore G. Bollman, Hardy V. Hargrove and Ross E. Van Dellen (each 33.39%), tr/aas American Homes Stations Inc. Construction $75,000. Bollman owns apartment building in Chicago. Action Nov. 27.

WAMC Atlanta—Granted assignment of license from Don Mitchell's WLAG Inc., to Mitchell Broadcasting Co., to Clarke Broadcasting Corp., owned by H. Randolph Holder and John T. Lloyd Sr. (each 50%).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JANSKY &amp; BAILEY</td>
<td>Offices and Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. D. Ring &amp; Associates</td>
<td>42 Years' Experience in Radio Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.</td>
<td>Consulting Engineers Radio-Television Communications-Electronic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEAR &amp; KENNEDY</td>
<td>1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM B. CARR</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL RADIO SPECIALISTS</td>
<td>Applications and Field Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES C. McNARY</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer National Press Bldg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAUTNEY &amp; JONES</td>
<td>CONSULTING ENGINEERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. H. Carr &amp; Associates</td>
<td>Consulting Radio &amp; Television Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEAR &amp; KENNEDY</td>
<td>1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. E. Smith</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer 8200 Snowville Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM B. CARR</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMETT &amp; EDISON</td>
<td>Consulting Radio Engineers Box 68, International Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. EARL CULLUM, JR.</td>
<td>Consulting Engineers INWOOD POST OFFICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER</td>
<td>9208 Wyoming Pl., Hiland 4-7010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILLIMAN, MOFFET &amp; KOWALSKI</td>
<td>1405 G St., N.W. Republic 7-6646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. E. Smith</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer 8200 Snowville Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIR N. JAMES</td>
<td>Consulting Radio Engineers 345 Colorado Blvd.—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES C. McNARY</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer National Press Bldg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM B. CARR</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL RADIO SPECIALISTS</td>
<td>Applications and Field Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES C. McNARY</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer National Press Bldg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER</td>
<td>9208 Wyoming Pl., Hiland 4-7010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL RADIO SPECIALISTS</td>
<td>Applications and Field Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. D. Ring &amp; Associates</td>
<td>42 Years’ Experience in Radio Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.</td>
<td>Consulting Engineers Radio-Television Communications-Electronic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEAR &amp; KENNEDY</td>
<td>1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM B. CARR</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMETT &amp; EDISON</td>
<td>Consulting Radio Engineers Box 68, International Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. EARL CULLUM, JR.</td>
<td>Consulting Engineers INWOOD POST OFFICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER</td>
<td>9208 Wyoming Pl., Hiland 4-7010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL RADIO SPECIALISTS</td>
<td>Applications and Field Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. D. Ring &amp; Associates</td>
<td>42 Years’ Experience in Radio Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.</td>
<td>Consulting Engineers Radio-Television Communications-Electronic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEAR &amp; KENNEDY</td>
<td>1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM B. CARR</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMETT &amp; EDISON</td>
<td>Consulting Radio Engineers Box 68, International Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. EARL CULLUM, JR.</td>
<td>Consulting Engineers INWOOD POST OFFICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER</td>
<td>9208 Wyoming Pl., Hiland 4-7010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL RADIO SPECIALISTS</td>
<td>Applications and Field Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. D. Ring &amp; Associates</td>
<td>42 Years’ Experience in Radio Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.</td>
<td>Consulting Engineers Radio-Television Communications-Electronic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEAR &amp; KENNEDY</td>
<td>1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM B. CARR</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMETT &amp; EDISON</td>
<td>Consulting Radio Engineers Box 68, International Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. EARL CULLUM, JR.</td>
<td>Consulting Engineers INWOOD POST OFFICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER</td>
<td>9208 Wyoming Pl., Hiland 4-7010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KIFI Idaho Falls, Idaho.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, James M. Gordon, and Eastern Idaho Broadcasting & Television Co. to John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

WGLT-TV Harrisburg, Ill.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, Jon. M. Gordon, and John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

KFI-AFM Los Angeles, Calif.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, Jon. M. Gordon, and John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

KFWF Las Vegas, Nev.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, Jon. M. Gordon, and John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

WMAT-FM Milwaukee, Wis.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, Jon. M. Gordon, and John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

WJKY-FM Kenosha, Wis.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, Jon. M. Gordon, and John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

WSIL-TV Alton, Ill.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, Jon. M. Gordon, and John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

WCMX-FM Kansas City, Mo.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, Jon. M. Gordon, and John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

WMAC-FM Natchez, Miss.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, Jon. M. Gordon, and John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

WJAV-FM Waukesha, Wis.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, Jon. M. Gordon, and John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

WJDL-FM Jackson, Miss.—Granted assignment of license from J. Robb, Jon. M. Gordon, and John W. Brown (each 25%), and Leo U. Higham and John W. Brown, Jr., (75%), as partners in WPTF, Inc. Consideration $160,000. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

KWTR-FM Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Granted transfer of control of licensee corporation, Outer Radio Inc., from John C. Cooper, Jr. (100%) to James W. Harris (100%). Approval of transfer of control. No financial consideration involved. Mr. Harris is attorney. Ann. Dec. 4.

KCBK Dardanelle, Ark.—Seeks relinquishment of positive control of permittee corporation, Central Arkansas Broadcasting Co., to improve potential franchise. William C. Murphy (each 30%), R. L. Schubert (15%), and B. W. Byrd (5%) owned by Mr. Murphy. No financial consideration involved. Also see KDKA Oak- land, Calif., and KDAY Dallas, Texas.

KZOA-AM Oakland, Calif.—Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, KICA Inc., from Gordon Sherman and others, d/b/a KZOA-AM, to Mason A. Loundy (20%) and Egmont Sonderling (25%) to WOPA Inc., owned by same individuals, to improve potential franchise. No financial consideration involved. Also see KDKA Oak- land, Calif., and KDAY Dallas, Texas.

KDAY Dallas, Texas.—Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, KICA Inc., from Gordon Sherman and others, d/b/a KZOA-AM, to Mason A. Loundy (20%) and Egmont Sonderling (25%) to WOPA Inc., owned by same individuals, to improve potential franchise. No financial consideration involved. Also see KDKA Oak- land, Calif., and KZOA-AM Oakland, Calif.

KXCF Long Beach, Calif. —Ann. Dec. 4.—Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, Pacific Ocean City Inc. (80%) to parent corporation, Pacific Seaboard Land Co. (20%) to improve potential franchise. Also see KDKA Oakland, Calif., and KZOA-AM Oakland, Calif.

WBSR Sandbergsville, Ga.—Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, WMAT-FM (B) Inc., owned by William J. Thomas, Jr. (80%) and Robert L. Bundt (20%) to J. William, John E. and Dottie D. Denny, to improve potential franchise. No financial consideration involved. Also see WSNT Savannah, Ga., and WBRW Waynesboro, Ga., both owned by the same individuals.

WBWN Pensacola, Fla.—Seeks transfer of ownership of station, WMCF (B) Inc., owned by Samuel M. Solomon (15%), Mrs. R. L. Best (40%), Robert F. Crow, Jr. (5%), George H. Blankenship (25%), and John H. Crumley (20%), to United Broadcasters Inc., to improve potential franchise. Mr. Solomon is attorney. Consideration $2,250,000. Action Nov. 29.

WAFB Baton Rouge, La.—Seeks assignment of license from Modern Broadcasting Co. of Baton Rouge, Baton-Roanoke, Inc., to Modern Broadcasting Corp.; Modern's majority owner is F. Martin M. Hillyer, Jr. (second owner is WJZ, Inc., owned by Robert W. Storer). Ownership control of station will be transferred from Best Foods Inc. to Modern. Also see KDIA Oakland, Calif., and KTMN Mankato, Minn.

WATE-KXJ Knoxville, Tenn.—Seeks assignment of license from Christian Broadcasting Foundation, Inc., owned by Robert E. Cobbs and James R. Denny (each 10%), to United Broadcasters Inc.; Roanoke Rapids Radio Corp. (70.6%) and the John W. Fowke Family (29.4%) as trustees of the Fowke Children's Trust. Consideration $21,849. Applicants own background music service. Action Nov. 29.


WMAM Washington, D.C.—Seeks assignment of license from Carl V. Venters, Jr. (50%), to Dorothy O. Whittles, executrix of estate of Mr. Whittles, deceased. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

WJBF-TV Augusta, Ga.—Seeks assignment of license from Carl V. Venters, Jr. (50%), to WJBF Broadcasting Co., to Vantage Communications, Inc., to Robert E. Cobbs and James R. Denny (each 10%), as trustees of the Fowke Children's Trust. Consideration $21,849. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

WBTW-FM Norfolk, Va.—Seeks assignment of license from Carl V. Venters, Jr. (50%), to WBTW Broadcasting Co., to WBTW Broadcasting Co., to Robert E. Cobbs and James R. Denny (each 10%), as trustees of the Fowke Children's Trust. Consideration $21,849. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 29.

KFOM-FM Kenton, Ohio.—Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, WAKO-FM Inc., to Lyle T. Kromm, (25%) and L. S. Wilbur, (75%) under the name WRWR-FM Inc. Consideration $102,900. Mr. Fenn is general manager of both companies. Action Nov. 29.

WJAT-FM Jackson, Miss.—Seeks assignment of license from Raymond W. Fields, Oathel B. Hall and William M. Baker (each 33 1/3%). Consideration $69,900. Mr. Baker is president. Also see WRBF Pender Broadcasting Inc., owned by same persons in same percentages. No financial consideration involved. Ann. Dec. 4.
Analysis of the document content:

**Hearing cases**

**INITIAL DECISIONS**

- Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue issued initial decision looking toward granting of noncommercial Westerly Broadcasting Corp. for new AM on 910 kc. DA-2, in, in Mishawaka, Ind. Action Dec. 2.
- Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Easton Broadcasting Co. to change operation of WKMD Easton, Md., on 1460 kc. from 500 w-W, to 1 kw-W, 500 w-N. DA-2; conditioned that presunrise operations would be limited pending final decision in Doc. 14419. Action Nov. 28.
- Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Muncie Broadcasting Corp. for new AM on 990 kc. 250 w-D, in Muncie, Ind. condition. Action Nov. 28.

**OTHER ACTIONS**

- Commission gives notice that Oct. 9 initial decision which looked toward disapproval of applications of The Y T Corp. for new FM on 99.3 mc in Palo Alto, Calif., and terminating proceeding, became effective Nov. 28 pursuant to Sect. 1.153 of rules. Action Dec. 4.
- Commission gives notice that Oct. 7 initial decision which looked toward disapproval of applications of The Northern Indiana Radio Corp. (now Westerly Broadcasting Co. (WKTG), for new FM in Willimantic, Conn. (in air) to 473 kc., ERP 586 kw, height from 475 feet to 530 feet, became effective Nov. 28 pursuant to Sect. 1.153 of rules. Action Nov. 27.
- Commission gives notice that Oct. 7 initial decision which looked toward disapproval of applications of The Y T Corp. for new FM on 99.3 mc in Palo Alto, Calif., and terminating proceeding, became effective Nov. 28 pursuant to Sect. 1.153 of rules. Action Nov. 27.

**BROADCASTING, December 9, 1963**

**OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VHF</th>
<th>UHF</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncommercial</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licensed (all on air)</td>
<td>3,844</td>
<td>1,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's on air (new stations)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's not on air (new stations)</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total authorized stations</td>
<td>4,029</td>
<td>1,222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for new stations (in hearing)</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for new stations (in hearing)</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for new stations</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes (not in hearing)</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes (in hearing)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for major changes</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licenses deleted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Continued on page 96]
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE—Monday preceding publication date.)

- SITUATIONS WANTED 20¢ per word—$2.00 minimum
- HELP WANTED 25¢ per word—$2.00 minimum.
- DISPLAY ads $2.00 per inch—STATIONS FOR SALE, WANTED TO BUY STATIONS & EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES advertise without charge display spaces.
- All other classifications, 30¢ per word—$4.00 minimum.
- No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, D. C., 20036.

APPLICANTS: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, 1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. BROADCASTING expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help Wanted—Management

Manager for medium market radio, $15,000.00 to $20,000.00, California. Write long career letters. Include samples of your sales presentations, brochures, rate cards, how you run a sales staff, program ideas, picture of you and your wife. All confidential. We will not approach your present employer. Box N-844, BROADCASTING.

Exceptional opportunity for station manager on sales and promotion. Fine western market-old established music station. Good salary plus percentage of gross or profit. Full details to Box P-13, BROADCASTING.

Manager for small market deep south 5 KW. Prefer 1st phone. Emphasis on sales. Possibility of buying interest for right party. Box P-46, BROADCASTING.

Manager wanted for single station West Tennessee market. No high salary or drew artists wanted. Income is here for man who can program station for me and I will help you advance. Will consider top salesman or sales manager ready to manage station. Box P-116, BROADCASTING.

Manager to launch new South Jersey coastal AM station, Box P-129, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—Sales

Detroit—Immediate opening for solid salesman-sales manager, role of management, top station multiple chain. Good starting salary. Box P-169, BROADCASTING.


Two ambitious salesmen. One for metropolitan market and one for medium-size. Box P-128, BROADCASTING.

Radio salesman for 10 kw station in South-east. Experienced, mature man. Send resume, references and photo. Box P-146, BROADCASTING.

Sales opportunity. Experienced salesman should earn $8,000 first year. 10 to 12 thousand second year selling excellent product with good rate card. Station enjoys high prestige in single station market. You'll have good people with which to work, sales training if needed, job security and fringe benefits. Station will help find suitable housing. Family man will find wonderful place to work, with good income in good community. We will consider present part time salesman wanting full time sales. Send resume to: Dale Low, KNCM, Moberly, Missouri.

Top dollar for top salesman for station in city of over 40,000. Interested only in settled, married good character who wants permanent job with growing chain. Advertising or engineering helpful, not required. Hamilton Masters WAJF-DeCatur, Alabama.

Wanted sales manager, Louisville market top 40 daytime and 8 evening stations. Aggressive must be willing to work for his future. Must have some college and at least two years radio selling experience. Call or write Woody Dulany at WOWI, New Albany, Indiana.

Salesmen and sales executives. May we help you relocate? Six-hundred station contacts. WTVM, General Manager, 6820 Tenth Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 55417.

Announcers

Are you a young radio announcer with a mature voice, some commercial experience, and a desire to join a good medium market station? Here's a chance. We're looking for someone who would be happy to work with us. We have a good list of paid jobs. Send resume in confidence to Box N-245, BROADCASTING.

Top voice and air personality combined with a first class ticket. Need two men for Midwest market. $300.00 to $500.00 to start. Want men who sound good, and also are good copy writers, photo, technicians, etc., with lots of references. No drifters—this is a long term position with top company. Box N-245, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-dJ, for afternoon shift. Must be able to conduct a good popular music show, not a script. We're able to attract the adult and teen-age audience with a good personable voice, at least 5' tall. Salary including car and room. Station located in South Carolina on coast. Box P-46, BROADCASTING.

Morning announcer for east coast metropolitan adultTop station. Experience required. Send tape and resume to Box P-42, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer needed immediately for midwest metro-market good music station. Must have voice and commercial delivery. Will consider only those desiring immediate employment. Box P-46, BROADCASTING.

Disc jockey for top rated New England station. Send resume, tape, and salary requirements to Box P-18, BROADCASTING.

Newman for radio-television in New England—send news writing samples, photo, resume and tape to Box P-89, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Swing into open slots at night and drive morning, afternoon show. Send resume and tape and first letter to Box P-71, BROADCASTING.

On the way up? Midwest, 5 kw 100,000 city needs mid-salary open. Tape with commercials and music show to Box P-89, BROADCASTING.

CBS fulltimer in large metropolitan market, Southeast, adopting modern (not rock) musical format. Need lively, bright, personal, dj's and experienced newswoman. Send tape, resume, salary requirements to Box P-83, BROADCASTING.

Talented, enthusiastic professionals wanted. Morning man $8600—10000; specialist in creative production spots $7500—8500; afternoon man $5500—6500; top news women—liberal pay; draw against commission. We established station will give applicants from the Carolinas, Virginia, Southeast. Tell all, sell all first hand. With air check to Box P-196, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Four station chain needs combination dj-program director, strong on news delivery, 1st phone preferred. Also need two djs capable of production and strong news. Opportunity with top multiple station group on West Coast. Send tape, picture, references, salary requirements, first letter. Box P-107, BROADCASTING.

Are your production the kind other deejays admire? Airwork the kind other deejays admire? All interested write to Box N-121, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for man interested in news with announcing background. Texas station looking for young man with desire to improve. Box P-143, BROADCASTING.

KLMR, Lamar, Colorado within 30 days to be on the air. Young tape and experienced announcer. First phone necessary. Contact Kent Roberts, KLML.

KSON, San Diego's first and only c&w station expanding air personality staff. Need tape and resume immediately. KSON, U. S. Grant Hotel, San Diego 1, Calif.

Farm director-announcer wanted. Good salary. Write KTOE, Mankato, Minn.

Announcers—Cont'd

If you are a young, aggressive announcer and keep your air personality fresh, we want you now. Top-rated operation in Illinois. Send tape and complete resume to: Box P-114, BROADCASTING.

Farm director-announcer wanted. Good salary. Write KTOE, Mankato, Minn.

Announcer for suburban Maryland. Young, inexperienced. Send resume and tape immediately to WASA, Havre De Grace, Md.


Announcer, live, swing, personality, top 40 operation WHSL, Wilmington, N. C.

Mature announcer who can handle some sales or office work. Strictly adult independent station. Send tape resume to Ron Wilson WJCM Sebring, Fla. No phone calls. All applications answered.


Have opening for announcer for adult music station. Must have good voice and experience. Send tape, resume and photo. WLAK, Lakeland, Fla.

Stable announcer, with 1st class ticket needed for evening shift. New facilities, established station, good salary, South Florida coastal city. Send resume, tape, salary requirements to WNOG, Naples, Florida.

Excellent opportunity for experienced announcer. Good downtown station, established, good atmosphere. Write Program Director, WOX-AM-FM, Davenport, Iowa.
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Announcers—(Cont’d)

One of the Nation’s top C-W stations has an immediate opening for an experienced, mature commercial copy writer. Must know and believe in country music. Send tape and complete resume to W4KQ, Box 317F, Jackson-
ville, Fla. 32209.


Announcers! All states. Tapes to Darden Associates, Box 231, Roosevelt, N. Y., 121- TW6-1245.

Need sharp boardman for tight format non- rock, air punched and on time. Must be neat, write and delivery. Call "Mitch" 402-341-9700.

Better radio or TV jobs. Six hundred station contacts through one application. Write: Broadcasting, Box 100, Wewoka, Oklahoma. W5417.

Technical

Regular staff opening coming up January for first-ticket combo. Colorado kilowatt moving into California. Must be very both maintenance and announcing. Good work references essential. Box P-96, BROADCASTING.

WANTED: Chief engineer. Experienced, capa- ble of handling new equipment. Good climate, good position. Send resume and salary requirements to WBW. Box P-55, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Chief engineer, first class ticket only, experience not necessary, only willingness to learn, 5 kw-directure. Send complete resume and minimum salary immediately to Box P-76, BROADCASTING.

WANTED: Chief Engineer to do all main- tenance and remote for full time AM sta- tion on Tenth Avenue South, Miami, Florida. Send resume on or before February 1, 1963 to BMIB Box 910, Roswell, New Mexico.

Wanted: First phone engineer with experi- ence in all types of studio and automation. Good salary. Send resume to BMIB Box 100, Wewoka, Oklahoma.

Chief engineer needed for fully equipped station. 1000 watt, non-directional day, 500 watt directional night. Have applied for 50 kw. Position includes all this and a vast amount of audio equipment in three studios. Send resume to BMIB. Contactte: Mr. E. B. Beydush. WLPM, Suffolk, Va.

Immediate opening in South central Penn- sylvania college town for combination man. Must be top quality engineer and intelligent, adult commercial announcer for morning board work, send tape, picture, reference, resume, salary requirements to WSHIP, Box 1480 Shippensburg, Pennsylvania.

Licensed combo men, investigate job oppor- tunities. Write: Broadcast Employment Service, 4050 Fifth Avenue South, Min-neapolis, Minnesota, 55417

Production Programming & Others

Need both experienced news director and dj. Want mature voices. Good pay. Send tape, resume to BOX N-186, BROADCASTING.

Wanted—farm director, newswoman, midwest. Age no factor. Box P-9, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Bright, sharp production man in major radio outlet. Ideas for unique commercial presentation, preparing spec copy; updating existing copy, can use record and transcriptions in selling. Can you THINK? You’ve got a job! Box P-12, BROADCAST-ING.

Copywriter for east coast adult music sta- tion in metropolitan market. Send particular- ies to Box P-83, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Continued

Experienced announcer-copy writer who can also double in newscasting in rich midwest metro-market. Versatility with ma- ture presentation desired. This is a good music station. Only one opening. Send full salary, employment application. Box P-96, BROADCASTING.

Night news editor for top news station in New England and medium market resort city. Experience necessary. Box P-127, BROADCASTING.


Immediate opening for news director, up to $140 a week starting salary plus hos- pitalization, life insurance program and ex- pense allowance. Six day week, long hours. DA-dj will have an assistant on time. Tape must be supplied. Apply W WHQ, Box 427, Kingston, N. Y.

Situations WANTED—Management

Seasoned pro! 15 years general manager competitive market. Flawless record, N-187, BROADCASTING.

General Manager—Seventeen years in radio equipment sales, audio and video, to room small-market independent network market including group operation. Successful local sales record. Worked with top reps on national sales. Nine years Man- ager: remainder as Sales Manager, P.D., News Director, talent. Best references. Box P-4, BROADCASTING.

15 years all around radio. Desire position with station offering opportunity in man- agement. Currently employed in highly com- petitive market as newsman. Box P-58, BROADCASTING.

Qualified to manage. Eight years experience in AM and FM. References, New York State only. Box P-76, BROADCASTING.

Manager: Presently employed sales manager 5000 watt AM-FM. Management experience. New York State only. Box P-78, BROADCASTING.

Unusually well-qualified broadcaster available for management position within the next 60 days. This man has 15 years solid experience in large-market operation. Box P-89, BROADCASTING.

Small market manager desires change. I am currently employed in our business monthly plus doing sales promotion, station promotion, managing and writing of PD copy. Prefer Midwest, or Wisconsin. Box P-113, BROADCASTING.

General management wanted in good town to live and raise family, all around radio man, completely experienced, especially sales. Box P-123, BROADCASTING.

Available: General manager with experience—profit making the record—well quali- fied. Box P-128, BROADCASTING.

Sales mgr. with one of the fastest growing Negro radio stations. All. Finest references local & national, heavy background, move planned with pres- ent owner due to unavoidable conflict. Box P-131, BROADCASTING.

Sales manager presently managing, heavy sales ties, national metro- politan. Have top references & contacts must live between 2 must be in stations. Also TV sales. 12 years experience, family. Box P-132, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Sales my primary interest as sales manager or sales chain. Have 22 years radio experience in all phases. Finest references. Write Box P-59, BROADCASTING.

Copywriter-announcer wants full or part- time sales. Wives present. Prefer Florida, Southwest or West Coast. Box P-78, BROADCASTING.

Sales—(Cont’d)

33, family. Some programming, radio sales experience. Recent radio-TV degree after previous business job. Sales or sales-announcing, future management. Southwest small to medium market. Cal Rains, 7020 Leader, Houston.

Announcers

San Francisco first phone personality available. Interested? Box N-46, BROADCAST-ING.

Wanted: Sports directors job. Plenty of radio experience. Seeking T-V-Radio Combo job if consider director, cash only. You make the salary offer, then we will get to- gether. In no hurry. Box P-4, BROADCASTING.

Won’t someone give a young man a break? Married, dependable announcer seeks small market. Box P-41, BROADCAST-ING.

4 years experience in sales, announcing & play-by-play. Desire smaller mt.; in mid- west or west. All replies answered. Box P- 44, BROADCASTING.

Disc jockey-announcer: presently involved in national broadcast. Interested in offer from medium or large mar- kets only. 15 years experience in good music broadcasting. Letter, resume and details under 17, BROADCASTING.

Bilingual (English & Spanish) dj announcer; Authoritative newscaster, swinging person- ality, light board, sales experience, not a Roster. Box P-49, BROADCASTING.

Ex-Storz personality dj now available! Num- ber 1 Pulse & Hooper for past three years. Graduated, college background, five years experience, not a drifter. Will relocate to any major, or medium market. Box N-233, BROADCASTING.

Swinging live wire, 3 voices gimmicks. Top morning man in major, Retry majors only. Box P-92, BROADCASTING.

Top 46 funny man, music director, holding 70% hooper. If you want your audience ex- panded and entertained by a pro, I’m your man. No “Chicken 40" formats. Fourth year in mediums, ready for major market. I hope you know talent when you hear it. Aircheck available. Box P-66, BROADCASTING.

Professionally seasoned mike-side. Tough an- nouncing/heavy news. Will relocate from Southeast, Ohio. Box P-67, BROADCAST-ING.

Sports announcer looking for sports minded station; finest of references. Box P-74, BROADCASTING.

First phone radio-TV announcer, newswriter, 35, married, two children. Box P-77, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-experienced, mature authorita- tive voice for metro market. Married, desire permanence and min. $150.00 wk. Box P-41, BROADCASTING.

Experienced three in one Negro personality announcer, production man, play-by-play sports, family man. Box P-88, BROADCASTING.

First phone showman—6 years in major mar- kets. College, draft free, available im- mediately. Box P-81, BROADCASTING.

Recent announcing school graduate seeks permanent spot. Any position providing ex- perience in all phases. Can operate own board. Tape available. Box P-81, BROADCASTING.

Gal disc jockey, traffic, women’s programs, greets, writer, continued work. Available immediately. Box P-92, BROADCASTING.

Well rounded air personality dj/announcer, mature, stable, college, voice with a dif- ference, wants middle of road station. Prefer San Francisco or West Coast, minimum $150. Box P-93, BROADCASTING.
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Announcers—(Cont'd)

Dj/news working top rated top 40 station medium market. Wish to relocate West Coast minimum $150. Reliable. Box P-94, BROADCASTING.


Competent—sincere—versatile—staff announcer with production-agency background. A-1 references. Willing to relocate. Box P-99, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer desires position in medium market. Fast pace, good voice. Box P-100, BROADCASTING.

Proven combo-man seeking position in fine music station, preferably classical. Thoroughly acquainted with all forms of music. Box P-103, BROADCASTING.

Negro dj smooth sound dependable willing worker, any spot or area. Now available. Box P-104, BROADCASTING.

Well rounded air personality, bright sounding dj, announcer—experienced—all phases—authoritative newscaster. Remote/bexpress. Professional attitude cooperative. Box P-106, BROADCASTING.

The strongest personality in existence, composite style like Groucho Marx. Professional writer. College degree, veteran. Box P-111, BROADCASTING.

Country personality, newsman, salesman, wants larger market. Fast, good sound. Presently Southwest. Box P-115, BROADCASTING.

I am currently employed in a major market. I one of the country's best popular music stations. For reasons which I will disclose in my letter, I am ready to leave. I am no floater, my background is impeccable. If you feel top talent is worth at least $175 or more a week, listen to my story. Box P-118, BROADCASTING.

First phone, announcer, deejay. Limited experience. Willing worker. Box P-123, BROADCASTING.

N.Y., N.J., Conn.—Announcer/dj, news caster, experience, tight production fast board. Family man. Box P-130, BROADCASTING.

Authoritative newscaster announcer, dj announcer. Experience. Professional attitude, dependable, personable. Box P-134, BROADCASTING.

Top flight dj (personality) tight board. Wishes position with good station. Box P-136, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, dj, bright personality, tight board, experience. Want to settle, not a floater or prima donna. Box P-136, BROADCASTING.

Versatile announcer—experienced selling sound—tight board—2 years experience, not a floater. Box P-137, BROADCASTING.

Bright air personality, newsman. Family man, not a prima donna or floater. Box P-138, BROADCASTING.

Young deejay—easy talking. Training & some experience. Tape available. Box P-139, BROADCASTING.

Swinging dj personality—Negro, authoritative newscaster, happy sound, broadcast school graduate. Box P-146, BROADCASTING.

Announcer engineer—1st phone—desire staff position, your style or mine. Good news, good music, background—ill years sales experience. South. Southern preferred, not required. Box P-142, BROADCASTING.

Announcers—(Cont’d)

Announcer. D.J. experienced middle road format, tape resume on request. Box P-144, BROADCASTING.

1st phone, from St. Louis, single 2 years experience, no maintenance. Tom Stanton, JA-1-1478, 8048 Bustle Dr., St. Louis 34, Missouri.

Newscaster and/or announcer desires position in California. Have no experience, have 1st phone, Write: Walt Elencham, 1237 S. 85th St., Richmond, Calif., or call 415-233-9412.


Spanish American young man available for position. Pleasant appearance, good voice, college, recently graduated from Television production and studio operation. No maintenance. Box P-51, BROADCASTING.

Sales engineer—Broadcast, AM, FM, TV microwave, 4 years experience, excellent sales background, college degree, prefer South. Box P-84, BROADCASTING.

Experienced engineer desires permanent position. Delaware, Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, installation, maintenance, proofs. Box P-100, BROADCASTING.

Competent engineer with tools and equipment will take salary cut to get out of announcing. Single, free to travel. Johnny Jay, 1724 Quincy Street, Bakersfield, California.

Production Programmg & Others

Available—Experienced in kids show—weather—news—newsmix—remote—direct—writing. Box M-257, BROADCASTING.

Quality continuity director or writer for quality sound that adheres to NAB code, presently WXYZ, Detroit. Married, 30 & 3rd phone. Box P-43, BROADCASTING.

News Director in million plus area seeks change. No TV experience, but would like opportunity to be a scraper. Box P-57, BROADCASTING.

Copywriter, thoroughly experienced, radio, TV agency, creative, production oriented effective in BROADCASTING.

Copywriter/Announcer, Advertising agency and radio station background. Tape and copy available. Presently employed. Box P-60, BROADCASTING.

I thrive on tough competition and real challenge. This PD/JOCK with a first phone has a consistent record of being number one. Let me program your station into the number one slot. All replies considered. Box P-61, BROADCASTING.

Newscaster—with network news staff and regional news directing experience of ten years desires position in any formidable East Coast market. If you have a responsible radio or TV program you desire help get in touch. Box P-63, BROADCASTING.

Experienced, comical personality, professional gag writer, comedy style like Groucho Marx. College degree, broadcasting graduate, veteran. Box P-75, BROADCASTING.

Program director. Available January 1st. Eight year’s phillipas AM—FM—TV, adult programming, production, family, permanent home West. $150. Box P-79, BROADCASTING.

Experienced newsmen. Five years major Eastern markets. Two years UN correspond ent NYC. Box P-80, BROADCASTING.

Newman, college and announcing school graduate. Year experience, first phone, no maintenance. Box P-85, BROADCASTING.

Production Programmg & Others

Continued

Copywriter-announcer. Radio station and network experience. Tape or copy available. Currently employed. Box P-86, BROADCASTING.

Want the imaginative, audience-building ap proach in news? Pro, nine years writing for newspaper, radio, television. Specialty—the feature touch. Seeking opportunity with sta tion providing distinction through easy-on-the-ears writing, not whoops and whoistles. Samples: Box P-129, BROADCASTING.

Must relocate, eighteen years radio. Program ming, news, award winning farm reporter. Small family. Best references. Prefer Southeast. All replies answered. Box P-124, BROADCASTING.


Available immediately newsmam-reporter announcer. 3 years experience, radio, former news director, 5 kw N.Y. state. Currently free-lancing. Married, excellent references. Salary open. Please phone 917-840 or write M. C. Sinclair, N. Scituate, R. I.

TELEVISON

Help Wanted—Management

Mid-central television station will be replacing its general manager due to promotion. If you are qualified for this heavily sales-oriented position please submit your qualifications and references. Box P-119, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Virginia fulltime radio and TV operation needs good experienced middle of the road format. Must be available. Opportunity for TV sports, send resume and copies at salary expectations to Box P-88, BROADCASTING.


Immediate opening for mature announcer for on camera as well as booth. Send picture, audio tape, and full resume or 80 to Ralph Webster, Program Mgr., KWXT-TV, Waco, Texas.

Technical

Have immediate opening for experienced CATV engineer in construction and operation of proposed elaborate and large system. Send full particulars in initial response. Box N-1, BROADCASTING.

Chief, small VHF station, Eastern seaboard. Must have good knowledge transmitter. Unusual opportunity. Box N-188, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Chief engineer, major TV market, midwest. Apply in confidence with resume and references to Box P-39, BROADCASTING.

Engineer first class license, immediate opening. Television transmitter-switcher switch. Carl Baer Anderson, KREY-TV, Montrose, Colorado.

Chief engineer for 5 kw directional and 1 kw sister station, need an experienced man who can assume complete responsibility for both transmitter. Excellent position. Contact E. M. Tink, V.P. of engineering, KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa.
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**TELEVISION**

**Situations Wanted—Management**

Ambitious, aggressive regional sales manager desires to make change now, 16 years experience in radio, TV, agency plus newspaper background. Can direct local sales staff or successfully fill national or regional sales positions. Outstanding references. Box P-18, BROADCASTING.

**Sales**

Professional television salesman. Representative for largest firms, highly competitive midwest area. Resigned ownership change. Proven, presently employed, 25 years. Interested sales or sales manager. Complete knowledge public relations, sales promotion, etc. Norwegian, family. Box P-99, BROADCASTING.

Top-flight executive salesman, 20 years broadcast experience—10 selling TV-radio, 10 selling syndication. Seeks challenging sales or sales management opportunity. Knowledge of top contacts throughout East and midwest. Will travel. Finest industry references. Available January. Box P-121, BROADCASTING.

**Announcers**

Proven, presently employed, on camera and booth. Excellent image. Excellent sales contacts. Proven, presently employed, 23 years. Interested sales or sales manager. Clear knowledge public relations, sales promotion, etc. Norwegian, family. Box P-99, BROADCASTING.

Presently radio sales mgr. Must relocate. Local national and metropolitan TV sales background. Best references for former and present employers. ExCell sales record. Box P-130, BROADCASTING.

**Production, Programming & Others**

**FOR SALE—Equipment**

Television/radio transmitters, cameras, microphone, tube, audio monitors. Electrodyn. 460 Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.

Kinesion Line: Teflon insulated, 15⁄16" rigid, 51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New-used, 30 foot length $90.00. Quantity list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle Harbor Road, Oakland, Calif., Temple 2-3527.

Two (2) Stenoll-Hoffman minitape M-9 portable tape recorders, with battery chargers and carrying case. Less than two months old. Write Box L-170, BROADCASTING.

Television film camera RCA TK-20A with accessories in good condition. Inspection or inquiries invited. Box P-45, BROADCASTING.


For sale—A Collins 26-J-1 Auto level limiting amplifier. $200. Collins ATC PB 150/150 cartridge playback unit, new $225.00. Collins ATC AB 150/150 recorder. $400.00. Amplifier for above w/connector cables $300.00. Contact Howard L. Harrington, Box 365, Ogallala, Nebraska.

RCA RS77A tuned to channel 2. Priced to sell quickly. Write Box M-23, BROADCASTING.

Reversible geared motors, ideal for remote control, 40 volts 10.00 each. Write Box P-72, BROADCASTING.

Sacrifice 4 sets RCA TV eye Vidicon cameras in good working condition. $200 each. Paul McAdam, Box 801, Livingston, Montana.

Machensie repeater system. 1 CPR record unit. 3 CPB playback unit. 150 cartridges and miscellaneous supplies. $750. Magnetrol PTB-6 complete recorder. Richard Haskey, KGUD, Santa Barbara, California.


For sale—two long play tape machines—magnecorder model 610, in good condition. $750.00 each. Write Box 130, 48th Ave. Chicago, Ill. Two closed circuit Blonder-Tongue camera and control unit $800.00. RCA 16 mm film camera adapted for TV, with accessories, $275.00. One Jerrold FM modulator unit, model AFM $400.00. Box P-117, BROADCASTING.

**BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY**

Will trade 15 years of successful large market ownership-management experience for managerial position with stock option. All communications will be answered in confidence. Box P-56, BROADCASTING.

Highly experienced and successful large market operator wishes to contact persons interested in forming investment group to acquire broadband 14 mm film camera. All replies answered in confidence. Box P-112, BROADCASTING.

MISCELLANEOUS

35,000 Professional Comedy Line! Topical laugh service featuring comic introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Atlantic Beach, N.Y.

Need help? 1000 Super dooper hooper scooper one line. Low price. Write Mike, 1150 Western Ave., Burbank, California.

"TALK TO YOURSELF" is a new file of comedy banter for disc jockeys who can do voices. Quick, time-fillers. $2.50. Available new "SOUND EFFECTS BITES" using your own sources. Write "FEEDBACK" 768 E. State St., Rockford, Ill., $5.00... Show-Biz Comedy Service (Dept. T) 68 Parkway Court, Brooklyn, N.Y., 11251.

188-hours—A complete summary of the week in review, accenting the major stories of the past 188 hours. A perfect 15 minute program, spiced with actualities, and the sounds of the news—A Mail Special Dedicated for week-end broadcasting. Top audience response—Added depth and prestige—amazingly low cost. Write Box N-122, BROADCASTING.

PGA Golf Tournaments fed to your station in color, up to & over 200 stations. Write Tee-Put Productions, 614 N. Rampart, New Orleans, La.

**INSTRUCTIONS**

FCC first phone license preparation by correspondence or in resident classes. Greenhill School, 1413 N. California St., San Francisco 25, Calif. For free 44-page brochure write: Dept. D-3, Grantham College, 3153 Gilham Road, Kansas City, Missouri.


Be prepared. First class FCC license in six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta, Georgia.

FCC first phone license in six weeks. GuaranteedINSTANTLY. Write Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas.

Elkins Radio License School of Chicago—Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory methods and theory. Elkins Radio License School, First Class License. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, Illinois.

Announcing, programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical training. Finest, most modern equipment available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2063 Inwood Road, Dallas 35, Texas.

San Francisco's Chris Borden School graduates are in constant demand. 1st phone and "master" sound. Plenty of jobs.写信索取信息表。Illustrated brochure, 259 Geary St. Starting date for next class January 14, 1961.
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Help Wanted—Sales

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER for Mid-America Independent VHF, Photo, resume, personal and professional references to, Box P-42, BROADCASTING

SALES MANAGER Radio-TV


Box P-21, BROADCASTING

Announcers

LA Only: Engineering years include—2 National Network, 1 CE, 2 Hil-Tower VHF-TV transmitter, 11 First Floors, 1 consulting engineer, 10 announcer training included if #1 in top 40 (11) major markets. All terms, weather, on TV and TV studies. 3 year old broadcast veteran with considerable news, most part or full time experience. Weekend announcing to CE. Write Bart Gallowse, 1104 E. Lincoln, Muntier Park, Calif.

WANTED TO BUY—Stations

WILL BUY ALL OR PART Radio Execs. seeks all or part ownership of radio or TV station in Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, or Indiana. Have B. S. Degree. Strong background in Operations, Programming, Sales. Replies confidential to Box N-173, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE—Stations—(Cont’d)

FOR SALE

Middle Market Southeastern Network TV Station. Principals only. Write Box P-73, BROADCASTING.

The Daily Times

Northeast, available immediately. Excellent equipment, good cash flow. Reasonable terms to qualified buyer. Small market. Owner desires to complete sales agreement for Hill with FCC before January 1, 1964. Box P-141, BROADCASTING

GUNZENDORFER

CALIFORNIA. Southern Mkt. leading full-time. Asking $225,000 with $65,000 down. OREGON. Fulltime $15,000 down.

CALIFORNIA. Daytime $20,000 down.

WILT GUNZENDORER AND ASSOCIATES

Licensed Broadcasters, Phoenix, 12-8800 864 S. Robertson, Los Angeles 35, Calif.

To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact:
PATT MCDONALD CO. P.O. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080 AUSTIN 56, TEXAS

STATIONS FOR SALE


JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES

6381 Hollywood Blvd. Los Angeles 28, California

THE OHIO VALLEY

AMERICA'S NEW INDUSTRIAL EMPIRE

(The Reader's Digest, December, 1963)

Radio station available. Full time, low frequency $300 terms—buying and selling, check with CHAPMAN COMPANY INC.

2045 PEACH TREE RD., ATLANTA, GA. 30020

Continued from page 91


By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther

- Granted motion by Western County Broadcasting Inc. (WADA), Shelby, N. C., to correct transcript in proceeding on AM application and that of Woodland Broadcasting Co. (WFIP), Belton, S. C., and, on motion, make certain other corrections. Action Dec. 2.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion

- Granted request by C. M. Taylor to continue Dec. 6, 1964, those who wish to continue. For free brochure, write: Dept. 3-75, Western Ohio Schools, 1505 N. Western Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90027

- Continued Nov. 25 conference to Nov. 27, proceeding on AM applications of KSWC Broadcasting Co., Vidor, both Texas, and Woodland Broadcasting Co., Vidor, both Texas, Action Nov. 26.

- In proceeding on applications of KOWN Broadcasting Co. for Woodland Broadcasting Co., for AM in Vidor, both Texas, Action Nov. 26.

- By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McCreary

- On own motion, continued Nov. 25 hearing to Nov. 27 in proceeding on AM application of Radio Station KAYE, Puyallup, Wash. Action Nov. 27.

- By Hearing Examiner Chester P. Naumovics Jr.

- In consolidated proceeding on applications of Charles W. Stone for renewal of license to KDCE, TV (ch. 5) for exchange with KYW, and to change facilities of that station, and Charles W. Stone and Josephine R. Stone, joint licensees, d/b/a Fort Arthur Broadcasting Co., for renewal of license to KDAC, AM, in Port Arthur, Texas, Action Nov. 26.

- Granted request by John Self to extend time to Dec. 3 time to file reply findings in proceeding on application for new AM in Winfield, Ala. Action Nov. 26.

- By Hearing Examiner Sol Selhidnue

Pursuant to agreements reached at Nov. 29 further prehearing conference in proceeding on applications of TV Associates Inc. and Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co. to change location, increase antenna, height, and to make other changes in WEAT-AM (ch. 12) and WPTF (TV) (ch. 9), respectively, both in West Palm Beach, Fla., continued Dec. 3 hearing to Jan. 31, 1964. Action Dec. 2.

- On own motion, scheduled further prehearing conference for Dec. 4 proceeding on applications of TV Associates Inc. and United Artists Broadcasting Inc. for new TV stations on channel 23 in Houston. Action Nov. 27.

- On basis of discussions held at Nov. 26 prehearing conference, continued Dec. 17 hearing to date to be fixed by subsequent order and scheduled further prehearing conference for Jan. 3, 1964, in Houston TV channel 23 proceeding. Action Nov. 26.

- Granted request by Weaverton Inc. (WEAT-TV), and Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co. (WPTF), both in West Palm Beach, Fla., to proceed with hearing conference for Nov. 29 in proceeding on TV applications in Docs. 1515-6-7. Action Nov. 26.


- By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharman

- Granted request by North Atlanta Broadcasting Co., North Atlanta, Ga., to

BROADCASTING, December 9, 1963
In consolidated AM proceeding on application of Coastal Broadcasting Corp., Colchester, for license to change antenna-transmission (ant.-trans.) of CP to increase power and installation of new trans.; subject to rule 79(a) of Table 1.

By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith

- Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau to continue Nov. 26 hearing from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and to proceed under application of Eastside Broadcasting Co., Phoenix, Ariz. Action Nov. 26.

**BROADCAST ACTIONS**

**by Broadcast Bureau**

**WABC-TV New York**—Granted renewal of license for TV (aux. and main trans. and aux and main stations) and subject to rule 79(a) of Table 1.

**WCB-TV New York**—Granted renewal of licenses for TV (aux.

**KIKO Miami, Fla.**—Granted increased daytime power on 1340 kHz, from 880 w to 1500 kw, continuous nighttime operation with 250 w day power for installation of new trans.; conditions.

**WXRK Miami**—Granted change frequency on 105.3 mc; increase ERP to 5 kw, increase height to 750 ft, and increase daily on-air time; with limits on CP.

**WFSG Boca Ratón, Fla.**—Granted mod. of CP to change antenna system as requested by Fred S. Grunwald, the applicant, and to operate as a station.

**WMCN-FM Morganton, N. C.**—Granted license.

**KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.**—Granted, mod. of CP to change trans. location; increase height to 1780 ft, and change daily on-air hours; and subject to rule 40(a) for reassignment.
These two (2) national awards will recognize outstanding accomplishment by a radio station and a television station in the field of local community service—the credit to be awarded for non-network presentations in individual programs, program series and overall contributions to the station's audience.

The purpose of these awards

...to bring national recognition to radio and television properties, stations which have been rendering superior service over many years to the people of their respective communities.

...to encourage other station ownership and management to address itself more vigorously to this important area of a community's local needs.

JUDGING will be done on the basis of the calendar year. Final filing date is February 1, following the year of the station's performance.

WINNERS will be announced at the Annual Conference of the U. S. Conference of Mayors in late May. Awards will be conferred to the winning stations by the Mayors of their city.
OUR RESPECTS to Louis Archer Smith

‘The absolute best measure of efficiency is sales’

What makes a good salesman?
Without hesitation, Lou Smith, vice president and television sales manager of the Chicago office of Edward Petry & Co., will snap off the answers crisply, like the way he strides down Michigan Avenue to complete an agency's buying order.

He knows the qualities demanded of the profession from years of personal experience in selling the business of broadcasting. It's second nature, like knowing every significant facet of the stations represented by his firm.

Top Of List • Now also a stockholder and director of Petry, Mr. Smith believes the best salesmen get that way by wanting to sell more than anything else, having interest and enthusiasm which makes them prefer to be on the job more than anywhere else, absolute honesty, moderation, a responsive and pleasing personality and an ability to contain personal feelings or any condition that might detract from getting the order. These head his list.

The station representative's biggest challenge today is simplification of paperwork to make it easier for the agency to evaluate and buy time, Mr. Smith feels. Petry is attacking this problem with its simplified TV rate card.

TV is today's strongest medium, he says, because it combines the best of nearly every other medium. From long experience he respects radio's strong sell-ability too. Both media's cash register results speak louder than ratings, he feels, although ratings are useful indicators.

Louis Archer Smith was born in Rock Island, Ill., Jan. 23, 1915. Brought up chiefly by his maternal grandparents after the loss of his father in World War I, Lou spent his school days doing what most boys do—taking on various odd jobs to earn his spending money.
The favorites were theater usher and working in department stores during the holiday seasons. The most difficult trial of his youth was his nickname, "Louie," but he had put a stop to that by the time he got to college.

Short Order • After high school he took commercial courses for several semesters at the University of Illinois and earned his way as fraternity house cook. Next he went to Richmond University, Richmond, Va., for a while and worked nights as a hotel short order cook. His considerable culinary skills would serve him many more times getting over life's rough spots.

Mr. Smith became aware of the future prospects of advertising while a freshman at Illinois. He had heard quite a bit about this vital profession from one of his sophomore friends, Barton A. Cummings, now board chairman and chief executive officer of Compton Advertising, and it made an impression.

Finding the economics of college in those depression times just a bit too steep, Mr. Smith left Richmond. Hitchhiking home he ran out of money in Memphis. But another talent, singing, came to his rescue and he earned what he needed by his vocal selling of sheet music in a dime store.

Although Mr. Smith admitted he could not read music, his confidence had been bolstered earlier by winning a talent contest staged by Kay Kyser at the Blackhawk restaurant in Chicago. At that time his rendition of "Minnie the Moocher" won him a week's paid engagement there with the Kyser show.

Home Again • Back home in Rock Island he once again worked as a cook until he was able to get a job selling real estate. Mr. Smith recalls that he didn't stick with that field very long, though.

During this period Mr. Smith remembers that he made a constant pest of himself asking Maurice Corken of Wfps Rock Island for the chance to take a crack at radio selling. Finally his persuasions won out and he was hired: $7.50 a week plus two bridge tokens daily so he could make sales calls across the Mississippi River in Davenport, Iowa.

Since the local accounts used no agency, Mr. Smith got plenty of production and writing experience too. When he sold a series of remotes to a nightclub, he also had to become the MC and present the show.

About 1937, after two years at Wfps, Mr. Smith sold briefly for Wjlb Chicago and then joined Kown Omaha as a local salesman. He was with Kown four years, becoming sales manager before he left in 1941 to enter the Air Force.

Private Smith was a military marvel: "I loved KP. I could peel potatoes all day long."

Agency Basics • Following a disability discharge in 1942, Mr. Smith returned to Kown for a short while and then joined Lake-Sprio-Shurman Advertising, Memphis. A valuable lesson on human relationships in business that he learned while working with Milton Shurman: You can catch more flies with honey than vinegar.

In 1944 Mr. Smith went to New York to take a media-selling position but he quickly realized he didn't feel at home in that city then. Returning to the Midwest and Chicago, he took a temporary job making Mrs. Snyder Candy until John Ashenhurst of Petry's Chicago office offered an opportunity as a radio station representative.

In 1947 Mr. Smith formed his own advertising agency in Chicago specializing in the broadcast media. Besides handling radio accounts, he recalls "placing the first origination on ABC-TV out of Chicago" for Paris suspenders and belts. He had to pioneer producing his own TV commercials, filming some spots for as little as $50 and using fellow workers as models.

Three years later he gave up his own agency and became manager of the Chicago sales office of Worb-Am-Tv New York for about a year. In 1951 he rejoined Petry's Chicago office as sales manager for television. He was made a vice president of Petry in December 1959. Last August he became a Petry stockholder and member of the board.

Golf Buff • A past president of the Western Advertising Golf Association, Mr. Smith also has served on the board of Chicago's Broadcast Advertising Club. He also is a member of the Mid-America Club.

Mr. Smith married Martha Ferrell of Weston, Mo., June 7, 1939. They had met in Omaha. The Smiths enjoy playing golf together and the family likes to vacation in Florida near the ocean. They have two boys and a girl: Ferrell, 19, sophomore at the University of Colorado; Norman, 16, and Louise, 8.
The Smiths live in suburban Lake Forest on Chicago's North Shore. They eat well: Dad still turns out very tasty short orders.

Mr. Smith
No miracles

NOW that the nation has regained its balance after the terrible experience of Nov. 22 will it be business as usual?

For general business, yes. A new President has taken over with hardly a break in pace and with the economy strong. But for broadcasters it should never be business as usual again.

A new norm was established for broadcasting, as a profession, during those four days in November. History will record the achievement of broadcasting as its transition from solely an entertainment medium to the primary journalism force through its all-encompassing coverage of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.

In those four days broadcasters spontaneously did more for themselves than all of the country’s press agents and lobbyists could have accomplished. They did it without that goal in mind, and without a goad from government.

Broadcasters should build solidly on this new bedrock of public acceptance. No accusing fingers need be pointed at the minority of stations that might not have responded adequately. The goal should be to bring all broadcasting up to the new standard of magnificence.

If broadcasters have new responsibilities, so does government. The message should be clear. Can there be doubt any more about broadcasting as part of the free press?

The FCC knows that President Lyndon B. Johnson is the most knowledgeable chief executive in the area of broadcasting ever to hold that office. It needs no guidelines; these were written by Mr. Johnson’s stewardship in House and Senate and his dedication to the free enterprise system.

But don’t look for miracles. The very fact that President Johnson has been indirectly identified with broadcasting by virtue of Mrs. Johnson’s ownership interests in Texas probably will cause him to disturb the FCC least of all.

The regulatory pattern isn’t likely to change overnight. But it already has slowed down because the control-everything zealots are not so cocksure.

Immediately ahead is the FCC’s consideration of commercial time limitations, on which oral argument is to be heard today (Dec. 9). This is an exercise and a waste of taxpayers’ money, because the FCC won’t adopt a rule. Congress won’t let it.

Legislation to curb FCC excesses is pending in the House. It won’t do to have the FCC blandly drop the commercial limitation rule, or simply reinterpret its irrational “fairness” doctrine, or merely defer the schedule of filing fees set to become effective Jan. 1, 1964. Congress should build a record affirmatively instructing this FCC and its successors that it is precluded from invading private business affairs and programing.

How to make good

ADVERTISERS and agencies have been quick to acknowledge, along with the rest of the nation, the magnificent job turned in by broadcasters on the long black weekend of President Kennedy’s assassination. Many of them have made this recognition tangible by agreeing to accept “make-good” announcements for those that had been scheduled but were almost universally preempted by broadcasters’ unwavering concentration on the news surrounding the President’s death.

These advertisers, in turn, are owed the gratitude of the broadcasters, for by taking make-goods instead of demand-
in a class by itself

Masterpiece — exceptional skill, far-reaching values. This is the quality of WWJ radio-television service—in entertainment, news, sports, information, and public affairs programming. The results are impressive—in audience loyalty and community stature, and in sales impact for the advertiser on WWJ Radio and Television.

WWJ and WWJ-TV
THE NEWS STATIONS

Owned and Operated by The Detroit News • Affiliated with NBC • National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
A Philosophy of RADIO REPRESENTATION that makes sense!

Our philosophy is to maintain a limited list of stations. This enables us to provide these stations with a thorough, in-depth sales job, which consistently produces more revenue. With a limited list, our men do intensive "creative selling" for our stations. 

Makes sense, doesn’t it?

adam young inc.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON • DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

REPRESENTING RADIO AND TV STATIONS